
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA

ATLANTA DIVISION

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION,

Plaintiff,

vs.

STANLEY J. KOWALEWSKI and
SJK INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, LLC,

Defendants.

CIVIL ACTION NO.
1:11-cv-0056-TCB

RECEIVER’S MOTION FOR APPROVAL OF
PRIVATE SALE OF REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT

101/105 ATLANTIC AVENUE, PAWLEYS ISLAND,
GEORGETOWN COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA

S. Gregory Hays, the court-appointed Receiver for SJK Investment

Management, LLC (“SJK”), the SJK Special Opportunities Fund, LP (the “Special

Opportunities Fund”), and their assets, files this Motion for Approval of Private

Sale of Real Property Located at 101/105 Atlantic Avenue, Pawleys Island,

Georgetown County, South Carolina (the “Motion”) and shows the Court as

follows:
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BACKGROUND

1. Pursuant to the terms of Orders dated February 2, 2011 [ECF No. 37]

and March 8, 2011 [ECF No. 59] (the “Receivership Orders”), Mr. Hays was

appointed as Receiver for SJK, the Special Opportunities Fund, and all of their

assets (collectively, the “Receiver Estate”).1

2. Among other things, the Receivership Orders authorize and direct the

Receiver to take custody and control of assets of the Receiver Estate, to sell assets

of the Receiver Estate, and to marshal and administer assets held by third-parties.

(February 2, 2011 Receivership Order [ECF No. 37] §§ IV, VII, IX.)

3. On April 18, 2013, the Court entered an Order Administratively

Closing SEC Enforcement Action [ECF No. 192] (the “Closure Order”). Under

the Closure Order, the Receiver continues to have all rights, powers, and

protections set forth in previous orders, including but not limited to the

Receivership Orders. (Closure Order ¶ 2.) The Closure Order further provides that:

The Receiver shall continue to have the authority to convey clear title
to the remaining properties in the Receiver Estate in accordance with
the provisions of the Receivership Orders and 28 U.S.C. §§ 2001
(Sale of Realty Generally) and 2002 (Notice of Sale of Realty).

(Id. ¶ 3.)

1 The Receivership Orders also appointed Mr. Hays as Receiver for Defendant
Stanley J. Kowalewski (“Kowalewski”). The receivership over Kowalewski was
terminated on September 30, 2011 [ECF No. 138].
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4. In accordance with the Receivership Orders, the Receiver has taken

custody and control of various assets of the Receiver Estate, including a parcel of

real property and house located at 101/105 Atlantic Avenue (Lots 2 and 1A Assey

Subdivision), Pawleys Island, Georgetown County, South Carolina 29585 (the

“Property”). The Property was purchased by the Special Opportunities Fund in

May 2010 for a purchase price of $3.9 million from: Philip E. Assey, II; B.

Paulette Sigmon; and Marguerite A. Assey. Copies of the warranty deeds

conveying the Property to the Special Opportunities Fund are attached hereto as

Exhibit A. Consequently, the Property is part of the Receiver Estate and,

consistent with the Receivership Orders and Closure Order, may be sold by the

Receiver upon the Court’s approval.

5. Effective April 14, 2014, the Receiver entered into a Purchase and

Sale Agreement with Rex W. Huggins and Jane P. Huggins (the “Huggins”),

whereby, subject to this Court’s approval, the Receiver has agreed to sell the

Property to the Huggins for a purchase price of $2,825,000 (the “Purchase

Agreement”). A copy of the Purchase Agreement, as amended, is attached hereto

as Exhibit B.
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DISPOSITION PROCEDURES UNDER 28 U.S.C. § 2001

6. Where the administration of a receiver estate requires the sale of real

property, 28 U.S.C. § 2001 provides the procedures that a receiver must follow.

Specifically, subsection (b) establishes the following procedures for a private sale

of real property:

(b) After a hearing, of which notice to all interested parties shall be
given by publication or otherwise as the court directs, the court may
order the sale of such realty or interest or any part thereof at private
sale for cash or other consideration and upon such terms and
conditions as the court approves, if it finds that the best interests of the
estate will be conserved thereby. Before confirmation of any private
sale, the court shall appoint three disinterested persons to appraise
such property or different groups of three appraisers each to appraise
properties of different classes or situated in different localities. No
private sale shall be confirmed at a price less than two-thirds of the
appraised value. Before confirmation of any private sale, the terms
thereof shall be published in such newspaper or newspapers of general
circulation as the court directs at least ten days before confirmation.
The private sale shall not be confirmed if a bona fide offer is made,
under conditions prescribed by the court, which guarantees at least a
10 per centum increase over the price offered in the private sale.

28 U.S.C. §2001(b).

7. Therefore, in order to sell the Property in a private sale, the Receiver

must obtain permission from the Court to do so. The sale also must comply with

the other provisions in section 2001(b), which provide, in part, that the Court

appoint three disinterested persons to appraise the Property and that a minimum

price of two-thirds of the appraised value be obtained in a private sale. Section
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2001(b) also requires that the terms of the sale shall be published in a newspaper of

general circulation as the Court directs for at least ten (10) days before the final

confirmation of the sale. Finally, a private sale cannot be confirmed if a bona fide

offer is made, which guarantees at least a ten percent (10%) increase over the price

offered in the private sale.

8. In overseeing equity receiverships, district courts have wide discretion

in overseeing the sale of real and personal property. Accordingly, except in cases

of abuse, appellate courts will not disturb the exercise of the district courts’

discretion in setting the conditions for judicial sales or the confirmation thereof.

See United States v. Branch Coal, 390 F.2d 7, 10 (3rd Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 391

U.S. 966 (1968).

9. One of the ultimate purposes of the Receiver’s appointment in this

case is to provide a vehicle through which assets can be gathered, preserved, and,

ultimately, liquidated in order to minimize to the extent possible the losses incurred

by investors in the hedge funds that were managed by SJK (the “SJK Funds”).2 To

that end, the Court has extremely broad powers to supervise the receivership and to

determine the appropriate action to be taken in the administration of the

2 The SJK Funds are: (1) the SJK Absolute Return Fund, Ltd.; (2) the SJK
Absolute Return Fund, LLC; (3) the SJK Long/Short Equity Fund, Ltd.; and (4) the
SJK Long/Short Equity Fund, LLC.
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receivership. See SEC v. Hardy, 803 F.2d 1034, 1038 (9th Cir. 1986); SEC v.

Lincoln Thrift Ass’n, 577 F.2d 600, 606 (9th Cir. 1978); see also SEC v. Safety Fin.

Serv., Inc., 674 F.2d 368, 372 (5th Cir. 1982) (holding that a court overseeing a

receivership is accorded “wide discretionary power” in light of “the concern for

orderly administration”) (citations omitted).

10. Each receivership case presents its own distinct circumstances that

require the presiding court to employ case-specific procedures. See SEC v. Hardy,

803 F.2d at 1038 (recognizing that courts must often craft reasonable

administrative procedures to deal with the complex circumstances of each case).

Because a court may not have the resources to ascertain which procedures will be

most efficient in a given situation, the receiver has a duty to assist the court in

understanding the specific issues in the case and developing the appropriate

procedures. See id. (citing SEC v. Wencke (Wencke II), 783 F.2d 829, 837 n.9 (9th

Cir. 1986)) (noting the duty of an equity receiver to aid the court in orderly and

efficient administration of the estate); see also Marsch v. Williams, 23 Cal. App. 4th

238, 248 (Cal. Ct. App. 1994) (noting that the receiver is “the hand of the court, to

aid it in preserving and managing the property involved in the suit for the benefit

of those to whom it may ultimately be determined to belong”).
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11. In light of the purposes and principles underlying the administration

of this receivership, and in an effort to minimize additional costs incurred by the

Receiver Estate in disposing the Property, the Receiver proposes the sale of the

Property pursuant to the terms set forth below, which comply with 28 U.S.C.

§ 2001.

SALE OF THE PROPERTY

12. As mentioned above, the Receiver has entered into the Purchase

Agreement with the Huggins to sell the Property for $2,825,000.

13. The Receiver is not in any way affiliated with the Huggins.

14. The Huggins’ inspection period has expired, and the Receiver is

prepared to sell the Property to the Huggins pursuant to the terms of the Purchase

Agreement.

15. As required by 28 U.S.C. § 2001, the Receiver has considered the

following three appraisals in connection with the sale of the Property:

(a) The April 22, 2014, residential appraisal performed by
Bay Shore Appraisal Services for S. Gregory Hays, placing a fair
market value of $3,000,000 on the Property, a true and correct copy of
which is attached hereto as Exhibit C.

(b) The April 16, 2014, residential appraisal performed by
Treffer Appraisal and Advisory Group for Hays Financial Consulting,
LLC, placing a fair market value of $2,497,100 on the Property, a true
and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit D.
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(c) The January 14, 2014, residential appraisal of Lot 2
performed by Cromartie Appraisal Service, Inc. for S. Gregory Hays,
placing a fair market value of $2,750,000 on the Lot 2 of the Property,
a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit E.

16. These documents are sufficient to satisfy section 2001(b)’s appraisal

requirements because each was provided by a party who is independent from the

Receiver and has no interest in the proposed sale of the Property to the Huggins.

17. As required by 28 U.S.C. § 2001, the $2,825,000 sales price exceeds

two-thirds of the appraised value and is a reasonable purchase price amount.

Moreover, selling the Property now, as is, will allow the Receiver Estate to avoid

additional expenses associated with maintaining the Property in the future.

18. As required by 28 U.S.C. § 2001, in order to allow for competing

bids, the Receiver has published notice of the terms of the Purchase Agreement in

the Coastal Observer (Pawleys Island, SC) and the Post and Courier (Charleston,

SC), which are both newspapers of general circulation in the geographic area

where the Property is located. The Receiver first published the notice on May 19,

2014 in the Post and Courier and May 22, 2014 in the Coastal Observer, and it will

run consecutively through June 5, 2014. Copies of these notices are attached

hereto as Exhibit F.

19. Upon completion of the notice period, the Receiver will file

Publishers’ Affidavits confirming the dates of publication and will disclose to the
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Court any competing bids. The Receiver will notify the Court promptly if he

receives a qualifying competing bid – i.e., a bid that guarantees a purchase price at

least 10% higher than the purchase price in the Purchase Agreement.

20. Upon the filing of this motion, the Receiver will publish a copy of the

motion and all exhibits to his website, http://haysconsulting.net/assets-for-

sale/beach-front-residential/, and will send the motion by email to: (i) the investors

in the SJK Funds and (ii) creditors with approved claims against the Special

Opportunities Fund.3 The Receiver also will mail a copy of the motion and

exhibits to the Internal Revenue Service.

21. The Receiver believes that selling the Property pursuant to the

Purchase Agreement is in the best interests of the Receiver Estate. The Receiver

believes that if the Court does not approve the sale of the Property under the

Purchase Agreement, the Receiver may not be able to sell the Property at the same

3 Only $7,079.09 in creditor claims were approved against the Special
Opportunities Fund under the Court’s July 16, 2012 Order Approving Receiver’s
Supplemental Plan for Administration of Receiver Estate and Distribution of
Proceeds [ECF No. 178] and all of the Receiver’s obligations to those creditors
have been satisfied. Likewise, the Receiver has satisfied the tax obligations of the
Special Opportunities Fund on an ongoing basis. To satisfy the requirements of
the title insurer selected by the Huggins, however, the Receiver has agreed to
provide notice to these individuals and entities. In the event the Receiver does not
have a current email address for an investor or creditor, the Receiver will provide
them a one-page notice of the motion by First-Class Mail, which will direct them
to the Receiver’s website.
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or a materially higher price. Even if he ultimately were able to obtain a higher

price, it may take a long time to find a buyer willing to purchase the Property in its

current condition, and the Receiver Estate may incur substantial ongoing

maintenance expenses in the meantime.

WHEREFORE, the Receiver respectfully requests that this Court enter an

order:

(a) Appointing as independent appraisers, and approving the

Receiver’s use of the appraisals prepared by, Bay Shore Appraisal Services,

Treffer Appraisal and Advisory Group, and Cromartie Appraisal Service,

Inc.;

(b) Directing publication, and approving the Receiver’s

publication of the sale, in the Coastal Observer (Pawleys Island, SC) and the

Post and Courier (Charleston, SC);

(c) Approving the Receiver’s notice to the SJK Funds’ investors,

creditors with approved claims against the Special Opportunities Fund, and

the Internal Revenue Service; and

(d) Approving the sale of the Property pursuant to the terms of the

Purchase Agreement.
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If no objections are filed to this Motion and if the Receiver does not receive

any competing bids for the Property, the Receiver requests that the Court grant this

motion without hearing to avoid the unnecessary expenditure of the Receiver

Estate’s Assets. The Receiver will notify the Court if no objections have been filed

or competing bids have been received and submit a proposed Order approving the

sale. If objections are filed or competing bids received, the Receiver requests that

the Court schedule a hearing to resolve any outstanding issues.

This 21st day of May 2014.

/s/ Thomas B. Bosch
J. David Dantzler, Jr.
Georgia Bar No. 205125
david.dantzler@troutmansanders.com
Thomas B. Bosch
Georgia Bar No. 068740
tom.bosch@troutmansanders.com

TROUTMAN SANDERS LLP
5200 Bank of America Plaza
600 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30308-2216
(404) 885-3000 (phone)
(404) 885-3900 (fax)

Attorneys for S. Gregory Hays, Receiver
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE OF LOCAL RULE 7.1D

I hereby certify that the foregoing has been prepared in a Times New Roman

14 point font, one of the font and point selections approved by the Court in Local

Rule 5.1B.

/s/ Thomas B. Bosch
Thomas B. Bosch
Georgia Bar No. 205125
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that the foregoing MOTOIN FOR APPROVAL OF

PRIVATE SALE OF REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT 101/105

ATLANTIC AVENUE, PAWLEYS ISLAND, GEORGETOWN COUNTY,

SOUTH CAROLINA was electronically filed with the Clerk of Court using the

CM/ECF system, which automatically serves notification of such filing to all

counsel of record.

A copy of and/or notice of this filing also have been provided by the means

described in Paragraph 20 of this filling to: investors in the SJK Funds and the

Special Opportunities Fund; creditors with approved claims against the Special

Opportunities Fund; and the Internal Revenue Service.

This 21st day of May 2014.

/s/ Thomas B. Bosch
Thomas B. Bosch
Georgia Bar No. 068740
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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
) 	TITLE TO REAL ESTATE 

COUNTY OF GEORGETOWN 

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, THAT We, Philip E. Assey, II and B. 

Paulette Sigmon, for and in consideration of the sum of Three Million Nine Hundred Thousand 

and 00/100 ($3,900,000.00) Dollars, to us in hand paid at and before the sealing of these Presents 

by SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P., the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, have 

granted, bargained, sold and released, and by these presents do grant, bargain, sell and release unto 

the said SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P., its Successors and/or Assigns, forever, the 

following described real property, to wit: 

All that certain piece, parcel or tract of land, situate, lying and being in Tax District 
Number Four, County of Georgetown, State of South Carolina, and shown as Lot 
Number Two on a "Recombination & Subdivision Plat Of The Josephine L. Assey 
Property" prepared by Thomas & Hutton Engineering Co., dated July 20, 2005 and 
recorded in the Office of the Register of Deeds for Georgetown County in Plat 
Book/Slide 561 at Page 9; as more currently shown on that certain "Plat Of Lots lA 
And 2 Of The Josephine L. Assey Subdivision Located On The North End Of 
Pawleys Island" surveyed for SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P., prepared by J. 
Luckey Sanders, R.L.S., dated April 23, 2010 and recorded on May (p,  2010, in 
the Office of the Register of Deeds for Georgetown County in Plat Book/Slide  7 IA  
at Page  10  • 

ALSO, an easement of ingress and egress over and across the road shown and 

	

delineated as "40' Private Street 0.379 AC.+" as shown on "Recombination & 	to 0 0 c 0 a, m K3 in cm-11=10m> m•-•0 
Subdivision Plat Of The Josephine L. Ass ey Prop erty" prepared by Thomas & HuttonR..' El', 0 0 5,7 (78 

	

-+m 	0,3:. al 0-c) 
Engineering Co., dated July 20, 2005 and recorded in the office of the Register of rn 

	

--1 	ha -11 -1•"*c> 1-4 -13> OV:ICICICt 

	

/Deeds for Georgetown County in Plat Book/Slide 561 at Page 9; as more currently 	4,3). x i*, rei = 4,  

	

shown on that certain "Plat Of Lots lA And 2 Of The Josephine L. Assey 	-Ps 	7::. =I 0 
29 —I 07 (I) CO 

'V 	cr. —1 C)ri 
Subdivision Located On The North End Of Pawleys Island" surveyed for SJK Special 3:2 is, ,-, Q.. "1 
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Opportunities Fund, L.P., prepared by J. Luckey Sanders, R.L.S., dated April 23, 
2010 and recorded on May  (o  , 2010, in the Office of the Register of Deeds for 
Georgetown County in Plat Book/Slide  fl 1  at Page  1 0  . 

This being a portion of the property conveyed unto Philip E. Assey, Hand B. Paulette 
Sigmon by deed of Philip E. Assey, II dated October 20, 2003 and recorded October 
21, 2003 in the Office of the Register of Deeds for Georgetown County, South 
Carolina in Deed Book 1436 at Page 232. 

ALSO, any right title and interest we may have in that certain lot, piece or parcel of 
land situate, lying and being in the Town of Pawleys Island, Georgetown County, 
South Carolina, known and designated as Lot 1A as shown on a plat entitled 
"Recombination & Resubdivision of the Josephine L. Assey Property Tax District 
42, Township 7 Pawleys Island, Georgetown County, South Carolina" dated July 20, 
2005 by Thomas & Hutton Engineering Co." and recorded in the Office of the 
Register of Deeds for Georgetown County in Nat Slide 561 at Page 9 on September 
12, 2005. Reference to said plat is made for a more full and complete description. 

OCEANFRONT PROPERTY DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Pursuant to S.C. Code Aim. Section 48-39330 (1988 Supp.), the Grantor discloses 
to the Grantee that the property or a portion thereof is or may be subject to statutory 
regulation imposed by the South Carolina Coastal Zone Act of 1977, S. C. Code Ann. 
Sections 48-39-10, et seq. (1988 Supp.), as amended by the South Carolina Beach 
Management Act, S. C. Code Ann. Sections 48-39-270, et seq. (1988 Supp.), 
hereinafter collectively called "the Acts". The Acts involve, and may subject the 
property to, the creation and existence of interim and fmal baselines, setback lines, 
the velocity zone and an erosion rate, all as is more fully defined in the Acts. Part or 
all of the property is or may be located seaward of the setback line, the minimum 
setback line or interim baseline, and has an erosion rate, all is more fully determined 
by the South Carolina Coastal Council on July 1991. This information is more 
particularly shown on that certain "Recombination & Subdivision Plat Of The 
Josephine L. Assey Property", prepared by Thomas & Hutton Engineering Co., dated 
July 20, 2005 and recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds for Georgetown 
County in Plat Book/Slide 561 at Page 9; as more currently shown on that certain 
"Nat Of Lots lA And 2 Of The Josephine L. Assey Subdivision Located On The 
North End Of Pawleys Island" surveyed for SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P., 
prepared by J. Luckey Sanders, R.L.S:, dated April 23, 2010 and recorded on May 

, 2010, in the Office of the Register of Deeds for Georgetown County in Plat 
Book/Slide 	at Page / 0 which plats are incorporated herein and made apart 
hereof by reference. All or part of the property is or may be within the velocity zone 
as determined by the Federal Emergency Management Agency. The Acts may also 

2 
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restrict the Grantee's right to build, repair or rebuild structures on the property. No 
structure may be constructed seaward of the setback line without a permit issued by 
the DHEC office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management. Pursuant to the Acts, 
the locations of the baselines and interim and final setback lines are subject to 
change. The methodology utilized in determining the exact location of the setback 
lines and baselines on the property and the currently applicable erosion rate may be 
obtained from the DHEC Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management. The 
methodology described above must be utilized in a case-by-case, property-by-
property manner in order for an exact, surveyed determination to be made of the 
location of the baselines and setback lines. The Grantors make no representation to 
the Grantees concerning the location of such baselines, setback lines, or the velocity 
zone, the effect of such regulation on the property, or the accuracy of the foregoing 
disclosure. 

This conveyance is made subject to any and all applicable covenants, easements, 
restrictions, and limitations of record. 

TMS# 42-159-2.3 and 42-159-2.2 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * 

GRANTEE'S ADDRESS: 

303 Pisgah Church Road, Suite 2-C 

Greensboro. NC 27455 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * 

TOGE 111:IER with all and singular, the Rights, Members, Hereditaments and Appurtenances 

to the said Premises belonging, or in anywise incident or appertaining. 
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TO HAVE AND TO HOLD, all and singular, the said Premises before mentioned unto the 

said SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P., its successors and/or assigns, forever. 

AND We do hereby bind ourselves and our Heirs, Executors and Administrators, to warrant 

and forever defend, all and singular, the said Premises unto the said SJK Special Opportunities 

Fund, L.P., its Successors and/or Assigns, forever, absolutely and in fee simple, against ourselves 

and our Heirs, and all persons whomsoever lawfully claiming, or to claim the same or any part 

thereof. 
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WITNESS our Hands and Seals this  44-11  day of May in the year of our Lord two 

thousand ten and in the two hundred and thirty-fourth year of the Sovereignty and Independence of 

the United States of America. 

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED 
IN THE PRESENCE OF: 

iL.VX",/,44, 	VA4c1 - 0-»iaki D7-  	(L.S.) 
Phil E. Assey, II 

-Pouttct- 
PI 	• 	,04:—fs.  (L.S.) • gl 

B. Pa ette Sigmon, by hilip E. Assey, II, 
her attorney-in-fact 

Witness #1 

ness 

;1< * * * * * * * * * * * * 

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA ) 

COUNTY OF GEORGETOWN ) 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

I, a notary public for the State of South Carolina, do hereby certify that Philip E. Assey, II 
and B. Paulette Sigmon, by Philip E. Assey, II, her attorney-in-fact (the Grantors herein), 
personally appeared before me this day and acknowledged the due execution of the foregoing 
instrument. 

Witness my hand and official seal this the  P .,   day of May, 2010. 

Notary Public for South Carolina 
My Commission Expires:  --eli/t5 
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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA ) 

COUNTY OF GEORGETOWN ) 

   

AFFIDAVIT OF TRUE CONSIDERATION 

PERSONALLY appeared before me the undersigned, who being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

	

1. 	I have read the information on this affidavit and I understand such information. 

	

2. 	The property being transferred is located at 105 Atlantic Avenue (Lots 2 and 1A), Pawleys 
Island, SC, was transferred by Philip E. Assey, II and B. Paulette Sigmon to SJK Special 
Opportunities Fund, L.P., TMS#42-159-2.3 and 42-159-2.2 on May 	, 2010. 

	

3. 	Check one of the following: The deed is: 
(a) ® subject to the deed recording fee as a transfer for consideration paid or to be paid in 

money or money's worth. 
(b) ❑ subject to the deed recording fee as a transfer between a corporation, a partnership, 

or other entity and a stockholder, partner, or owner of the entity, or is a transfer to a 
trust or as a distribution to a trust beneficiary. 

( c) ❑ exempt from the deed recording fee because (See Information section of affidavit); 

(If exempt, please skip items 4 — 7, and go to item 8 of this affidavit. 

If exempt under exemption #14 as described in the information section of this affidavit, did the agent 
and principal relationship exist at the time of the original sale and was the purpose of this 
relationship to purchase the realty? Check Yes ❑ or No ❑ 

4. 	Check one of the following if either item 3(a) or item 3(b) above has been checked (See 
Information section of this affidavit): 

(a) to 

(b) ❑  

c) 0  

The fee is computed on the consideration.  paid or to be paid in money or money's 
worth in the amount of $ 3,900,000.00. 
The fee is computed on the fair market value of the realty which is 

The fee is computed on the fair market value of the realty as established for property 
tax purposes which is 	  

5. 	Check Yes ❑ or No ❑ to the following: A lien or encumbrance existed on the land, tenement, 
or realty before the transfer and remained on the land, tenement, or realty after the transfer. 
If "Yes," the amount of the outstanding balance of this lien or encumbrance is: . 
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P/Puy - 
Philip E. Assey,II 

3 

Instrument 	Book Pase 
20100000410B 	1474 191 

	

6. 	The deed recording fee is computed as follows: 
(a) Place the amount listed in item 4 above here: $3,900,000.00 
(b) Place the amount listed in item 5 above here: $0.00 

(If no amount is listed, place zero here.) 	  
( c) 	Subtract line 6(b) from Line 6(a) and place result here: $3,900,000.00 

	

7. 	The deed recording fee due is based on the amount listed on Line 6 ( c) above and the deed 
recording fee due is: $14,430.00 

	

8. 	As required by Code Section 12-24-70, I. state that I am a responsible person who was 
connected with the transaction as one of the grantors. 

	

9. 	I understand that a person required to furnish this affidavit who willfully furnishes a false or 
fraudulent affidavit is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, must be fined not more 
than one thousand dollars or imprisoned not more than one year, or both. 

Oa. 

Grantor 

SWORN to before me this 
day of May, 2010. 

	 (L.S.) 
Notary Public for South Carolina 
My Commission Expires:  'ziasit•  
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Instrument Book Page 
201000004107 1474 179 

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
) 	TITLE TO. REAL ESTATE 

COUNTY OF GEORGETOWN 

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, THAT I, Marguerite A. Assey, for and in 

consideration of the sum of Twenty Thousand and 00/100 ($20,000.00) Dollars, to me in hand 

paid at and before the sealing of these Presents by SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P., the 

receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, have granted, bargained, sold and released and by these 

presents do grant, bargain, sell and release unto the said SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P., 

its Successors and Assigns: 

All that lot, piece or parcel of land situate, lying and being in the Town of Pawleys 
Island, Georgetown County, South Carolina, known and designated as Lot 1A as 
shown on a plat entitled "Recombination & Resubdivision of the Josephine L. Assey 
Property Tax District 42, Township 7 Pawleys Island, Georgetown County, South 
Carolina" dated July 20, 2005 by Thomas & Hutton Engineering Co." and recorded 
in the Office of the Register of Deeds for Georgetown County in Plat Slide 561 at 
Page 9 on September 12, 2005; as more currently shown on that certain "Plat Of Lots 
1A And 2 Of The Josephine L. Assey Subdivision Located On The North End Of 
Pawleys Island" surveyed for SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P.,prepared by J. 
Luckey Sanders, R.L.S., dated April 23, 2010 and recorded on May (.0 2010, in 
the Office of the Register of Deeds for Georgetown County in Plat Book/Slide  `71  
at Page  10  . . Reference to said plat is made for a more full and complete 
description. 

This conveyance is made subject to any and all existing reservations, easements, 
rights-of-way, zoning ordinances, and restrictive or protective covenants that appear 
of record or that may be discerned by Inspection of the premises, including but not 
limited to the Dedication of Easements recorded in the Office of the Register of 
Deeds for Georgetown County on September 12, 2005 in Book 1700 at Page 173. 

This conveyance is made subject to the Agreement made and entered into between 
Marguerite A. Assey, Philip E. Assey, II and Josephine Assey Brunoski f7k/a 
Josephine Assey and the Town of Pawleys Island, a municipality chartered under the 
laws of the State of South Carolina dated September 12, 2005, and recorded in the 
Office of the Register of Deeds for Georgetown County on September 12, 2005 in 
Book 1700 at page 166. 	 201000004107 

Filed for Record in 
GEORGETOWN SC 
WANDA PREVATTE, REGISTER OF DEEDS Deed Preparation Only - Title Not Examined 05-06-2010 At 02:11 PM. 
DEED 	 11.00 
STATE TAX 	52.00 

1 	 COUNTY. TAX 	22.00 
Book 1474 Pane 179 - 184 
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Insfarunent 	Book Pose 
201000004107 	1474 180 

This conveyance is subject to any and all applicable covenants, restrictions and 
easements of record. 

This being a portion of the property conveyed to Marguerite A. Assey by Deed from 
Josephine L. Assey dated April 30, 1982 and recorded April 30, 1982 in Deed Book 
200 at Page 166 and by Deed dated March 25,1983 and recorded March 28,1983 in 
Deed Book 207 at Page 1022 and by Deed dated January 13, 1984 and recorded 
January 16, 1984 in Deed Book 214 at Page 1387 and by Deed dated January 10, 
1985 and recorded January 11, 1985 in Deed Book 223 at Page 753 in the Office of 
the Register of Deeds for Georgetown County. 

TMS# 42-159-2.2 / Pt 42-159-2.4 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

GRANTEE'S ADDRESS: 

303 Pisgah Church Road, Suite 2-C 

Greensboro, NC 27455  

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

TOGE tabawith all and singular, the Rights, Members, Hereditaments and Appurtenances 

to the said Premises belonging, or in anywise incident or appertaining. 

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD, all and singular, the said Premises before mentioned unto the 

said SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P., its Successors and Assigns forever. 

AND the undersigned does hereby bind herself and her Heirs, Executors and Administrators, 

to warrant. and forever defend, all and singular, the said Premises unto the said SJK Special 

Opportunities Fund, L.P., its Successors and Assigns, against herself and her Heirs, Executors and 

Administrators and all persons whomsoever lawfully claiming, or to claim the same or any part 

thereof. 

Deed Preparation Only - Title Not Examined 
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(Witness #1) 
••••••:7 

ess #2) 

My Commission Expires: 	 

Instrument 	Book Page 
201000004107 	1474 181 

WITNESS my Hand and Seal this  3  day of 

 

1 	in the year of our Lord two 

 

thousand ten and in the two hundred and thirty-fourth year of the Sovereignty and Independence of 

the United States of America. 

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED 
IN THE PRESENCE OF: 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA ) 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

COUNTY OF GEORGETOWN ) 

I, a notary public, for the State of South Carolina, do hereby certify that, Marguerite A. 
Assey, (the Grantor herein), personally appeared before me this  3,)*.t6—  day of  ap,Le...  , 2010 
and acknowledged the due execution of the foregoing instrument. 

(SEAL) 

3 

Deed Preparation Only - Title Not Examined 
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Instrument 	Book Pose. 
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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA ) 

COUNTY OF GEORGETOWN ) 

   

AFFIDAVIT OF TRUE CONSIDERATION 

PERSONALLY appeared before me the undersigned, who being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

	

1. 	I have read the information on this affidavit and I understand such information. 

	

2. 	The property being transferred is located at Lot 1-A, Assey Subdivision, Pawleys Island, SC, 
was transferred by Marguerite A. Assey to SJK Special Opportunities Fund, LP, TMS# 42-
159-2.2 / Pt 42-159-2 on May 6, 2010. 

	

3. 	Check one of the following: The deed is: 
(a) subject to the deed recording fee as a transfer for consideration paid or to be paid in 

money or money's worth. 
(b) o subject to the deed recording fee as a transfer between a corporation, a partnership, 

or other entity and a stockholder, partner, or owner of the entity, or is a transfer to a 
trust or as a distribution to a trust beneficiary. 

( c) ❑ exempt from the deed recording fee because ; (If exempt, please skip items 4 — 7, and 
go to item 8 of this affidavit. 

If exempt under exemption #14 as described in the information section ofthis affidavit, did the agent 
and principal relationship exist at the time of the original sale and was the purpose of this 
relationship to purchase the realty? Check Yes ❑ or No ❑ 

	

4. 	Check one of the following if either item 3(a) or item 3(b) above has been checked (See 
Information section of this affidavit): 

(a) tg The fee is computed on the consideration paid or to be paid in money or money's 
worth in the amount of $20,000.00. 

(b) ❑ The fee is computed on the fair market value of the realty which is 

( c) ❑ The fee is computed on the fair market value of the realty as established for property 
tax purposes which is 	  

5. 	Check Yes ❑ orNo ❑ to the following: A lien or encumbrance existed on the land, tenement, 
or realty before the transfer and remained on the land, tenement, or realty after the transfer. 
If "Yes," the amount of the outstanding balance of this lien or encumbrance is: . 

.4 

Deed Preparation Only - Title Not Examined 
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SWORN to before me this 
	day 	ay, 2010 

	(L.S.) 
ary Publi 	th Carol' 

My Commissi 	pires: 

Instrument 	Book PC109. 
201000004107 	1474- 183 

	

6. 	The deed recording fee is computed as follows: 
(a) Place the amount listed in item 4 above here: $20,000.00 
(b) Place the amount listed in item 5 above here: $0.00 

(If no amount is listed, place zero here.) 	  
( c) 	Subtract line 6(b) from Line 6(a) and place result here: $20,000.00 

	

7. 	The deed recording fee due is based on the amount listed on Line 6 ( c) above and the deed 
recording fee due is: $74.00 

	

8. 	As required by Code Section 12-24-70, I state that I am a responsible person who was 
connected with the transaction as  Attorney for Grantor  

	

9. 	I understand that a person required to furnish this affidavit who willfully furnishes a false or 
fraudulent affidavit is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, must be fined not more 
than one thousand dollars or imprisoned not more than one year, or both. 

Sean T. Phelan 
Attorney for Grantor 

t,..1 sr'ra 	t• r, 	'5"t' 
p.— 	 ca . 

rra 	.r.et 
m 	.7" 

+71,' 	t.tZ0b 

.1.4- 
,4 	• 

Deed Preparation Preparatili  Only -• TitleWat Examined 
hi 	t•A.e.4 

toe,  
tr: c.1,  C.1 (Z.. •Cre . 

C') 
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ADDENDUM TO AGREEMENT TO BUY AND SELL REAL ESTATE 

This Addendum to that certain Agreement to Buy and Sell Real Estate - Residential (the 
"Agreement") by and between S. Gregory Hays, as Receiver for S.11( Special Opportunities 
Fund, L.P. ("Seller") and Rex W. Huggins and Jane P. Huggins ("Buyer") with an offer date of 
April 3, 2014. for the purchase and sale of real property known as 101/105 Atlantic Avenue 
(Lots 2 and IA Assey Subdivision), Pawleys Island, Georgetown County. South Carolina 29585. 
is entered into between the parties as of the Effective Date of the Agreement. All items and 
conditions of the Agreement, as modified by this Addendum, arc agreed to and accepted by the 
undersigned. 

I. 	Court Approval. Buyer acknowledges that Seller is acting solely in its capacity as 
Receiver for the record owner of the property. pursuant to court order from the U.S. District 
Court for the Northern District of Georgia (the "Court"). Notwithstanding anything in the 
Agreement or this Addendum to the contrary. the consummation of the transaction contemplated 
herein is subject to a court ordered bidding process and court approval. The material terms of the 
process may be found on the receiver's web-site at www.haysconsulting.net. In addition to other 
contingencies set forth in this Agreement. Seller's obligations under this Agreement are 
contingent upon obtaining all necessary and required approvals of the transactions expressed in 
this Agreement from the Court. Seller's obligations under this Agreement shall be further 
subject to any conditions, qualifications or restrictions which the Court may impose. and Buyer 
has the right to review and accept any such conditions. qualifications or restrictions. Should any 
such conditions, qualifications or restrictions materially impact Buyer's obligations under the 
Agreement. Buyer shall have the right, in its sole discretion. to terminate the Agreement upon 
five (5) days' written notice to Seller. and Seller shall instruct Escrow Agent to return Buyer's 
Earnest Money deposit. In the event Seller has not obtained Court approval at least three (3) 
business days prior to the Closing Date. Buyer shall upon written notice to Seller ("Buyer's 
Notice")  elect in its sole discretion to either: (a) terminate this Agreement: or (b) extend the 
Closing Date for an additional ninety (90) days (the "Extended Closing Date"):  provided that all 
rents collected by or owing to Seller from and after May 31, 2014 to the Extended Closing Date 
(net of prorated expenses pertaining to the Property. to the extent not otherwise prorated on the 
settlement statement: an accounting for which shall be submitted to Buyer for approval prior to 
the Closing) shall be held in a separate escrow account to the established by Pawleys Island 
Realty and delivered to Escrow Agent at Closing to be credited against the Purchase Price to be 
paid by Buyer. Should Buyer fail to deliver Buyer's Notice to Seller on or before the Closing 
Date. the Closing Date shall automatically extend to the Extended Closing Date and Seller's 
requirement to escrow rents as set forth above shall apply. In the event the Closing takes place 
on or belbre the Extended Closing Date. Seller shall instruct Pawleys Island Realty to remit the 
escrowed rents (net of prorated expenses pertaining to the Property. to the extent not otherwise 
prorated on the settlement statement: an accounting for which shall be submitted to l3uycr for 
approval prior to the Closing.) to Escrow Agent to be credited against the Purchase Price to be 
paid by Buyer at Closing. In the event the Court has not granted its approval for the sale of the 
Property on or before the Extended Closing Date. or in the event of an accepted "upset hid" 
presented according to the statutory guidelines before Court approval_ this Agreement shall 
automatically terminate and Seller shall instruct Escrow Agent to return the Earnest Money to 
Buyer and Buyer shall instruct Pawleys Island Realty to disburse the escrowed rents to Seller. 
I 1pon such termination neither party shall have any further liability to the other. unless otherwise 

21,4,3:53%5 
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agreed to by the parties. Otherwise, all risk of loss shall be borne by Seller through the date of 
Closing. and the provisions of Section 15 of the Agreement shall apply in all respects. 

2. Disinterested Party. Buyer represents and warrants that neither it nor any of its 
principals: (a) is a creditor, an equity security holder, or an insider of Seller or any of Seller's 
affiliates (collectively. Seller and Seller's affiliates are defined as the "Interested Parties"): (b) 
is currently. or has been within the previous two (2) years, a director, officer, principal, member. 
manager or employee of any of the Interested Parties: and (c) has any contractual relationship 
with any of the Interested Parties. other than arising from this Agreement. The representations 
and warranties contained in this Section 2 shall he reaffirmed by Buyer at Closing and shall 
survive ['losing. 

3. Purchase Price. Within seven (7) business days of the execution of this 
Addendum. Buyer shall deliver to Seller evidence satisfactory to Seller that Buyer has the ability 
to deliver the purchase price in cash at closing. In the event Buyer fails to deliver such evidence 
or in the event such evidence is not satisfactory to Seller. in Seller's discretion. Seller shall have 
the right to terminate the Agreement whereupon the Agreement shall be of no further force or 
effect and the Escrow Agent shall return the earnest money deposit to Buyer. 

4. Property. Notwithstanding anything in Section 3 of the Agreement to the contrary. 
Seller shall have no obligation to remove any fixtures. furniture or other personal property items 
from the Property and the personal property items to he conveyed to Buyer at Closing shall be 
conveyed "AS-IS" without any warranty whatsoever. 

5. Title. Notwithstanding anything in Section 4 of the Agreement to the contrary. 
conveyance of the property at closing shall be made by special warranty deed. Seller hereby 
advises Buyer that Section XV oldie Receivership Order provides, in relevant part. as Ibllows: 

"It is further ordered that absent express permission and leave by this Court, all 
actions by any creditors and other persons seeking money damages or other relief from the 
Receiver Estate and all others acting on behalf of any such creditors and other persons ... 
are, until further order of this Court, hereby stayed. Further, all persons having notice of 
this Order . . . are restrained from doing anything to interfere with the Receiverrsi 
performance of his duties and the administration of the Receiver Estate. Accordingly, all 
such persons are enjoined from engaging in any self-help, including set-offs, and from filing 
or prosecuting any actions or proceedings which involve the Receiver or which affect the 
Receivership Estate .. . except with prior permission of this Court. Moreover, any such 
actions that are so authorized shall be filed in this Court." 

Seller covenants that it will not support any action sought by any former clients of the 
Interested Parties seeking recovery from the Interested Parties which may have an adverse 
impact on the Property. Further. Seller shall indemnif. defend and hold Buyer harmless from 
anv zind all claims. causes of action or other forms of redress (collectively. "Claims") that mav 
be asserted against Buyer or the Propert) for Claims arising betOre the Closing Date: provided. 
how ever. Seller shall have no such obligation in the event such Claims arise out of Buyer's or its 
agents act ions. omissions or negligence. 
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6. Inspections. All inspections of the Property are subject to the rights of licensees 
under rental agreements and Buyer covenants not to unreasonably interfere with the rights of 
such licensees under such rental agreements. Additionally, prior to conducting any physical 
inspections of the Property, Buyer must first coordinate such activities with Walter McElveen of 
Pawleys Island Realty. telephone number (843) 237-2431 . 

7. Earnest Money. The Earnest Money deposited by Buyer pursuant to Section 5 of 
the Agreement shall be nonrefundable to Buyer except in the event of a Seller default under the 
Agreement, as modified by this Addendum, or any termination of the Agreement by Buyer (or 
the deemed termination of this Agreement) which is expressly authorized under the provisions of 
Section I or Section 8 of this Addendum. 

8. Due Diligence. Notwithstanding anything in Section 6 and 9 of the Agreement to 
the contrary, Buyer shall have a due diligence period of twenty one (21) days from the date upon 
which final signatures are placed on this Addendum or the Agreement by both Seller and Buyer. 
whichever is later (the "Due Diligence Period")  to perform the following at Buyer's sole cost 
and expense: investigate the title and the condition of the Property. to conduct non-invasive and 
non-destructive inspections, to review the feasibility: or the Property as rental property. to obtain 
a survey and other reports at Buyer's sole cost pertaining the to the Property. and to investigate 
insurance and other matters affecting the marketability of 	Property. Seller shall cooperate in 
good faith with Buyer during the Due Diligence Period, provided that Buyer and its 
representatives and agents shall coordinate with Seller and Seller's Broker to facilitate access to 
the Property without disruption of rental guests of Seller, it being understood by Seller that time 
is of the essence during the Due Diligence Period. The Due Diligence Period may be extended 
upon written agreement of the parties. Buyer may unilaterally terminate the Agreement at 
Buyer's sole discretion at any time during the Due Diligence Period or any extension thereof by 
providing written notice to Seller at any time during the Due Diligence Period: whereupon 
Buyer's Earnest Money shall be returned to Buyer by the Escrow Agent. 

9. Additional Contingencies. Notwithstanding anything in Section 6 of the 
Agreement or Section 8 of this Addendum to the contrary. should the sale not he consummated 
according to the terms of the Agreement. as modified by this Addendum. because (a) subject to 
Buyer's satisfaction or waiver of the contingencies described in Section I 1 below, the Court fails 
to approve the sale prior to the Closing Date or any Extended Closing Date. (b) the Court 
imposes conditions, qualifications or restrictions that materially impact Buyer's obligations under 
the Agreement and result in Buyer validly terminating the Agreement under the terms of Section  
1 hereof. or (c) due to the acceptance of an "upset bid" presented according to the statutory.  
guidelines. Buyer shall he reimbursed by Seller of an amount up to Ten Thousand Dollars 
(S10.000.00) of Buyer's actual. reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred (including. but not 
limited to. professional fees. inspection lees. legal lees. costs and other out-of-pocket expenses) 
in connection with the attempted transaction. Buyer shall request such reimbursement from 
Seller in writing. which shall include supporting documentation verifying Buyer's actual out-or-
pocket expenses. including any additional information Seller may reasonably request. For the 
avoidance of doubt. the foregoing reimbursement obligation shall not apply if the Agreement is 
terminated or if' the parties fail to consummate the sale of the Property for any other reason 
which is not specified above in this Section 9. 
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10. 	Rental Agreements. 	Buyer acknowledges that the Property is presently 
encumbered by those certain rental agreements identified on Schedule 1 attached hereto and at 
Closing Buyer shall assume the obligations of Seller arising from and after Closing under all 
such rental agreements. and any additional rental agreements for calendar year 2014 procured by 
Pawleys Island Realty in the ordinary course of business prior to Closing. 

	

1 1. 	CIOSitill. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that the Closing will not occur unless 
and until the Court approves the conveyance to Buyer pursuant to the terms of the Agreement. 
Buyer further acknowledges that Seller is prohibited from seeking such Court approval unless 
and until all contingencies under the Agreement. including, but not limited to. financing, 
appraisal. due diligence, title and survey, have been satisfied or waived by Buyer. Closing shall 
occur no later than ten (10) days Ibllowing approval by the Court. 

12. Joint and Several Liability. The obligations of Buyer tinder the Agreement are 
joint and several. 

13. AS-IS. Buyer and Seller mutually acknowledge and agree that the Property is 
being sold in an "AS-1S" condition "WITI1 ALL FAULTS". known or unknown. contingent or 
existing. Notwithstanding the Ibregoing. Buyer reserves its right to unilaterally terminate the 
Agreement at Buyer's sole discretion at any time during the Due Diligence Period as provided in 
Section 8 above. 

14. Oiler Expiration and Closing Date. Section 4 of the Agreement is hereby 
amended to reflect a new Closing Date of May 30. 2014. Section 31  of the Agreement is hereby 
amended to reflect that Buyer's offer Ibr purchase shall expire on Monday. April 14. 2014 at 5 
pm EDT. 

15. Miscellaneous. Except as modified bw the terms of this Addendum. all other 
terms. covenants and conditions of the Agreement shall remain unchanged and in lull 1bl-cc and 
effect. 

typear on .fidlowing page I 
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Dated: 	4-k-\-1 — \&-k 

[Signature page to Addendum to Agreement to Buy and Sell Real Estate] 

SELLER: 

S. Gregory Hays, Receiver for 
SRC Special Opportunities Fund, L.P. 
Dated: 

BUYER: 

i lti  
Rex W. Huggins 
Dated: 	"4 - V--k- V-A  

21963253v2 
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SCHEDULE I 

LIST OF RENTAL AGREEMENTS 

[See Attached] 

21%32336 
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Property Year Planner Report 
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August 2014 k -!.,dct.41.5 
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September 2014 41..S 6 	• 
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October 2014 'Rat'a • 
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December 2014 

a 

Description Rate 

Confirmed 4125.00 
Zblockout 0.00 
Confirmed 770.00 
Confirmed 1650.00 
Confirmed 2546.00 
Confirmed 3296.00 
Confirmed 2130.00 
Confirmed 2130.00 
Confirmed 15398.00 
Confirmed 23097.00 
Confirmed 7699.00 
Confirmed 6544.15 
Confirmed 7699.00 
Confirmed 7699,00 
Confirmed 7699.00 
Confirmed 7699.00 
Confirmed 7699.00 
Confirmed 4249.00 
Confirmed 8498.00 

Confirmed 4249.00 
Confirmed 3295.00 
Confirmed 3296.00 

Month 	Start 	End 	Res No 	Source 	Name 

Dec - 2013 	27-Dec-13 03-Jan-14 
Feb - 2014 	10-Feb-14 	11-Feb-14 

14-Feb-14 16-Feb-14 
Mar - 2014 	21-Mar-14 	24-Mar-14 

28-Mar-14 04-Apr-14 
Apr - 2014 	11-Apr-14 	18-Apr-14 

24-Apr-14 27-Apr-14 
May - 2014 	15-May-14 18-May-14 

23-May-14 06-Jun-14 

Jun - 2014 	06-Jun-14 	27-Jun-14 
27-Jun-14 04-Jul-14 

Jul - 2014 	04-Jul-14 	11-Jul.14 
11-Jul-14 	18-Jul-14 
18-Jul-14 	25-Jul-14 
25-Jul-14 	01-Aug-14 

Aug - 2014 	01-Aug-14 08-Aug-14 
08-Aug-14 15-Aug-14 
15-Aug-14 22-Aug-14 
22-Aug-14 05-Sep-14 

Sep - 2014 	12-Sep-14 	19-Sep-14 
19-Sep-14 26-Sep-14 

-26.,Sep-14 03.Oct-14 

Saturday 12 April 2014, 10:15:30 A 	 Page 1 of 2 
N 	

Generated by PropertyPlus 3 24 
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Property Year Planner Report 	 Pawleys Island Realty Company, LLC 

Property: NOTHIN BUT -101 Atlantic Avenue, Turn Day: Fri 

Oct -2014 	03-Oct-14 	10.Oct-14 	 Confirmed 	 3298.00 

12-Oct-14 26-Oct-14 	 Confirmed 	 6592.00 

Nov - 2014 	22-Nov-14 29-Nov-14 	 Confirmed 	 4249.00 
.... 

Total: 	145605.15 

„y-s ,41  
f Saturday 12 April 2014, 10:15:30 AM 

Gentraied ty PrcpertyPA:s 3 24 Page 2 of 2 
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OCEANFRONT PROPERTY DISCLOSURE 

Pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. (Section 48-39-330) (1988 Supp.), the Seller discloses 
to the Buyer that the property or a portion thereof is or may be subject to statutory 
regulation, imposed by the South Carolina Coastal Zone Act of 1977, S.C. Code 
Ann. Sections 48-39-10, et. seq. (1988 Supp.), as amended by the South Carolina 
Beach Management Act, S.C. Code Ann. Sections 48-39-270 et. seq. (1988 Supp.), 
hereinafter collectively called "the Acts". The Acts involve, and may subject the 
property to, the creation and existence of interim and final baselines, setback lines, 
the velocity zone and an erosion rate, all as is more fully defined in the Acts_ Part or 
all of the property is or may be located seaward of the setback line, the minimum 
setback line or interim baseline, and has an erosion rate, all as more hilly defined in 
the Acts. This information is more particularly shown on that certain "Plat of Lots 
IA and 2 of the Josephine L. Assey Subdivision Located on the North End of 
Pawleys Island Surveyed for SJK Special Opportunities Fund, LP " Pawleys 
Island, Georgetown County, South Carolina", dated April 23, 2010, prepared by 
J. Luckey Sanders, RI..S. and recorded in the Office of the Register of Deeds for 
Georgetown County on May 6, 2010 in Plat Slide 712 at Page 10, which plat is 
incorporated herein and made a part hereof by reference. All or part of the property 
is or may be within the velocity zone as determined by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency. The Acts may also restrict the Buyer's right to build, repair 
or rebuild structures on the property. No structure may be constructed seaward of 
the setback line without a permit issued by the South Carolina Coastal Council. 
Pursuant to the Acts, the locations of the baselines and interim and final setback 
lines are subject to change. The methodology utilized in determining the exact 
location of the setback lines and baselines on the property and the currently 
applicable erosion rate may be obtained from the South Carolina Coastal Council. 
The methodology described above must be utilized in a case-by-case, property-by-
property manner in order for an exact, surveyed determination to be made of the 
location of the baselines and setback lines. The Seller makes no representation to 
the Buyer concerning the location at' such baselines, setback lines, or the velocity 
zone, the effect of such regulation on the property, or the accuracy of the foregoing 
disclosure. 

GEORGETOWN 1S:907v I 
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I NW EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO BUY 
BUYER AGENCY CONTRACT 

1. APPOINTMENT OF BROKER: By this contractAra41 as 2.911-/ 	('Buyer")
appoints Broker in Charge of  1,C.. R 	Company rBroker) ea Buyer's exclustve agent. subject 
to the torma end conditions stated in this Contract By appointing Broker as Buyer's exclusive agent, Buyer agrees to 
conduct all negotiations for the types of property described In Section 2 below through Broker, and refer to Broker all 
Inquiries made to Buyer about such properties from other brokers. salesperson's, salient and others during the term of this 
contract. 'Negotiation° as used In this agreement shell mean property shown. negotiated, or Information requested by 
Buyer through Broker. 

2. PURPOSE OF AGENCY: Buyer desires to purchase or lease real property (which may Include items of personal 
property) described as follows: 
Type: (1.4rdeldentlel ( } Commercial ( ) Industrial ( ) Vacant Lend ( ) Other 
General Description: 	Vo..(..tiqq.---1  
Approximate Price Range' 5 	___(#bretz;voo 	',o4;20_00  
General Location. 	 1-414 )4  
Preferred Toms: 	e..ce‘r.A4-112r. 4-1  
Other 	  

3. BROKER'S DUTIES: (a) The Broker shall provide to Buyer a meaningful explanation of agency and shell use Broker's 
professional real estate knowledge and skills to represent the Buyer In a diligent and effective Manner and to locate 
property which le available for purchase or lease and sultabid to the Buyer, (b) if the Broker is not representing the seller, 
the Broker shell represent solely the Interest of the Buyer in all negotiations and transactions regarding the acquisition of 
real property, and repudiate any agency or subagency reletionshlp with the seller or the company representing the seller 
and shall not claim the subagency compensation offered to the soiling broker in the Multiple Listing Service; (c) if the 
Broker represents the seller as well as the Buyer (I.o.,. disclosed dual agency), the Broker shall not disclose to the Buyer 
Information obtained within the confidentiality and trust of the fiduciary relationship with the seller, nor disclose to the seller 
information similarly obtained from the Buyer, without the consent of the party adversely affected by the disclosure; (d) the 
Broker may represent other buyers who may be interested In the same property as the Buyer. Upon the termination or 
completion of this agreement, Broker shall keep confltlenUal all information received during the course of this agreement 
which was made confidential by written request or Instructions from the client, except as provided. for under South 
Carolina law. 

Broker represents that Broker Is duly ticansed under the laws of the Stale of South Carolina as a real estate broker. 
,Broker will use her bast efforts as Buyer's agent to locate property of the type described In Section 2 of this contract and to 
negotiate acceptance of any offer by Buyer to purchase or lease such property. During the term of this Contract. Broker 
will give Buyer Information describing end Identifying properties that appear to Broker to aubstantiany meet the conditions 
set forth In Section 2. 

4. BUYER'S DUTIES. BUYER AGREES TO: 
(A) Work exclusively with Broker and its Affiliated licensees during the term of this agreement by: (1) viewing any 
property (previewing, etc.) only with Broker or Broker's designated representative and not with another real estate broker, 
salesperson or seller, and (2) exclusively allowing Broker of Salesperson to Identify property, negotiate for Buyer and 
otherwise to represent Buyer; and (3) referring to Broker all Inquiries received In any form from any other reel estate 
broker or affiliated licensees; end (4) holding Broker ham dess from liability as a result of Incomptatefinacsurats 
information provided to Broker by Buyer or Seller; (5) holding Broker harmless from liability as a result of Seller's failure to 
provide a complete Setter's Property Condition Disclosure statement; end (6) Indemnifying Broker against all claims, 
damages, tosses, expenses, or liability arising from the handling of earnest money by anyone other than Broker. 
(B) Assist Broker and its Affiliated ucensees In the process of identifying, negotiating and contracting to 
purchase, lease or otherwise acquire by: (1) providing Broker with reliable information (Including financial information 
and written authorization to obtain verification of funds) that Broker deems necessary for the performance of this 
Agreement; and (2) making himself available to meet with Broker and to see properties, In order that the Broker will be 
able to perform the promises of the Brokerage Engagement 
(C) Provide Broker and its Affiliated Licensees the following Information; (1) general nature, localism, and 
requirements of deoired property: and (2) price range, end other terms and conditions relating to desired property. 

	

BUYER r 	BUYER ipof 1  BROKER HAVE READ THIS PAGE 
Form 130 	Page 1 of 4 
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(0) To authorize Buyer's attorneys, and the settlement agent to furnish to Broker copies of the final HUD-1 settlement 
statement for the transaction prior to the closing date. 

5, COMPENSATION OF BROKER: Brokers foes will be deemed earned when Buyer is under contract to purchase 
any property presented by Broker or negotiated by Buyer. This fee will be duo and payable at closing•or upon 
Buyers-default. If Buyer-defaults, the total compensation that would have been due Broker will be due and 
payable immediately In cash from the Buyer. In consideration of the services performed by Broker under the terms of 
this Contract, Buyer agrees to pay Broker the following (*a): (CHECK ALL APPLICABLE SECTIONS) 

❑ a. Retainer Fee: Buyer will pay Broker a nonrefundable retainer fee of $ 	 due and payable upon 
the signing of this contract. This fee I I shall or) 	shall not be credited against the Brokerage fee. 

CI 	b, service Rae Buyer shall pay Broker o Service Foe of S 	 to be paid on 	  
20 	,whether or not Buyer purchases any property. (Check applicable sub-sectIon.) 

This Service Fee shall be the only fee due Broker from Buyer under the terms of this Contract. 
This Service Fee shall be credited against the Brokerage Fee described in subsection (c) below and shall be 

kept by Broker whether or not a Brokerage Fee Is earned. 
This Service Fee shall be credited against the Brokerage Fee described In subsection (c) below and shall be 

kept by Broker whether or not a Brokerage Fee la earned, unless Buyer enters In to a purchase and sale 
agreement. In the event that Buyer enters into a purchase and sale agreement, Buyer and Broker agree that the 
above Service Fee will be credited against the Brokerage Fee as defined below. 

❑ o. Brokerage Foe: Buyer shall pay Broker a Brokerage Fee which is the greater of $ 	 or 	% 
of the purchase or total lease price (renewal, If applicable) of any property purchased or leased by Buyer, 
Including 'For Safe by Owner properties. it within 	.days after the expiration of this Contract Buyer 
purchases or leases any property which Broker has negotiated during the term of this Contract, Buyer will pay 
Broker the Brokerage Fee stated above. Broker shell use his best efforts to obtain payment of the Brokerage Fee 
out of the transaction, but Buyer shall have the obligation to pay Broker the Brokerage Foe set forth In this 
Contract If Broker cannot obtain payment of such tee out of the transaction. Any fees paid by the seller or seller's 
agent shall be credited against the Brokerage fee. 

d. Brokerage Fee: Broker shell obtain payment of the Brokerage Fee out of the transaction. Broker shall be paid 
by the cooperating broker as stated in the Multiple Listing Service or as egreetite by the Broker and cooperating 
broker. or af4 agreed tolialhe firoicerOnd Beller inn ''For Belo* Crwriarkses.aollon. Buyer shall not be 
responsible for paying Broker the Brokerage fee. 

6. TER OF AGENCY: Broker's authority to act as Buyers exclusive ant under the terms of this Contract shellibegin 
on 	• 	"z7 	20,11 and shall end at 11:59p.m. on 7.2lean-a._ 	1. 	,20 

7. CO ENT TO DISCLOSED DUAL AGENCY/DESIGNATED AGENCY: (INITIAL APPLICABLE CHOICES) 
Buyer acknowledgesi receiving an explanation of the types of agency relationships that are offered by brokerage 
and an Agency Disclosure Form at the first practical opportunity at which substantive contact occurred between the 
Broker and Buyer. 

Buyer acknowledges that after entering into this written agency contract, agent might request a modification In order to act 
as a dual agent or a designated agent In a specific transaction. if asked: 

Permission to act as a dual agent will not be considered, 
	Permission to act as a dual agent may be considered at the lime I am provided with Information about the other 

party to a transaction. If Buyer agrees, Buyer will execute e separate written Dual Agency Agreement. 
Permission to act as a designated agent will not be considered. 
Permission to act as a designated agent may be considered at the Umo I am provided with information about the 
other party to a transaction. If Buyer agrees, Buyer will execute a separate written Designated Agency 
Agreement. 

8. OTHER POTENTIAL BUYERS: Buyer underotends that other potential buyers hove entered Into similar agency 
contracts with Broker which may Involve the purchase or lease, through Broker of the same or similar property or 
propenies as Buyer is attempting to purchase or lease. Buyer consents to Broker's representation of such other buyers. 

ft  BUYER I 	) BUYER L  e461)  BROKER HAVE READ THIS PAGE 
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a. INDEMNIFICATION OF BROKER: Buyer promises to disclose to Broker whether Buyer hue signed any agency 
agmement with any other Broker, or hen been given prior information about any property that is the subject of thin 
Contract by any other Broker or salesperson, or has previously bean shown any such property by any other broker or 
salesperson. II Buyer fells to tell Broker about ouch other broker's or salesperson's bwehroment, and Broker Incurs any 
loss or damage se a result of any claim being brought against him on account of such involvement, duo  to no  fault or 

j Broker, then Buyer shall pay Broker ell ouch tosses and deranges Mewed by Breke because of SUCil claim, 

10. DISCLOSURE OF BUYER'S IDENITTY/CONFLDONTIMATY: The Broker [ 3 does or 1 3 does not have the 
Buyer's Parfilluicl to disclose. 	Buyer's Id°011!  to 9.11 prop 	own 	Prld.ct.litir thirld panes. The Buyer iii  advised cite 
ponied* that COI* Of NW% agent May.not teat.tbamedetenee; Tema, or whelk& of offers as oestildimnal Wass 
ecugleiefalay is required by ime, regulatipn, or by CeiditiontleIny agreement of the pales, 

11. NONDISCRIMINATION: Broker and Buyer agree that all acdons carried out under this contract shag be In nil 
compliance with local. elate, and federal lee housing laws against discrirninadon on the basis of race, creed, color. 
religion, national origin, Box familial statue, mobil:tutu% ego or diaablillee, 

12. PROFESSIONAL COUNSEL: Buyer acknowtedgeo that Broker is being retained sot:dyes a real °elate agent end not 
oa an attorney, tax advisor, tender, appraiser, surveyor, etructural engineer, home Inspector or other professional service 
provider. Buyer agrees to seek professfonal advice concerning the condition of the property, legal, lax and other 
professional Bente matters. 

13. MEDIATION CLAUSE: Any dispute or claim arising out aim relating to this Agreement. the breach of this Agreement 
or the eervicsa provided In relation to Ode Agreement, shell ba submitted to mediation In accordance with the Rules and 
Procodurise of the Dispute Resolution System of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS& Disputes shall Include 
representatione mode by Buyer ar Broker In connection with the services to which One Agreement portatne, Including 
without ibnitettop, allegations of concealment, misrepresentation, negfigance end/or fraud. Any agreement signed by the 
pates pursuant to the mediation conference °hall be binding. This mediation clause shall survive for o period of 120 
days otter the data of the closing. 

14. BM OFFENDER REGISTRY INFORMATION: The Buyer and Broker agree that during the ceuree of the agency 
relationshth, referred to in the above mantlered agreement, the Broker and all affiliated agents shall not be responsible for 
obtaining or &dotting any Information contained In the official South Carolina that Offender Registry. The Buyer 
understands that no course of ectten may be brought against the Broker or his affiliates for falling to obtain and disclose 
Information contained In the official South Carolina Scot Offender Registry. The Buyer understands and agrees that the 
Buyer ellen be responsible for obtaining any such Information. The Buyer understands that Sox Offender Registry 
svomudion maybe obtained from the local Shethre Department or other upproprtate low enforcement officiate, 

16. ENTIRE BINDING AGREEMENT: This written Instrument, Including the additional terms and conditions sot forth on 
the reverse, expresses the entire nommen! and ell promisee, convenents, and warranties between the Buyer and 
Broker. It can be changed only by a aubaequenlly written instrument signed by both parties. 

16. CONTleatiCla: 	  

17. FACSIMILE AND OTHER ELECTRONIC MEANS: The pantos agree that this Agreement may be communicated by 
use of a fax or ether secure otectronle means, Including but net limited to electronic roll and the Internet, and the 
eigneturea, fads and handwritten or typewritten rnatencattena to any of the foregoing °hoe be deemed to be valid end 
binding upon the parties so II the original signatures, Inlitab and handwritten or typewritten medlar:Miens ware present on 
tho documents In the handwriting of each pasty. 

BUYER [ 	) BUYER!  Pbl 1 BROKER HAVE READ THIS PAGE 
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4163m 4..Bo?fik.  
Dale 	Time 

Phono- 

Pax: 	  

THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING AGREEMENT. BUYER SHALL SEEK FURTHER ASSISTANCE IF THE CONTENTS 
ARE NOT UNDERSTOOD. BUYER AND BROKER ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT OF A COPY OF THIS AGREEMENT, 
BUYER AGREES TO RECEIVE COMMUNICATIONS FROM BROKER AT THE EMAIL ADDRESS, PHONE AND FAX 
NUMBER USTED BELOW. 

  

Email: 	  

Phone: 	  

Fax 	  

BUYER Data 	Time 

BUYER Addruse• 	  

kS6-1-4-  16 	• 

- 
	  BY: 	  

BROK 	 GENT COMPANY 	 Broker/Licensee 	Date limo 

The foregoing form le available for use by the entire reel whit° Industry. The use of the form is not Intended to identify the 
user es a REALTOR®. REALTOR® is the registered collootive membership mark which may be used only by real estate 
licensees who are members of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® and who subscribe to Its Code of Ethics. 
Expressly prohibited Is the duplication or reproduction of such form or the use of tho name "South Carolina Association of 
REALTORS? In connection with any written form without the prior written consent of the South Caroline Association of 
REALTORS®. The foregoing form may not be edited, revised, or changed without the prior written consent of the South 
Carolina Association of REALTORS®. 

0 2005 South Carolina Association of REALTORS®. 110e 

Cot-on! 
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14. 4--Cor 

3IC (19 

S. Gregory Hays, "Receiver for 
SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P. 

SUPPLEMENTAL ADDENDUM TO AGREEMENT TO 
BUY AND SELL REAL ESTATE 

This Supplemental Addendum (this "Supplement") to that certain Agreement to Buy and 
Sell Real Estate - Residential (the "Original Agreement')  by and between S. Gregory Hays, as 
Receiver for SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P. ("Seller") and Rex W. Huggins and Jane 
P. Huggins ("Buyer") and the related Addendum to Agreement to Buy and Seller Real Estate 
(the "Addendum";  together with the Original Agreement, the "Agreement")  both dated April 14, 
2014 for the purchase and sale of real property known as 101 /105 Atlantic Avenue (Lots 2 and 
1A Assey Subdivision), Pawleys Island, Georgetown County, South Carolina 29585, is entered 
into between the parties as of May 5, 2014. 

1, Except as may be specifically modified herein, all terms and conditions of the 
Agreement are hereby ratified and shall remain in full force and effect. 

2, Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in Section 8 of the Addendum 
entitled "Due Diligence", the parties hereby agree to extend the due diligence period through and 
including 5 p,m. on May 12, 2014. 

3. 	This Supplement may be executed in counterparts, each of which when taken 
together shall constitute the same instrument. 

SELLER: 

BUYER: 

Jane P. Huggins 
Dated: 

22066840v2 

Rex W. Huggins 
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Ja 	P. Huggins 
Dated: 

SUPPLEMENTAL ADDENDUM TO AGREEMENT TO 
BUY AND SELL REAL ESTATE 

This Supplemental Addendum (this "Supplement") to that certain Agreement to Buy and 
Sell Real Estate - Residential (the "Original Agreement") by and between S. Gregory Hays, as 
Receiver for SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P. ("Seller") and Rex W. Huggins and Jane 
P. Huggins ("Buyer") and the related Addendum to Agreement to Buy and Seller Real Estate 
(the "Addendum"; together with the Original Agreement, the "Agreement") both dated April 14, 
2014 for the purchase and sale of real property known as 101/105 Atlantic Avenue (Lots 2 and 
1A Assey Subdivision), Pawleys Island, Georgetown County, South Carolina 29585, is entered 
into between the parties as of May 5, 2014. 

1. Except as may be specifically modified herein, all terms and conditions of the 
Agreement are hereby ratified and shall remain in full force and effect. 

2. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in Section 8 of the Addendum 
entitled "Due Diligence", the parties hereby agree to extend the due diligence period through and 
including 5 p.m. on May 12, 2014. 

3. This Supplement may be executed in counterparts, each of which when taken 
together shall constitute the same instrument. 

SELLER: 

S. Gregory Hays, Receiver for 
SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P. 

BUYER: 

22066840v2 

Rex W. Huggins 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ADDENDUM TO AGREEMENT TO 
BUY AND SELL REAL ESTATE 

This Supplemental Addendum (this "Supplement")  to that certain Agreement to Buy and 
Sell Real Estate - Residential (the "Original Agreement")  by and between S. Gregory Hays, as 
Receiver for SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P. ("Seller") and Rex W. Huggins and Jane 
P. Huggins ("Buyer")  and the related Addendum to Agreement to Buy and Seller Real Estate 
(the "Addendum"; together with the Original Agreement, the "Agreement")  both dated April 14, 
2014 for the purchase and sale of real property known as 101/105 Atlantic Avenue (Lots 2 and 
IA Assey Subdivision), Pawleys Island, Georgetown County, South Carolina 29585, is entered 
into between the parties as of May 5, 2014. 

1. Except as may be specifically modified herein, all terms and conditions of the 
Agreement are hereby ratified and shall remain in full force and effect. 

2. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in Section 8  of the Addendum 
entitled "Due Diligence", the parties hereby agree to extend the due diligence period through and 
including 5 p.m. on May 12, 2014. 

3. This Supplement may be executed in counterparts, each of which when taken 
together shall constitute the same instrument. 

SELLER: 

S. Gregory Hays, Receiver for 
SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P. 

BUYER: 

Jane P. Huggins 
Dated: 

22066840v2 

4   
Rex W. Huggins 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ADDENDUM 02 TO AGREEMENT TO 
BUY AND SELL REAL ESTATE 

This Supplemental Addendum #2 (this "alp22titnr02") to that certain Agreement to 
Buy and Sell Real Estate - Residential (the "Original Agreement'') entered into by and between 
S. Gregory Hays, as Receiver for SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P. ("Seller") and Rex Vit. 
Huggins and Jane P. Huggins ("Buyer") dated April 14, 2014, and the related Addendum to 
Agreement to Buy and Sell Real Estate of even date therewith (the "Addendum"), as amended 
by that certain Supplemental Addendum to Agreement to Buy and Sell Real Estate dated May 5, 

2014 (the "Supplemental Addendum" together with the Original Agreement and the 
Addendum, the "Agreement".) for the purchase and sale of real property known as 101/105 
Atlantic Avenue (Lois 2 and 1A Asscy Subdivision.), Pawleys Island, Georgetown County, South 
Carolina 2985, is entered into between the parties as o f the date set forth below. 

1. 	Section 9 of tbe Addendum entitled 'Additional Contingencies" is hereby deleted 
in its entirety and replaced with the following! 

",AdditionoL Contingencies. Notwithstanding anything in Section 6 of the 
Agreement or Scclion 8 cif this AddcnCum 1.1P the contrary, should the sale not be 

consummated according to the terms of the Agreement, as modified by this 
Addendum, because: (a) subject to Buyer's satisfaction or waiver of the 
contingencies described in Section I I below, the Court fails to approve the sale 
prior to the Closing Date or any Extended Closing Date, (b) the Court imposes 
conditions, qualifications or restrictions that materially impact Buyer's obligations 
under the Agreement and result in Buyer validly terminating the Agreement under 
the terms of Section I hereof, (c) due to the acceptance of an "upset hid" 
presented according to the statutory guidelines, or (d) Chicago Title 'Insurance 
Company (the "Title Company") refines to issue at Closing to Buyer its standard 
tide insurance policy as a result of Seller's failure or inability to satisfy those 
certain requirements that are under Seller's reasonable control to satisfy set forth 
under Schedule B — Section 1 of that certain Title Commitment dated April 24, 
2014, issued by the Title Company as order number 11-CT-1l87 (a copy of which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit A) (the 'Title Commitment"),  specifically including 
and expr sl lirnilcd to Items 5, ?, 9, 11, and 13-16, and any additional 
requirements issued by the Title Company prior to Closing that are under Seller's 
reasonable control to satisfy and can only be satisfied by Seller, this Agreement 
shall automatically terminate and Buyer shall be reimbursed by Seller of an 
amount up to Ten Th.ou.qand Del lam ($10,0{10.00) of Buyer's actual, reasonable 
out-of-pocket expenses incurred (including, but not limited to, professional fees, 
inspection fees, legal fees, costs and other cut-of-pocket expenses) in connection 
with the attempted transaction and without any further liability or obligation nn 

the part of Seller. Buyer shall request such reimbursement from Seller in writing, 
which shall include supporting documentation verifying Buycr's actual nut-of:-
pocket expenses, including any additional information Seller may reasonably 
request. 	The foregoing reimbursement obligation shall not apply if the 
Agreement is terminated or if the parties fail to consummate the sale of the 
Property for any other reason which is not specified above in this Section 9. For 

2200'7473A 
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SEL 

the avoidance of doubt_ Buyer's failure to pay the Title Company's premium and 
satisfy the Title Company's requirements that are within F3u5.er's reasonable 
control (i.e., all requirements other than Items 5, 7. 9, I I, and 13-16 of Schedule 
B — Section I of the Title Commitment ur any additional requirements issued by 
the Title Company prior to Closing that are under Seller's reasonable control to 
satisfy and can only he satisfied by Seller) shall not constitute a failure of the 
condition precedent set forth in (d) above and shall not result in the automatic 
termination of the Agreement," 

2. -Notwithstanding anything in the Agreement to the contrary, Seller agrees to 
perform all repairs to the Property as listed on page 7 (collectively, the "Repairs")  a that certain 
Inspection Report prepared by Advantage Inspection — Myrtle Beach, LLC for the benefit of 
Buyer dated April 23. 2014 (the 'Inspection Report"),  a copy of which is attaehod hereto as 
Exhibit 	The Repairs shall be performed by Seller in a good and workmanlike manner prior to 
Closing, subject to Buyer's reasonable approval. Seller shall notify Buyer's counsel in writing 
when the Repairs have been completed, and Buyer shall inspect the Repairs and either accept the 
Repairs or provide Seller with a written list of repair deficiencies along with Buyer's reasonable 
reasort(s) for same within 5 days of notice of completion of the Repairs. Buyer's failure to 
deliver written notice of repair deficiencies shall be construed as Buyer's acceptance of such 
Repairs in "as-is" condition, In the event of an impasse on the acceptability of Seller's Repairs 
which cannot he reasonably resolved by the !Dallies, the parties shall proceed to ChIrsin8 with 
reservation of rights to resolve the dispute through civil proceedings at the option of either party. 

3. This Supplement #.2 may be executed in counterparts, each of which when taken 
together shall constitute the same instrument. 

S. Greg. Hays, Rece er for 
SJK Special Opportunities Fund. L. P, 
Dated: May \fly  14 

BUYER; 

Jane P. Huggins 
Dated: May 	2014 

Rex W. Huggins 
Dated: May 	2014 

27661415 
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P. Huggins 
D ed: May 	, 2014 

the avoidance of doubt, Buyer's failure to pay the Title Company's premium and 
satisfy the Title Company's requirements that are within Buyer's reasonable 
control (i.e., all requirements other than Items 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13-16 of Schedule 
B — Section 1 of the Title Commitment or any additional requirements issued by 
the Title Company prior to Closing that are under Seller's reasonable control to 
satisfy and can only be satisfied by Seller) shall not constitute a failure of the 
condition precedent set forth in (d) above and shall not result in the automatic 
termination of the Agreement." 

2. Notwithstanding anything in the Agreement to the contrary, Seller agrees to 
perform all repairs to the Property as listed on page 7 (collectively, the "Repairs") of that certain 
Inspection Report prepared by Advantage Inspection — Myrtle Beach, LLC for the benefit of 
Buyer dated April 23, 2014 (the "Inspection Report"),  a copy of which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit B. The Repairs shall be performed by Seller in a good and workmanlike manner prior to 
Closing, subject to Buyer's reasonable approval. Seller shall notify Buyer's counsel in writing 
when the Repairs have been completed, and Buyer shall inspect the Repairs and either accept the 
Repairs or provide Seller with a written list of repair deficiencies along with Buyer's reasonable 
reason(s) for same within 5 days of notice of completion of the Repairs. Buyer's failure to 
deliver written notice of repair deficiencies shall be construed as Buyer's acceptance of such 
Repairs in "as-is" condition. In the event of an impasse on the acceptability of Seller's Repairs 
which cannot be reasonably resolved by the parties, the parties shall proceed to Closing with 
reservation of rights to resolve the dispute through civil proceedings at the option of either party. 

3. This Supplement #2 may be executed in counterparts, each of which when taken 
together shall constitute the same instrument. 

SELLER: 

S. Gregory Hays, Receiver for 
SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P. 
Dated: May 	2014 

BUYER: 

tf/1  
R x W Huggins 
Dated: May 	, 2014 
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Exhibit A 

Copy of Title Commitment 

[attached on the following pages] 

2 20574710 
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Chicago Title Tnsu ra.nce Company 

Commitment N. ,761.129,010.01 DRAFT 
INFORMATION 

The Title Insurance Commitment is a legal contract between you and the Compony ir kt issued fa NIllym the bush un which 
we wit! issue a Tide insurance Policy .r9 you The Palley will insure you against certain risks to the !and tide, subject is the 
limitations shown IN the Policy. 

The Company will give you a sample of the Nifty form. 4ryou ask 

The Policy contains art urbilration clause. All arbitrable mailers when the Arnouni of Insurance Ls 52,0120,000 or less 
shell he arbitrated at the option of either the Company .or fou as the reclusive remedy of the parties, You way review a 
cop, of The urbitrarinn ruin at coefirp:Apww.alita,orge. 

The Commturterar is hostel an 1/w land title as of the Commitment Dole, Any changes in the Lmd litte or the transaction may 
affect the Commitment and the Policy. 

The Commitinew it subject to its Rego/Jr.:mew Exceptions and Conditions. 

THIS INFORMATION IS NOT PART OF THE TITLE INSURANCE COMMITMENT. YOU SHOULD READ THE 

CUMMITMEST VERY CAREFULLY. 

if you Nava any questions agree fiti2 Commitment. rontaci. 353ESC 	061329AOf14 L  

Firm TRIc., LLia 

11019-  Ocean Highway 
Fawley a Island, SC 29335 

B43-115-4100 
843-21541.01 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
Page 

AGREEMENT TO ISSUE POLICY 

SCHEDLLE A 	 2 

1. Cammionent Date 
2. Policies to Ire Issiteut Amounts and Proposed insureds 
3. interest in the Land and Owner 
d. 	Deseripifon of the 1.4.1,74t 

SCHF.11! ILE B-I 	 5 

SCHEDULE B-11 — EXCEPTIONS 	 4 

CONDITION.S 	 5 

72C107 (6.100 	 ALTA Plain Impale Cdnitilrhall 20}5 

Copyrigh I Anneritta Lund 	Aixnriiiiim ALI rL II li mulled. The use 3ilfre F4.11.111 If et541 	ALTA linaissta and A LTA 
intlniberl gnad guiding aC the,  deit of die. All eiluv ,ixmc 	rmhibibal. ROriuked under I keno film a4 Arr.:rims Load Tills Mit4iglOn 
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TITLE INSURANCE COMMITMENT 

BY 

Chicago Title Insurance Company 

AGREEMENT TO ISSUE POLICY 

We ague to issuc policy to you according to the terms of the COmm %mit. When we show the policy arnuurit ?id your 
name ELS the proposed insured in Schedule A, this Corr.rniiinold becomes effective al. or tt.e. Corranitmont Date shown in 

Schedule A. 

If the Requirements shown in this Commitmetent have not been met within 6 months after the Commitment Date, our 
obligation under this Commitment will end. Also, our obligation under this Commitment will end when the Policy A issues 
and then our obligation to you will be under the Policy. 

Our obligation ender this C.ornmutrnent is limited 	the following; 

The Provisions In Schedule A. 

The Requirements in Schedule B-I 

The Exceptions in Schedule 13-IL 

The Conditions on Page 5. 

This Commitment is net valid waited SCHEDULE A and Sectiont I and a or SCHEDULF. B. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, dic C.empany has caused this Commitment to be signed and sealed. to become valid when 
countersigned by an authorized officer or agont of the Company, all in accordance with its By-Laws. This Cfunrniuncra is 
effective 2S Ori.11C elite shown io Schedule A as "Comm itment Date!' 

TITLE INSURANCE; COWAN 

'V. 

01.10 

(ig.44)  4110ife;,.  

Countersigned:  DRAFT  
Au thurizott Signatory 
Ika 111LN Ft. Moran, Jr. 

72C 	(5;04) 	 ALTA Main Langumr Contmitmem - 
CupyrIght American Land TIM 	 del la re:served. '7he moot' ti Nis Tenn is resirided no ALTA lieemein tedl AI IA 	mmme 
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American Land Title Association 	 ALTA Plain Language Commitment Form 
Adoplod 6.17-06 

CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY 
3700 Forest Drive, Suite 201, Columbia, SC 29204 

issued by. 
Firm Title, Inc., '11019 Ocean Highway, Pawleys Island, SC 29686 DRAFT 

SCHEDULt A 

DRAFT REVISED 4-30-14 

Office File Number 061329,00001 

1. Commitment Date: 0424/14 a: 08 30 AM 

2. Paley or Policies to be issued: 

a 	ALTA Own Policy .(0.6,17,10e): 

Commitment Number 14-CT-1137 

Policy Amount: $2,825,000.00 

Proposed Insuroa: Rex Warren Huggins end Jane Elizabeth Powers Huggins 

o 	ALTA Loan Policy (06117±06): 	 Policy Amount $NIA 

Proposed Ins. red. NIA 

3. Fee Sirnole interest in the Lard and easement Interest described in this Ciorrirnitment is owned, at 
the Commtment Date. by SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P. 

4. The ;And referred to in the Corninitment is described as fol 

All that certain piece, parcel or trace of land, situate, lying and bcirg in Tax District Number Four, 
County of Georgetown, State of South Carolina, and shown as Lot Number Two on a 
"Recorrbinallen & Subdivision Plat Of The Josephine L. Assay Property" crepared by Thomas & 
H.irton Engineering Co. dated July 20, 2D05 and recorded in the Office of the Register of Deeds 
for Georgetown County in Piet BookiSlide 661 at Page S: as mere currently shown on that certain 
Plat of Lots 1A and 2 Of The Josephine L. Assey Subdivision Located Dn The North End Of 

Pawleys Island" surveyed for 3JK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P., prepared by J. Luckey 
Sanders, R.L.S. cated April 23, 2010 and recorded on May 6, 2010, in the Office or Ire Register 
of Deeds for Georgetown County in Plat Book/Slide 712 at Page 10 

ALSO: 

Al that lot, piece or parcel of land situate, lying and being in ate Town of Pawleys Island, 
Georgetown County, South Carolina, known and designated as Lot ".A as shown on a plat 
entitled "Recombination & Resubdivison cf the Josephine L Assey Property Tax District 42, 
Township 7 Paweys Island, Georgetown County. South Carolina" dated July 20, 2006 by 
Thomas & Hutto Engineering Co," and recorded in the Office of the Register of Deeds for 
Georgetown County in Plat Slide 561 at Page c  on September 12, 2005; as more currertly shown 
on that certain "Vat of Lots 1A and 2 Of The Josephine L. Assay S.lbclivision Located On The 
North End Of Pawleys Island" surveyed for SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P.. prepared by J. 

Paw l of 7 
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American Land Tine frStiliCiatitill 	11:1 AFT ALTA Plain Language Commitment Form 
Adoprod 6-17.06 

Luckey Sanders, R.L.S., dated Apri 23, 2010 and recorded on May 6, 2010, in the affirm of the 
Register of Deeds for Georgetown County in Plat BoatSlide 712 at Page 10. Reference to said 
plat is made for a more full and comaiete description. 

ALSO: TOGETHER WITH a non-exclusive easement near and across private road for the 
purpose of ingress, egress and regress to and from Lot 2 and Lot 1A as set forth in that certain 
instrument ttlee Declaration of Restrictions, Covenants, and Limitations of Planned Unit District, 
Tax District Number Four, Georg ia:min County, Sout Carolina made by Josephine L. Assay 
dated February 5. 1982 and recoted February 10. 1982 in Deed Book 198 at Page 154; as 
mocified by ModifiCetion of Declaration e Restilotions, Covenants and Limitations made by 
Josephine L. Assay, Josephine Assay Wirth, Philip E. Assay, 1 and Marguerite. A Assay dated 
April 15 '988, April 18, 1988 and April 19, 1988 and recorded April 2D, 1988 In Deed Book 282 
at page 232, records of Georgetown County, South Carolina. 

NOTE: This Cemmtment censists al ',area lAbeled Schecula A, Sched.Ae E-1. arid SchetLie 8-2. Thia COtirriiriteril IS al 15 tarns 
and :Men 	III :meanies are included. a ong with any Fti.Jer ‘ages Iinamanateil by reicitnte In tee :leaned pagba 

Pegs Of 7  

Copyright 201}6.2Q(111 American LAN Mid Astecistion. All dotes ,e-serond 

Ti'e use of 1.1.s Form is winded tc ALTA licensee-3 arid ALTA merMers 
in gond itindiiv as the date of use. All over aura are prohibited. 
Reparied 	ilaegria from the A,iwican l,aria 7We I sxiat an. 
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American Land Title AssociatioDRA 	 ALTA Plain Language Commitment Form 
Adopted 6-17-0B 

CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY 

SCHEDULE 8 - Section 1 

Office File Number 081329.00001 	 Commitment Number 14-CT-1187 

RequIreinents 

The ;o lowng requirements must be met: 

Pay the agreed amounts for thc interest in The Land end/or the mortgage to be insured. 

2_ 	Pay us the premii,nns, fees and charges for the Policy. 

3_ 	Documents satisfactory to us creating the interest in the Land and/or the mortgage to he insured 
must be signed, delivered and recorded 

a) Duly authoreed warranty deed, under wall, from S. Gregory Hays, Receiver for S.IIC Spacial 
Opportunities Fund, L.P. vesting fee simple title .n Rev ),Narren Huggins end Jane Elizabeth 
Powers Huggins. 

4. You must tell us in writing the name of anyone riot referred to in this Commitment who will get ar 
nlerest .n the Land e~ who will make a loan on the Land. We may then rna<e additional 
requirements or exceptions. 

5. Seller/Mork:ago- Afficavit (Form 3049) met be executed and returned to the Company_ 

Disclosures required by the South Carolina Department cf Insurance are la be made in writing on 
CTIC Farm 2761 (Rev. 4/50) and copy thereof returned to the Company, 

7. 	Exception 2 may be deleted, altered or amended when the Company receives Is Form Writer 
30149 completely executed. 

6 	Exceptions 3 and 4 may be deleDed, altered or amended when the Co-npany receives a 
sad?actory survey and:or inspection of the Land. 

9. 	The mechanics' lien, exception 5, may be deleted, altered or a-nended when the Company 
receives its Form Ni.mher 3049 oompetely executed_ 

10_ 	Receipt of satisfactory affidavits from the owner and general contractor, if any, evidencing 
completior of the improvernerts and payment of ail bills incurred_ 

11. Evidence satisfactory to the Company that all taxes have been withheld arc paid lo the South 
Carolina Depart:reit of Revenue in accordance with South Carolina Code Section 12-6-560 and 
others, as amended. 

12. Payment in full of any past due assessments_ 

13. Evidence sat sfactory to the Company that all receivers and limited liability companies which are 
parties b the transaction are valid and subsisting under the limy of their respective domiciliary 
states and that a'l necessary onnsenis, authorizations, resolutions, nottes and actions required 
under applicable law or bylaws have been conducted. given or propery waived, sue', that the 
actions tee the carberees, acting 1-1 rough their duly constituted officers, are valid And bind rig acts 

Pb0 3 bi 7 
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American Land Titic Association 	 T  ALTA Plain Language Commitment f=orm 
Adopted 6.17-06 

of said limited !lability companies, 

NOTE: Opinions of counsel for the reepecIve oornoarties, in form and substance satisfactory to 
the Company, may be used to satisfy this requirerrent.) 

14. 	Evidence satisfactory to the Company that alt taxes have been paid to the South Caroina 
Department of Revenue pursuant to SC Code Se-,Aion 12-64-124 or said taxes are inapplicable 
(Receipt of Transferor Affidavit form authorized by the SC Dep. of Revenue may be used to 
satisfy this requirement.) OR receipt of Certifica,:e of Tax Compliance, 

15 	Receipt in form satisfactory to the Company of an Order from he appropriate Court approving tree 
sale of the s;iblect property free and clew of any claims. federal' tax Liens and judgments by any 
creditors which includes, but is not limited to, lie Internal Revenue Service and the Securities and 
Exchange Commission Subject to the approval of Chicago Title Insurance Company, 

16. 	Recordation of Amended Lis. Penders adding SJK Special Opportunities Fund, L.P. as a 
Defendant to Notice of Pendency of Action end Orders Affecting Real Property entitled Securities 
and Exchange Commission. Plaintiff vs. Stanley J. Kowalewsid and SJK Investment 
Management LLC Defendants filed February 17, 2:011 in the office of the Clerk of Court for 
Georgezwn County, South Carolina in Book 20 at page OM Subject to the approval of 
Chicago rile Insurance Company. 

17 	Receipt of affidavit and indemnity in form satisfactory to the company of...0,ring that Jane 
Elizabeth Powers 1-14p ns as dentfied in the purd'ase of ...at 2 and Lot 1 A Josephine L. Assey 
Subdivision, Pawleys is.and, is riot ore and the same person as Janee Powers who Is defendant 
In Judgment in favor of Georgetown Kraft Credit Union filed at Judgment Roll No. 2009-CP-22-
00840. 

The following ALTA endorsements will be attached to the final policy upon completion of the 
Company's requi-ement for issuance_ NONE 

Page 4 of 7 
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Fr American Land Title Association n R A 	ALTA Plain Language Commitment Form 
Adopted 0-17-06 

CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY 

SCHEDULE B Section Z 

Office File Number 061329.00001 	 Commitment Number 14-CT-1187 

Exceptions 

Any policy we issue will nave the following exceptions unless they are taken care of to our satisfaction. 

1, 	Defects, liens. encanbrances, adverse claims or other matters, if any. created, feST appearing in 
the Public Records ,:Lir attaching subsequent to the Commitment Date but prior to tie date the 
proposed Insured aoduires for value of record the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered 
by this Commitment, 

Rights or cairns of parties in ocssessior not shown by the Public Records 

3 	Any encroachment encumbrarce, violation or adverse circumstances electing the Title that 
would be disclose° by an accurate and complete land survey of the Land. 

4 	Easements, or claims of easements not show by the Public Rerxrds. 

5. 	Any Men, or right to lien, 'or services later or material heretofore furnished, iroposel by law and 
not shown by the Publ:c Records.  

G. 	Taxes and assessments for the year 2014, and subsequent years, which are a Iren but are not yet 
due and payable, 

7. The dower, curtest', -romesteac. community property, or ether statutory menial rights, if any, of 
the spouse of any Individual Insured. (As to Owner's Polley Only) 

8. Any homeowner's assessment which rrkay become due and payable. 

9, 	Any waterfsewer assessments which pray become due Georgetown Ccunty Water & Sewer 
flistrict 

1C. 	Subject to the permitting authority of the South Carolina Coastal Council ii 'critical areas" as 
carried n Act *123 of the 1977 Souti Carolina General Assemble and rules and reguimiors 
promulgated oursual to said Act. 

11. Notwithstanding the provisions of Covered Title Risks, no coverage is afforded as to setbazk lines 
(which are subject to change) and limitations on the right to burld, rebuilc, or repair structures as 

set forth in ' 46-39-10 through 45-39-360, Code of Laws of South Carolina '975, as amended. 
You may not be able to repair. rebuild, or build residential structures or bulkheads on your Land_ 
This policy does not insure your riOt to do so. 

12. Riparian rights incident to the Lanc 

13. Interest created by, or imtaliois on use imposec by, the Federal Coastal Zone Management Apt 
or other federal law or regulation, or by &aut., Carolina Code 48-39-10 through 48-3g-360, as 
amended, Of any regulations promulgated pursuarilIo said slate or federal laws- 

Pape r. of 7 
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American Land Title Association 	 ALTA Plain Language COAndironittoldenat .7; ron6i DiFt  

14. 	The rightl. if any, of the public acqi.rired by the previous adverse use or by virtue of !owl custom 
with respect to the Special nature of seaside beacnes, to use any part of the Land seawaro of the 
natural line o` vegetationor the extreme highwater line, as a public beach or recreation area. 

15 	This policy does not insure —itle to any portion of the land which is or may be filled-In land, or 
which. Is or hos been under water, or whid-i lies at or below the mean 'nigh water marl% c1 the 
Atlantic Ocean or Salt Creek as shown on plats recorded in Plat Book 1 at page 371, Plat Slide 
881 at page 9 and Plat Slide 712 at page 19 

16. 	Possible Ovate appurtenant easement over, across and upon a dirt road shown as ''Ex,sting 
Road In House' as snovvn on a plat recorded in the Office of the Register of Deeds fcr 
Georgotowr County in Plat Book 1, Page 371; as affected by Consent to Abandonment of Road 
flied April 20, 1958 in Deed Book 282 at page 248 and Consent to Abandonment of Road hled 
June 29, 19139 in Deed Book 340 at page 173. 

'7 	Restrictions, covenants, conditions, easements and limitations con-.ained in Declaration of 
Restriaions, CrAre-nants and Limitations of Planned Unit District, Tax District Number Four, 
Georgetown Cour ty, South Carolina, by Josephine L, Assay, dated February 5, 1982 and 
recorded February 10, 1962, in Deed Book 198, Page 154; as modified by Modification of 
Declaration of Restrictions, Covenants and Limitations made by Josephine L. Assey, Josephine 
Assey Wirth, Philip E. Assey, II and Marguerite A. Assey dated April 15, 1980, April 18, 1988 and 
April 10, 1989 and recorded April 20, 1988 n Deed Book 282 al page 232, records of 
Georcetown County, South Carolina. 

16 	The applicable rules and regulations of the South Carollra Department of Health and 
Environmental Control or the appropriate Georgetown County agency as they relate to the 
installat on and operation of individual septic tanks andlar wastewater disposal systems. 

19. 	Easement and Subdivision Agreement recorded April 20, 1988 in Deed Book 282, Page 240: 
corrective Easement lied June 29, 1989 in Deed Book 349 al page 180, in the Office or the 
Recister of Deeds for Georgetown County. 

2C- 	Easement granted by Philip E. Assey, It, Marpurite A. Assay, Josephine Assay 	Marguerite 
A. Assay (sic] and Nathan Kaminski, Jr. as Personal Representatives of the Estate of vosaphine 
L. Assay to the Georgetown County Water one Sewer Dicriot by Instrument dated June 9, 1589 
and recorded June 29, 989 In Deed Bool 340 at cage 18e 

21_ 	Right-of-Way grantee by Marguerite A- Assay and Phillip E Assey, II to the South Carol na %Who 
Service Authority by Inslrurrent dated April 24, 1990 and recorded May 1, 1990 in Deed Book 
j18 at page 145. 

22. 	Agreen'ent by and between fvlorguente A. Assay, Philip E. Assey, It and Josephine Assey 
13ronosk; flue Josephine Assay and The Tcwr of Pawleys Islaric dated September 12 200,E end 
recorded September 12, 2005 .n Deec Book 1700 at page 166, re-recorded May 8, 2008 in 
Record Book 947 at page 251 

23 	Cleclicatiov 	Easerrierks recorded September 12, 2000 in Deed Book ' 700 at page 173; re- 
recorded May 8. 2006 in Record Book 94/ at page 265 and shown on Plat Slide 551 at page 9. 

Page 8 of 7 
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T  American Land Title AssociatioD RAF 	ALTA Plain Language Commitment Form 
Adopted 8-17-08 

24 	Doti cation of Easement For The Benet of Lot 1 recorded September 12, 2005 in Deed Book 
t700 at page 191., re-recordaci May 8, 2005 in Record Bork 947 at page 260 and shovin 	Plat 
Slide 56i at page 9. 

25 	Grant of Perpetual Easement granted by Philip E. Assey, II and MargLerite A. Assey and 
Josephine Assey Brunoski to The Georgetown County Water and Sewer district by instrument 
dated January 17, 2006 and recorded January 25, 2006 in Deed Book 1771 at page 321. 

26. Title to Water and Wastewater Systems; Grants of Easement granted by Philip E. Assey,•1, 
Marguerite A, Assey arid Josephine Assay Br.inoski to the Georgetown Count} Water and Sewer 
District by instryment dated January 17, 2006 and recorded January 25, 2006 in Deed Book 1771 
at page 330, 

27. Building Setback line and access easement as shown on Plat recorded in Plat Slide 561 at page 
9 

28. Pawleys Island Shore Protection Line, basal nes, O,C,R.M.fCoastai Council Setbacks and DHEC 
Critical Lines es shown on Plat Slide 561 at page 9 and Plat Slide 712 at page 10. 

29. Any nets of use andior maintenance in connection with the bukhead andtor rock groin as shown 
or Piet Slide 561 at page 9 and Plat Slide 712 at page 10. 

30, 	Utility Easement, 15' beach access easement, 20" Maintenance easement and all other matters 
as shown on Plat Slide 561 at page g  and Plat Slide 7 4 2 at page 10. 

31 	Access casement as shown on plat recorded in Plat Slide 7'2 at page 10. 

32. Rights of others in arid to the fish pond show on Plat Slide 712 at page 10. 

33. Grant of Perpetual Easemerrt granted by Bitter end, LLC to The Gecirge(own County Water and 
Sewer District by Instrumert dated September 27, 2006 and recorded October 11, 2X6 in 
Record Bock 228 at page 305 arid as shown on Plat Slide 561 at page 9. (As to Easement) 

3.4. 	Rights of others in aid to easement area set forth Deed Bock 198 at pace 154; es mottled n 
DeenlBook 232 at page 232. 

35. 	Consequences arising from the action riled n the United States District Court for the Northern 
District of Cleorga Atlanta Ovision entitled Seo..irities and Exchange Commissm, Plaintiff vs_ 
Stanley J. kowalewski and SJK Investment Management, LLC, Defendants at Civil Action No.; 
1:11-cv-0056-TCB and as may los flied in the Court of Common Pleas for Georgetown County, 
SC in Book 2D at page 0091. 

NOTE: The exceptions sot forth in Schedule B omit any covenant, cenlitiori or restriction based 
on racer  color, 	sex. nand ice p, familial Status or national Drip.' as provided in 42 U.S.C. § 
3604, unless and only to the extent that the covenant (a) is not in violation of state or federal law, 
{b) is exempt under 42 U.S.C. § 3607, or (c.) re Ms to a handicap-, tut does not discriminate 
against handicapped people. 

Page 7 of 7 

QopyrIght 211413-2049 Arreorloon Land TilleAgnecialion. All rights 'eserved .  

The use of Lim Final k9 restricted to ALTA liconsceo and ALTA rnembcra 
In good standing as cd the data of use. Ail oner uses are prohibited 
Reprinted under lic.ltret Ran the American Larc Tee 

AMERIC:A14 
101,ND 1111.1 
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)RAFT CONDITiONS 

DFFEATIONS 

(a) 'Mortgage" means mortgage, deed of trust LK other security instnirrient_ (h) 	Records" means title 

records that give constructive notice of matters affee.ing your title according to the state smart es where your land 

is located 

2. LATER. DEFECTS 

Tice Exception in Schedule B — Section Il may be amendral to show auy defects, liens or encumbternoss that 
appear to: the first time ir. the public records or ere treated or attack between the Commitment Date and the date 
on which all of the Requirements (a) and (c) of Schedule B Section r arc met. We shall have uo liability to you 
because of this amendment. 

3. EXISTING DFFEETS 

]f any defects, ULM or etteumbrsmocLs existing at 0..wrirnitmein Date are not .540val In Schedule 13, we may amend 

Schedule B to show them. If we do mead Schedule 13 to show these defects, liens or encumbrances, we shall be 
liable to you according to Paragraph 4 below unless you knew of this information and did net tell us about it M 
writing. 

4 	!.TM1TrsiTION or OUR LIABILITY 

Ocr only obligation is to issue to yon the Policy referred to in this Commitment, when you have met its 
Requirements. !Ewe have any liability to you far arty loss you incur 13ause of an error In this Commitment, our 
liability will he limited to your mond tuts earsod by your rely:13g on this Comm ittnerd when you acted in goo; 
faith to 

Comply with the Requirements shown in Schedule 8— Section 1  

Or 

Eliminate with our written consent any Exceptions shown in Schedule B — Sectionll. 

We shall riot be Liable for mail than the Policy Amount shown in Schedule A of this Commitment and our liabiLit3r 
is subject to the terms of the Policy form to he issued to you 

5. 	CLAIMS MUST BE BASED ON THIS COMMITMEN1' 

Any claim, whether or not based an negligence, which you may have againsr us cnnccming the title Cu the land 
roust be based on this Oommitment and Ls subject to its tams. 

7' 2C lir OM) 	 ALTA Flair Lirguige Corarsilmont - 
espyrighs AsseThreti Leeii Toss Aifeeiissier, Mi risho reserved. The lire  ofelit Fora, Is rtglicrEdra ALTA licensees.  and ALTA 
rormlitri ire Coed icancling ma( the data Orate- All CriCr MIMI ire FrroWed EUrrinutd wider license iron ths Amok:an Lad ralelosniadoe 
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Exhibit B 

Copy of Inspection Report 

t attached rm the following pages] 

220674731.3 
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Advantage 
Inspection 

Report Summary 

 

N.23.2014 

   

Aix-Ivan-age Inspection-Myrna acted], LLC 
.-111 	 . 	 5 21F !II 

 

rreperce. R.ex Huggins 
Fan 	Repui 7101.19iR11294 

toRpeelkm. 
ddreis: 	PwrirleyF Wand,S.1..; 29-535 

Red Fstare Lindy Wielde 
Ar.,rntt 

TIIISNIIMMARY I s NC.}1.  ri i  it. 1:H TI RE it EVRT. 	COMPLETE REPORT MAYINCLIZE 	DITION A I, IN 	OF CONCERN TC 
THE CLIENT. IT IS STRON{ILY RECC.IMMENDED TI I AT TlIE CLIENT READ TI IE COMPLETE REPORT. TILLS al WAIL R I INR1.1.111E* ONLY 
.1k IOSI I I EMS TI iAi Immo! F UNE.] ION rimJ PEKLY 	EKSEL'i AFF Et: T THE I. IA331Pi R !LITT OF TI IE 1.WELLIK.Cr; OP A PPEARS 
9r'ARRANT ru RTI lER I NVEZTI(iAT!Ohi 1W a. SPTCIALISI, 	 :ilLII.IgEOU ENT OH EFINATRIN(E). 

TIIEVOLIAMINC 3 1 	 I.D al': CI I Kr. KED WA al I!. OF DAMACK. AN. DOR REPAIRED EtY QUA LI FFED REPAIR PERSOP 

'Writs Repnir 

Structural 
I. Under the lathe., andel. the 7Jar  I-IV.A.0 air windier Het. There arc water sUins, r:ould he Eshed by 41.veilling &M4. Trpoir. 5r.! photo. 

Palcrinr 
Z. .6.( sovNts1 locaiionl around ]aria, areas of rrirn need io b 	prop-crl; staled 
3. Ott rhc rear deck the uim 'ward has ria.leid away , repair. ass phew. 
t. Jr the mew porch, the rail inh are very harem, re-iir arui clrierrnire ir iiii railinE are nroperl) {tV111-611. 186 Olean. nee Eke riactli area. the lewder 
lanliLd..thirr11-11.1i1 is corroding, tsonnimord funbor oraloation by iaatilicd, person, ace phmo. 
5. The ganir dons duos RT. -H.14F full ..1-041. MICR cl.111i. r4pctir arid Il4anii.:31.4 all Fidler amIlracks. 
6. II* Irani web gemming haa scine areas Y.iltk holes, Tepair. Screen door hardware is very rusty, apply 11.10 IfilLu Mosi Fill Of ITIE pE+Ch COITIRMS 
hey.: priori accling4 scrape nr..e. paint, First ilcoar rear pu.wh sacening ix pusned nial, repair_ 

Plumbing 
7, Both Uri:kasha faukeU arc very loose ai base. repair. 

faiieel ',All li, Rose lavers are nee the fmensiiprrinflyFe. Rear porch haws 	re( open, lund Aim( ig slani401.. repair. 

Plumbing- Bathroom 
9. Second fAx3r left tear J2L11! lab drab stopper is cal operating, repair. 
ID- .5.xon4 Poor Fie!!! KW' barb-  The Mb drain ogrPCP1-5 Win laYkirig tECILL5E cl... the dry 5..MI I icdra tape relea*ag on .1ducEen eeilios and can beer water 
drilling ruin bathroom area after J:zining cub. Repair drain Stopper also. 
B._ In the second 13ocir masier bailiraom, there me cracks in -.he floar 04 .rhowe7, repair, see pbolo. Al She base of vaall near the 9int5 miner is 
enterice cud causing donmac, repair. The lab wjirlpool vauld a01 run, treaker is in the cif pasiocn, T:pair, 

lilleeirteid 
II- The rem--  rigrCh criIiing Ian has an exi,:e.rsi ye animt elf wohiblic, rsitaiii_ Su= c..x[tEiuc light ir_ii: ape' lianig - ...dteck balb lila 
I3_ 'L he mazer bedroom ori ling fan has an epressive grnaetni -3fRobtle. rermir 

i merino- 
It Obsreed an Os ss.camd tkAir bait, there m ware stains on. oeiling. nespeei wailer is conling frarri ab.yen .11 VAC nix hanpdkr, moisture ron-lcol 
woe aver 114A, roguir, wit pow 

Aprik.1 	 
15. Ti', 	°veal dons ir.a.tleet.j; damaged, 7epair%  4,re rhgan, 0....cri appcas to ht eiVer Mt yftir9 old. 
I. I. be food prepara4ean akdr dispose I leahsol Lep, rr.peir 

Needs Further Invenripsien 
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EXHIBIT C 
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SUMMARY OF SALIENT FEATURES

SU
BJ

EC
T 

IN
FO

RM
AT

IO
N

Subject Address

Legal Description

City

County

State

Zip Code

Census Tract

Map Reference

SA
LE

S 
PR

IC
E

Sale Price

Date of Sale

$

CL
IE

NT
DE

SC
RI

PT
IO

N 
OF

 IM
PR

OV
EM

EN
TS

Size (Square Feet)

Price per Square Foot

Location

Age

Condition

Total Rooms

Bedrooms

Baths

$

AP
PR

AI
SE

R Appraiser

Date of Appraised Value

VA
LU

E

Opinion of Value $

Form SSD3 — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

101/105 Atlantic Ave

Pawleys Island

Georgetown

SC

29585

9205.05

23860

Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK

Greg Hays

5,716

Pawleys Island

9

Very Good

12

6

5.1

John B Spagnuolo

3,000,000

Borrower/Client

Client

Form SSD3 — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

101/105 Atlantic Ave

Pawleys Island

Georgetown

SC

29585

9205.05

23860

Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK

Greg Hays

5,716

Pawleys Island

9

Very Good

12

6

5.1

John B Spagnuolo

3,000,000

Borrower/Client

Client

SUMMARY OF SALIENT FEATURES

SU
BJ

EC
T 

IN
FO

RM
AT

IO
N

Subject Address

Legal Description

City

County

State

Zip Code

Census Tract

Map Reference

SA
LE

S 
PR

IC
E

Sale Price

Date of Sale

$

CL
IE

NT
DE

SC
RI

PT
IO

N 
OF

 IM
PR

OV
EM

EN
TS

Size (Square Feet)

Price per Square Foot

Location

Age

Condition

Total Rooms

Bedrooms

Baths

$

AP
PR

AI
SE

R Appraiser

Date of Appraised Value

VA
LU

E

Opinion of Value $
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0 I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 
0 I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 

I 	I 0 

0 0 0 

SU
BJ

EC
T

REAL ESTATE VALUE ESTIMATE

Contact Census Tract Map Reference
Property Address Check one: SF PUD CONDO 2-4 Units
City County State Zip Code
Phone No. Res. Loan Amount   $ Term Mos. Owner's Est. of Value $

No. of Rooms No. of Bedrooms No. of Baths Family room or den Gross Living Area Garage/Carport Porches, Patio or Central Air(specify type & no.) Pool (specify)
Yes No Sq. Ft. Yes No

FI
EL

D 
RE

PO
RT

NEIGHBORHOOD

Location
Built Up
Growth Rate Fully Dev.
Property Values
Demand/Supply
Marketing Time
Present Land Use % 1 Family % 2-4 Family % Apts. % Condo % Commercial % Industrial % Vacant %
Change in Present Land Use Not Likely Likely Taking Place From To
Predominant Occupancy Owner Tenant % Vacant
S/F Price Range $ to $ $ = Predominant Value
S/Family Age yrs. to yrs. Predominant Age yrs.

Comments including those factors affecting marketability (e.g. public parks, schools, view, noise)

Urban
Over 75%
Rapid
Increasing
Shortage
Under 3 Mos.

Suburban
25% to 75%
Steady
Stable
In Balance
4-6 Mos.

Rural
Under 25%
Slow
Declining
Oversupply
Over 6 Mos.

Property Compatibility
General Appearance of Properties
Appeal to Market

Good Avg Fair Poor

SUBJECT PROPERTY
Approx. Yr. Blt. # Units # Stories
Type (det, duplex, semi/det. etc.)
Design (rambler, split, etc.)
Exterior Wall Mat. Roof Mat.
Is the property in a HUD-Identified Special Flood Haz. Area? No Yes
Special Energy-Effic. Items

Comments (favorable or unfavorable incl. deferred maintenance)

PROPERTY RATING
Condition of Exterior
Compatibility to Neighborhood
Appeal and Marketability

Good Avg Fair Poor

M
AR

KE
T 

CO
M

PA
RA

BL
E 

AN
AL

YS
IS

ITEM SUBJECT COMPARABLE NO. 1 COMPARABLE NO. 2 COMPARABLE NO. 3

Address
Proximity to Sub.
Sales Price $ $ $ $
Date of Sale and DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION+(   )$ Adjust.– +(   )$ Adjust.– +(   )$ Adjust.–
Time Adjustment
Location
Site/View
Age
Condition
Living Area Rm. Total B-rms. Baths Total B-rms. Baths Total B-rms. Baths Total B-rms. Baths
Count and Total
Gross Living Area Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft.
Air Conditioning
Garage/Carport
Porches, Patio,
Pools, etc.
Special Energy-
Efficient Items
Other
Net Adjust (Total) + – $ + – $ + – $
Indicated Value Sub. $ $ $
General Comments

Estimated Value $ as of
Completed By Title
Signature Date

[Y2K]

Form RVE — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE
Bayshore Appraisal Services

Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK 9205.05 23860
101/105 Atlantic Ave

Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
404-926-0053 0 0 0.00

12 6 5.1 5,716 Built In PorchesBalcny

89 0 0 10 1 0 0

50
450,000 2,450,000 1,025,000
1 100+ 10-15

The subject's neighborhood (Pawleys Island) provides an above average
environment for housing (primarily resort second homes). There are no known factors within the neighborhood that would adversely affect the marketability
of property. Access to schools, employment, retail and recreational facilities are similar to competing beach front communities. Pawleys Island (Zone 43A)
can be described as an neighborhood unto itself. Data reflects activity over the past 12 months.

06 1 2
Single Family

Raised Beach
Concrete Fiber Metal

Typical for age.

The subject appeared to be on a good maintenance schedule. Typical were and tear because of the
natural elements. This data is based on a visual inspection by the appraiser who is not an expert home inspector and/or engineer. The appraiser
recommends an inspection by an professional home inspector if any additional information is required.

101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island

0
0.00

0
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.
9
Very Good

12 6 5.1
5,716

Central
Built In
PorchesBalcny
Elevator
Typical for age

Furnished/Boat Dock

550 Myrtle Ave
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
2.20 miles SW

2,400,000

09/24/2013 0
Pawleys Island
19080sf/OceanCrk. 0
22 +13,000
Good +120,000

9 5 5 +9,000
3,100 +235,440

Central
Built In
Front & Rear Porch
Elevator
Typical for age

Furnished/Boat Dck
377,440

2,777,440

1057 Norris Dr
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
0.99 miles NE

2,700,000

12/17/2013 0
Inlet Pointe
25784sf/Ocean/Crk +175,000
12 0
Good +135,000

10 5 5.1 +6,000
4,650 +95,940

Central
Built In
Porches/Balcony
Elevator
Typical for age

Furnished/Boat Dck
411,940

3,111,940

451 Beach Bridge Rd
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
4.10 miles SW

3,200,000

04/04/2014 0
Prince George
50962 sf -250,000
13 0
Very Good

10 6 6.1 -6,000
5,700 0

Central
Built In
Porches/Balcony
Elevator
Typical for age

Furnished +20,000
-236,000

2,964,000
The appraisal was made "as is" with the extraordinary assumption the subject is structurally sound and free of any pest or moisture infestation.

Refer to Limiting Conditions,comments,and exhibits. The properties selected for this report are, in the appraisers opinion, the most recent similar homes
available it today market place. The subject's estimate value range as of 04/212014 is between $2,800.000 to $3,100,000.00.

3,000,000 04/21/2014
John B Spagnuolo Senior Appraiser

April 22, 2014

20

Grey Hays
14-052

Form RVE — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE
Bayshore Appraisal Services

Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK 9205.05 23860
101/105 Atlantic Ave

Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
404-926-0053 0 0 0.00

12 6 5.1 5,716 Built In PorchesBalcny

89 0 0 10 1 0 0

50
450,000 2,450,000 1,025,000
1 100+ 10-15

The subject's neighborhood (Pawleys Island) provides an above average
environment for housing (primarily resort second homes). There are no known factors within the neighborhood that would adversely affect the marketability
of property. Access to schools, employment, retail and recreational facilities are similar to competing beach front communities. Pawleys Island (Zone 43A)
can be described as an neighborhood unto itself. Data reflects activity over the past 12 months.

06 1 2
Single Family

Raised Beach
Concrete Fiber Metal

Typical for age.

The subject appeared to be on a good maintenance schedule. Typical were and tear because of the
natural elements. This data is based on a visual inspection by the appraiser who is not an expert home inspector and/or engineer. The appraiser
recommends an inspection by an professional home inspector if any additional information is required.

101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island

0
0.00

0
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.
9
Very Good

12 6 5.1
5,716

Central
Built In
PorchesBalcny
Elevator
Typical for age

Furnished/Boat Dock

550 Myrtle Ave
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
2.20 miles SW

2,400,000

09/24/2013 0
Pawleys Island
19080sf/OceanCrk. 0
22 +13,000
Good +120,000

9 5 5 +9,000
3,100 +235,440

Central
Built In
Front & Rear Porch
Elevator
Typical for age

Furnished/Boat Dck
377,440

2,777,440

1057 Norris Dr
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
0.99 miles NE

2,700,000

12/17/2013 0
Inlet Pointe
25784sf/Ocean/Crk +175,000
12 0
Good +135,000

10 5 5.1 +6,000
4,650 +95,940

Central
Built In
Porches/Balcony
Elevator
Typical for age

Furnished/Boat Dck
411,940

3,111,940

451 Beach Bridge Rd
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
4.10 miles SW

3,200,000

04/04/2014 0
Prince George
50962 sf -250,000
13 0
Very Good

10 6 6.1 -6,000
5,700 0

Central
Built In
Porches/Balcony
Elevator
Typical for age

Furnished +20,000
-236,000

2,964,000
The appraisal was made "as is" with the extraordinary assumption the subject is structurally sound and free of any pest or moisture infestation.

Refer to Limiting Conditions,comments,and exhibits. The properties selected for this report are, in the appraisers opinion, the most recent similar homes
available it today market place. The subject's estimate value range as of 04/212014 is between $2,800.000 to $3,100,000.00.

3,000,000 04/21/2014
John B Spagnuolo Senior Appraiser

April 22, 2014

20

Grey Hays
14-052

SU
BJ

EC
T

REAL ESTATE VALUE ESTIMATE

Contact Census Tract Map Reference
Property Address Check one: SF PUD CONDO 2-4 Units
City County State Zip Code
Phone No. Res. Loan Amount   $ Term Mos. Owner's Est. of Value $

No. of Rooms No. of Bedrooms No. of Baths Family room or den Gross Living Area Garage/Carport Porches, Patio or Central Air(specify type & no.) Pool (specify)
Yes No Sq. Ft. Yes No

FI
EL

D 
RE

PO
RT

NEIGHBORHOOD

Location
Built Up
Growth Rate Fully Dev.
Property Values
Demand/Supply
Marketing Time
Present Land Use % 1 Family % 2-4 Family % Apts. % Condo % Commercial % Industrial % Vacant %
Change in Present Land Use Not Likely Likely Taking Place From To
Predominant Occupancy Owner Tenant % Vacant
S/F Price Range $ to $ $ = Predominant Value
S/Family Age yrs. to yrs. Predominant Age yrs.

Comments including those factors affecting marketability (e.g. public parks, schools, view, noise)

Urban
Over 75%
Rapid
Increasing
Shortage
Under 3 Mos.

Suburban
25% to 75%
Steady
Stable
In Balance
4-6 Mos.

Rural
Under 25%
Slow
Declining
Oversupply
Over 6 Mos.

Property Compatibility
General Appearance of Properties
Appeal to Market

Good Avg Fair Poor

SUBJECT PROPERTY
Approx. Yr. Blt. # Units # Stories
Type (det, duplex, semi/det. etc.)
Design (rambler, split, etc.)
Exterior Wall Mat. Roof Mat.
Is the property in a HUD-Identified Special Flood Haz. Area? No Yes
Special Energy-Effic. Items

Comments (favorable or unfavorable incl. deferred maintenance)

PROPERTY RATING
Condition of Exterior
Compatibility to Neighborhood
Appeal and Marketability

Good Avg Fair Poor

M
AR

KE
T 

CO
M

PA
RA

BL
E 

AN
AL

YS
IS

ITEM SUBJECT COMPARABLE NO. 1 COMPARABLE NO. 2 COMPARABLE NO. 3

Address
Proximity to Sub.
Sales Price $ $ $ $
Date of Sale and DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION+(   )$ Adjust.– +(   )$ Adjust.– +(   )$ Adjust.–
Time Adjustment
Location
Site/View
Age
Condition
Living Area Rm. Total B-rms. Baths Total B-rms. Baths Total B-rms. Baths Total B-rms. Baths
Count and Total
Gross Living Area Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft.
Air Conditioning
Garage/Carport
Porches, Patio,
Pools, etc.
Special Energy-
Efficient Items
Other
Net Adjust (Total) + – $ + – $ + – $
Indicated Value Sub. $ $ $
General Comments

Estimated Value $ as of
Completed By Title
Signature Date

[Y2K]
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❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ 

M
AR

KE
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DA
TA

 A
NA

LY
SI

S
CO

M
M

EN
TS

The undersigned has recited three recent sales of properties most similar and proximate to the subject and has considered these in the market analysis. The description includes a dollar adjustment,
reflecting market reaction to those items of significant variation between the subject and comparable properties. If a significant item in the comparable property is superior to, or more favorable than,
the subject property a minus (-) adjustment is made, thus reducing the indicated value of subject; if a significant item in the comparable is inferior to, or less favorable than, the subject property, a
plus (+) adjustment is made, thus increasing the indicated value of the subject.

REAL ESTATE VALUE ESTIMATE
COMPARABLE SALES

ITEM SUBJECT COMPARABLE NO. COMPARABLE NO. COMPARABLE NO.
Address

Proximity to Sub.
Sales Price $ $ $ $
Date of Sale and DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION+(   )$ Adjust.– +(   )$ Adjust.– +(   )$ Adjust.–
Time Adjustment
Location
Site/View
Age
Condition
Living Area Rm. Total B-rms. Baths Total B-rms. Baths Total B-rms. Baths Total B-rms. Baths
Count and Total
Gross Living Area Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft.
Air Conditioning
Garage/Carport
Porches, Patio,
Pools, etc.
Special Energy-
Efficient Items
Other
Net Adjust (Total) + – $ + – $ + – $
Indicated Value Sub. $ $ $

Comments:

Form RVE.(AC) — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island

0
0.00

0
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.
9
Very Good

12 6 5.1
5,716
Central
Built In
PorchesBalcny
Elevator
Typical for age

Furnished/Boat Dock

402 Myrtle Ave
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
1.37 miles SW

3,200,000

Active for 18 days -256,000
Pawleys Island
20350sf/Ocean&Ck 0
13
Very Good

10 5 4.1 +12,000
3,800 +172,440
Central
Built In
Porches/Balcony
Elevator
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This appraisal report is based on an analysis of trends in the recent past tempered with analytical judgment concerning the probable extent to which
said trends will continue into the future.
Comparable # 4 is a similar beach home in the historic district of Pawleys Island. According to the listing agent Comparable #4 has many similar or equal
features. It is considered to be a reasonable alternative that competes for a similar clientele even though it is a smaller home.
 The Market Data Analysis grid reflects appropriate adjustment(s) where applicable, from derived contributory value(s) applying dollar for dollar adjustment,
matched pairs analysis and/or percentage adjustments. It is the Appraiser's opinion that if no adjustment was made on the form for certain features and/or
amenities, there was no significant effect on the value of the property.
 The Appraiser has made no inspection expressly or implied and accepts no responsibility for the presence and/or absence of hazardous materials including, but
not limited to: asbestos and/or radon gas and/or urea formaldehyde foam insulation, as well as the structural integrity of the building and the present condition of
its mechanical systems.
 Appliances and mechanical systems are not warranted by the Appraiser as to condition and/or adequacy but, unless otherwise indicated, are considered to be
reliable in formulating this report.
 "Adequate/Similar/Equal" can be defined as items or characteristics that is similar to the same item or characteristic typically found in a competing properties
and/or neighborhoods.
 The Appraiser is responsible neither for any hidden subsurface site condition that may exist on the subject site, nor for contamination of soils.  If contamination
has occurred, the contaminated soils and the source of contamination will be removed and the contamination remedied on the subject site in accordance with all
Federal and State regulations.
 The Appraiser has made no survey as to jurisdictional wetlands and/or possible encroachments and has not been furnished with such a document.  If such
wetlands or encroachments are present, this may be construed to be an adverse condition with an effect on value.
 Acceptance of, and/or use of, this appraisal report by any client or any third party constitutes acceptance of the above conditions.  Appraiser liability extends only
to stated client, not subsequent parties or users of any type.
Appraisals are no guarantee that the property is free from defects. The appraisal only establishes the value of the property for mortgages purposes. Buyers (if
applicable) need to secure their own home inspections through the services of a qualified inspector and satisfy themselves about the condition of the property.
The appraiser often chose to use photo copies of the comparable sales provided by the listing agent because in many cases those photos best reflect the
comparable property at the time of the sale.
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The undersigned has recited three recent sales of properties most similar and proximate to the subject and has considered these in the market analysis. The description includes a dollar adjustment,
reflecting market reaction to those items of significant variation between the subject and comparable properties. If a significant item in the comparable property is superior to, or more favorable than,
the subject property a minus (-) adjustment is made, thus reducing the indicated value of subject; if a significant item in the comparable is inferior to, or less favorable than, the subject property, a
plus (+) adjustment is made, thus increasing the indicated value of the subject.

REAL ESTATE VALUE ESTIMATE
COMPARABLE SALES

ITEM SUBJECT COMPARABLE NO. COMPARABLE NO. COMPARABLE NO.
Address

Proximity to Sub.
Sales Price $ $ $ $
Date of Sale and DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION+(   )$ Adjust.– +(   )$ Adjust.– +(   )$ Adjust.–
Time Adjustment
Location
Site/View
Age
Condition
Living Area Rm. Total B-rms. Baths Total B-rms. Baths Total B-rms. Baths Total B-rms. Baths
Count and Total
Gross Living Area Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft.
Air Conditioning
Garage/Carport
Porches, Patio,
Pools, etc.
Special Energy-
Efficient Items
Other
Net Adjust (Total) + – $ + – $ + – $
Indicated Value Sub. $ $ $

Comments:
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Client
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1. The subject is on the north end of the island. It consists of two lots (lot 2 & 1A). Lot 2 is the buildable portion of the two lots. It is
approximately 37,617 sf.  Lot 1A is the ocean front portion of the site with a beach walk improvement. It is approximately 43,238 sf. The subject
is in a unique gated area where only a small amount of buildable lots exist. The lot directly north of the subject sold on 03/15/2013 in the amount
of $750,000.00. It was a distressed sale that, in the appraisers opinion, sold well below value. Construction of a home on that lot is underway.
The most similar lot in this unique gated area is currently on the market for $1,300,000.00. It is located approximately two lots south of the
subject. In the appraisers opinion the subject's estimated site value (lot 1A & 2) is in the range of $1,200,000.00 to $1,400,000.00. Say
$1,350,000.00 mostly because of Lot 1A and its improvement which is private to that site, according to the listing agent.
2. The highest home sold in the past three years on Pawleys Island was Comparable # 1, according to the MLS. Like the subject is has beach
and creek frontage with a dock. Its interior walls are similar custom paneling and its features appear to be similar or equal in many ways. For
instance it has an elevator and gourmet's kitchen. It is on a smaller lot that is similar in value because it is in the Historic Section of Pawleys
Island. It is considered to be the most reasonable (sold) substitute to the subject at this time on the island.
3. Comparable # 2 is in a gated community that is north of the subject. Like the subject its is on a ocean and creek front lot with a dock. This is
smaller site that is slightly inferior in value even though it in a development that has a site pool and pool house amenities.
4. Comparable # 3 is a similar beach home in a nearby gated community known as Prince George. The Prince George development has
superior site features such as a club house and a pool near the ocean. Ocean front lots in Prince Creek are larger and typically superior in value
when compared to ocean front site on the island.  As such a downward site adjustment was weighed in this particular case.
According to the listing agent Comparable # 3 has many similar or equal features as well as being the most similar in size. It is considered to be
a reasonable alternative that competes for a similar clientele even though it is not on Pawleys Island.
5. As always adjustments within this report have been extracted from the current market place and when appropriate from historical data (that
typically impacts values) derived from the subject's market place. Even though they may be somewhat subjective. It is the Appraiser's opinion
that if no adjustment was made on the form for certain features and/or amenities, there was no significant effect on the value of the property.
6. The subject and comparables are custom constructed executive homes featuring construction quality and optional items not found in the
majority of home sales in the area, as such, adjustments for certain specialty items are considered to be appropriate within this market place,
even though they may at times be somewhat subjective.  The sales price of such large custom homes often fluctuates with interest rates, length
of ownership, and seller motivation.  It is the Appraiser's opinion that the indicated estimated market value of the subject is reflective of current
market conditions as of the date of the subject appraisal report.
7. The subject fronts a public, unpaved hard surfaced road that is considered to be an all weather road.  Unpaved roads are considered typical
for the area with no adverse effect on marketability.
8. The appraiser at times may chose to use photo copies of the comparable sales provided by the listing agent because in many cases those
photos best reflect the comparable property at the time of the sale or Comparable sales are in gated communities or on private streets.
9. A thorough search for comparable sales was made in an attempt to find sales which bracket the final value estimated for the subject property.
After consideration of locations, dates of sales, physical differences and special; conditions, in the appraiser  judgment the comparables used
are the best indicators of the subject's value.
10. There are a number of conditions that impact the marketability of the subject. They range from the subject being in what is considered to be
an seasonal market place, supply and demand, the number of distressed properties, changes in the mortgage finance industry and the current
economic conditions.  While all of these conditions effect the marketability and value trends they have been in place for more than four years
and therefore can be considered typical for today’s market place.
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DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE:  The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market under all conditions
requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus.  Implicit in this
definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer and seller are
typically  motivated;  (2)  both  parties  are  well  informed  or  well  advised,  and  each  acting  in  what  he  considers  his  own  best  interest;  (3)  a  reasonable  time  is  allowed
for exposure in the open market; (4) payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and (5) the price
represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions* granted  by  anyone  associated  with
the  sale.   (Source:  FDIC  Interagency  Appraisal  and  Evaluation  Guidelines,  October  27,  1994.)

* Adjustments to the comparables must be made for special or creative financing or sales concessions.  No adjustments are necessary
for those costs which are normally paid by sellers as a result of tradition or law in a market area; these costs are readily identifiable
since the seller pays these costs in virtually all sales transactions.  Special or creative financing adjustments can be made to the
comparable property by comparisons to financing terms offered by a third party institutional lender that is not already involved in the
property or transaction.  Any adjustment should not be calculated on a mechanical dollar for dollar cost of the financing or concession
but the dollar amount of any adjustment should approximate the market's reaction to the financing or concessions based on the
appraiser's judgement.

STATEMENT OF LIMITING CONDITIONS AND CERTIFICATION

CONTINGENT AND LIMITING CONDITIONS:  The appraiser's certification that appears in the appraisal report is subject to the following conditions:

1.  The appraiser will not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or the title to it.  The appraiser assumes that
the title is good and marketable and, therefore, will not render any opinions about the title.  The property is valued on the basis of it being under responsible
ownership.

2.  Any sketch provided in the appraisal report may show approximate dimensions of the improvements and is included only to assist the reader of the report in visualizing
the property.  The appraiser has made no survey of the property.

3.   The  appraiser  will  not  give  testimony  or  appear  in  court  because  he  or  she  made  an  appraisal  of  the  property  in  question,  unless  specific  arrangements  to  do
so have been made beforehand, or as otherwise required by law.

4.  Any distribution of valuation between land and improvements in the report applies only under the existing program of utilization. These separate valuations of the
land and improvements must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if they are so used.

5.  The appraiser has no knowledge of any hidden or unapparent conditions of the property or adverse environmental conditions (including the presence of hazardous waste,
toxic substances, etc.) that would make the property more or less valuable, and has assumed that there are no such conditions and makes no guarantees or warranties,
express or implied, regarding the condition of the property. The appraiser will not be responsible for any such conditions that do exist or for any engineering or
testing that might be required to discover whether such conditions exist.  This appraisal report must not be considered an environmental assessment of the subject property.

6.  The appraiser obtained the information, estimates, and opinions that were expressed in the appraisal report from sources that he or she considers to be
reliable and believes them to be true and correct.  The appraiser does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of such items that were furnished by other
parties.

7.  The appraiser will not disclose the contents of the appraisal report except as provided for in the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice,
and any applicable federal, state or local laws.

8.  The appraiser has based his or her appraisal report and valuation conclusion for an appraisal that is subject to satisfactory completion, repairs, or
alterations on the assumption that completion of the improvements will be performed in a workmanlike manner.

9.  The appraiser must provide his or her prior written consent before the lender/client specified in the appraisal report can distribute the appraisal report
(including conclusions about the property value, the appraiser's identity and professional designations, and references to any professional appraisal
organizations or the firm with which the appraiser is associated) to anyone other than the borrower; the mortgagee or its successors and assigns; the mortgage
insurer; consultants; professional appraisal organizations; any state or federally approved financial institution; or any department, agency, or instrumentality
of the United States or any state or the District of Columbia; except that the lender/client may distribute the property description section of the report only to data
collection or reporting service(s) without having to obtain the appraiser's prior written consent.  The appraiser's written consent and approval must also
be obtained before the appraisal can be conveyed by anyone to the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales, or other media.

10.  The appraiser is not an employee of the company or individual(s) ordering this report and compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined
value or direction of value or upon an action or event resulting from the analysis, opinions, conclusions, or the use of this report.  This assignment is not
based on a required minimum, specific valuation, or the approval of a loan.
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DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE:  The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market under all conditions
requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus.  Implicit in this
definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer and seller are
typically  motivated;  (2)  both  parties  are  well  informed  or  well  advised,  and  each  acting  in  what  he  considers  his  own  best  interest;  (3)  a  reasonable  time  is  allowed
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represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions* granted  by  anyone  associated  with
the  sale.   (Source:  FDIC  Interagency  Appraisal  and  Evaluation  Guidelines,  October  27,  1994.)

* Adjustments to the comparables must be made for special or creative financing or sales concessions.  No adjustments are necessary
for those costs which are normally paid by sellers as a result of tradition or law in a market area; these costs are readily identifiable
since the seller pays these costs in virtually all sales transactions.  Special or creative financing adjustments can be made to the
comparable property by comparisons to financing terms offered by a third party institutional lender that is not already involved in the
property or transaction.  Any adjustment should not be calculated on a mechanical dollar for dollar cost of the financing or concession
but the dollar amount of any adjustment should approximate the market's reaction to the financing or concessions based on the
appraiser's judgement.
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CONTINGENT AND LIMITING CONDITIONS:  The appraiser's certification that appears in the appraisal report is subject to the following conditions:

1.  The appraiser will not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or the title to it.  The appraiser assumes that
the title is good and marketable and, therefore, will not render any opinions about the title.  The property is valued on the basis of it being under responsible
ownership.

2.  Any sketch provided in the appraisal report may show approximate dimensions of the improvements and is included only to assist the reader of the report in visualizing
the property.  The appraiser has made no survey of the property.

3.   The  appraiser  will  not  give  testimony  or  appear  in  court  because  he  or  she  made  an  appraisal  of  the  property  in  question,  unless  specific  arrangements  to  do
so have been made beforehand, or as otherwise required by law.

4.  Any distribution of valuation between land and improvements in the report applies only under the existing program of utilization. These separate valuations of the
land and improvements must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if they are so used.

5.  The appraiser has no knowledge of any hidden or unapparent conditions of the property or adverse environmental conditions (including the presence of hazardous waste,
toxic substances, etc.) that would make the property more or less valuable, and has assumed that there are no such conditions and makes no guarantees or warranties,
express or implied, regarding the condition of the property. The appraiser will not be responsible for any such conditions that do exist or for any engineering or
testing that might be required to discover whether such conditions exist.  This appraisal report must not be considered an environmental assessment of the subject property.

6.  The appraiser obtained the information, estimates, and opinions that were expressed in the appraisal report from sources that he or she considers to be
reliable and believes them to be true and correct.  The appraiser does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of such items that were furnished by other
parties.

7.  The appraiser will not disclose the contents of the appraisal report except as provided for in the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice,
and any applicable federal, state or local laws.

8.  The appraiser has based his or her appraisal report and valuation conclusion for an appraisal that is subject to satisfactory completion, repairs, or
alterations on the assumption that completion of the improvements will be performed in a workmanlike manner.

9.  The appraiser must provide his or her prior written consent before the lender/client specified in the appraisal report can distribute the appraisal report
(including conclusions about the property value, the appraiser's identity and professional designations, and references to any professional appraisal
organizations or the firm with which the appraiser is associated) to anyone other than the borrower; the mortgagee or its successors and assigns; the mortgage
insurer; consultants; professional appraisal organizations; any state or federally approved financial institution; or any department, agency, or instrumentality
of the United States or any state or the District of Columbia; except that the lender/client may distribute the property description section of the report only to data
collection or reporting service(s) without having to obtain the appraiser's prior written consent.  The appraiser's written consent and approval must also
be obtained before the appraisal can be conveyed by anyone to the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales, or other media.

10.  The appraiser is not an employee of the company or individual(s) ordering this report and compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined
value or direction of value or upon an action or event resulting from the analysis, opinions, conclusions, or the use of this report.  This assignment is not
based on a required minimum, specific valuation, or the approval of a loan.
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CERTIFICATION:  The appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1.  The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

2.  The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial
and unbiased professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.

3.  Unless otherwise indicated, I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report and no personal interest
interest with respect to the parties involved.

4.  Unless otherwise indicated, I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the property that is the subject
of this report within the three-year period immediately preceding acceptance of this assignment.

5.   I  have  no  bias  with  respect  to  the  property  that  is  the  subject  of  this  report  or  the  parties  involved  with  this  assignment.

6.  My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting predetermined results.

7.  My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value
that favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event
directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.

8.  My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice that were in effect at the time this report was prepared.

9.  Unless otherwise indicated, I have made a personal inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the property that is the subject of this report,
and the exteriors of all properties listed as comparables.

10.  Unless otherwise indicated, no one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person(s) signing this certification (if there are
exceptions, the name of each individual providing significant real property appraisal assistance is stated elsewhere in this report).

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY ANALYZED:

APPRAISER:

Signature:
Name:

State Certification #:
or State License #:
State: Expiration Date of Certification or License:
Date Signed:

SUPERVISORY or CO-APPRAISER (if applicable):

Signature:
Name:

State Certification #:
or State License #:
State: Expiration Date of Certification or License:
Date Signed:

Did Did Not Inspect Property
Page 2 of 2
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John B Spagnuolo
Title:

1854

SC 06/30/2014
April 22, 2014

Title:
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CERTIFICATION:  The appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1.  The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

2.  The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial
and unbiased professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.
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directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.

8.  My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice that were in effect at the time this report was prepared.

9.  Unless otherwise indicated, I have made a personal inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the property that is the subject of this report,
and the exteriors of all properties listed as comparables.

10.  Unless otherwise indicated, no one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person(s) signing this certification (if there are
exceptions, the name of each individual providing significant real property appraisal assistance is stated elsewhere in this report).
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Building Sketch
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Living Area Calculation Details 

First Floor 2684.57 Sq ft 0.5 x 4.5 x 4.5 	= 10.12 
0.S04.504.5 	= 10.12 

8.4 x 4.5 	= 37.8 
0.504.504.5 	= 10.12 
0.504.504.5 	= 10.12 

8.4 x 4.5 	= 37.8 

10.4 x 5.5 	= 57.2 

38 x 26.4 	= 1003.2 

25.5 x 30 	= 765 

25.7 x 16.3 	= 418.91 

16 x 16.9 	= 270.4 

11.2 x 4.8 	= 53.76 

Second Floor 3031.48 Sq ft 10.4 x 5.5 	= 57.2 

0.5 x 3.8 x 3.8 	= 7.22 

0.5 x 3.8 x 3.8 	= 7.22 

8.2 x 3.8 	= 31.16 

0.504.504.5 	= 10.12 
0.504.504.5 	= 10.12 

8.4 x 4.5 	= 37.8 
0.504.504.5 	= 10.12 
0.504.504.5 	= 10.12 

8.4 x 4.5 	= 37.8 

13.4 x 9.3 124.62 

17.1 x 12.5 	= 213.75 

25.5 x 47.1 	= 1201.05 

34.5 x 33.7 	= 1162.65 

25.7 x 4.3 	= 110.51 

Total Living Area (Rounded): 	 5716 Sq ft 

Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form SKT.BldSkI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Building Sketch
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Borrower/Client

Client
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Building Sketch
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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County Records
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Borrower/Client

Client
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County Records
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form MAP.Site — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Site Map
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Borrower/Client

Client

Form MAP.Site — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Site Map
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Borrower/Client
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Comparable # 2 
1057 Norris Drive 

Pawleys Island, SC 29585 
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Subject 
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author 
lAfaird 

Comparable # 4 
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Pawleys Island, SC 29585 
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City County State Zip Code
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Comparable Sales Map
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Borrower/Client

Client
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Comparable Sales Map
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form PICPIX.SR — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Subject Front

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

Subject Rear

Subject Street

Borrower/Client

Client

Form PICPIX.SR — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Subject Front

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

Subject Rear

Subject Street

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Kitchen

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

Dining

Living

Borrower/Client

Client

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Kitchen

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

Dining

Living

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

View North From Rear Deck

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

Rear Dock/Creek View

Front Point/Channel View

Borrower/Client

Client

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

View North From Rear Deck

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

Rear Dock/Creek View

Front Point/Channel View

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Carolina Room

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

Downstairs Bedroom

Downstairs Bath

Borrower/Client

Client

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Carolina Room

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

Downstairs Bedroom

Downstairs Bath

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

1/2 Bath

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

1st Floor Entry Area

Front Screen Porch

Borrower/Client

Client

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

1/2 Bath

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

1st Floor Entry Area

Front Screen Porch

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Bedroom 1

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

Bath 1

Creek View From Rear Porch

Borrower/Client

Client

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Bedroom 1

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

Bath 1

Creek View From Rear Porch

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

View South

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

Typical 2nd Floor Bedroom

2nd Floor Bath

Borrower/Client

Client

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

View South

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

Typical 2nd Floor Bedroom

2nd Floor Bath

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

2nd Floor Kitchenette

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

2nd Floor Bedroom

2nd Floor Bedroom

Borrower/Client

Client

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

2nd Floor Kitchenette

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

2nd Floor Bedroom

2nd Floor Bedroom

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

2nd Floor Bedroom

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

2nd Floor Bath

2nd Floor Bath

Borrower/Client

Client

Form PICPIX.SI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Interior Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

2nd Floor Bedroom

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

101/105 Atlantic Ave
0.00
5,716
12
6
5.1
Pawleys Island
37617sf/Ocean&Crk.

9

2nd Floor Bath

2nd Floor Bath

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Photograph Addendum
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Media Room

Hot Tub Rear Yard

Form LPICPIX — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Borrower/Client

Client

Photograph Addendum
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Media Room

Hot Tub Rear Yard

Form LPICPIX — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form PICPIX.CR — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Comparable Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Comparable 1

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

550 Myrtle Ave
2.20 miles SW
2,400,000
3,100
9
5
5
Pawleys Island
19080sf/OceanCrk.

22

Comparable 2

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

1057 Norris Dr
0.99 miles NE
2,700,000
4,650
10
5
5.1
Inlet Pointe
25784sf/Ocean/Crk

12

Comparable 3

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

451 Beach Bridge Rd
4.10 miles SW
3,200,000
5,700
10
6
6.1
Prince George
50962 sf

13

Borrower/Client

Client

Form PICPIX.CR — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Comparable Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Comparable 1

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

550 Myrtle Ave
2.20 miles SW
2,400,000
3,100
9
5
5
Pawleys Island
19080sf/OceanCrk.

22

Comparable 2

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

1057 Norris Dr
0.99 miles NE
2,700,000
4,650
10
5
5.1
Inlet Pointe
25784sf/Ocean/Crk

12

Comparable 3

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

451 Beach Bridge Rd
4.10 miles SW
3,200,000
5,700
10
6
6.1
Prince George
50962 sf

13

Borrower/Client

Client

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form PICPIX.CR — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Comparable Photo Page
Greg Hays acting as receiver for SJK
101/105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Greg Hays

Comparable 4

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
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File No.

UNIFORM APPRAISAL DATASET (UAD) DEFINITIONS ADDENDUM
(Source: Fannie Mae UAD Appendix D: UAD Field-Specific Standardization Requirements)

Condition Ratings and Definitions

C1

The improvements have been recently constructed and have not been previously occupied. The entire structure and all components are new
and the dwelling features no physical depreciation.

Note: Newly constructed improvements that feature recycled or previously used materials and/or components can be considered new dwellings
provided that the dwelling is placed on a 100 percent new foundation and the recycled materials and the recycled components have been
rehabilitated/remanufactured into like-new condition. Improvements that have not been previously occupied are not considered “new” if they
have any significant physical depreciation (that is, newly constructed dwellings that have been vacant for an extended period of time without
adequate maintenance or upkeep).

C2

The improvements feature no deferred maintenance, little or no physical depreciation, and require no repairs. Virtually all building components
are new or have been recently repaired, refinished, or rehabilitated. All outdated components and finishes have been updated and/or replaced
with components that meet current standards. Dwellings in this category are either almost new or have been recently completely renovated and
are similar in condition to new construction.

Note: The improvements represent a relatively new property that is well maintained with no deferred maintenance and little or no physical
depreciation, or an older property that has been recently completely renovated.

C3
The improvements are well maintained and feature limited physical depreciation due to normal wear and tear. Some components, but not every
major building component, may be updated or recently rehabilitated. The structure has been well maintained.

Note: The improvement is in its first-cycle of replacing short-lived building components (appliances, floor coverings, HVAC, etc.) and is
being well maintained. Its estimated effective age is less than its actual age. It also may reflect a property in which the majority of
short-lived building components have been replaced but not to the level of a complete renovation.

C4
The improvements feature some minor deferred maintenance and physical deterioration due to normal wear and tear. The dwelling has been
adequately maintained and requires only minimal repairs to building components/mechanical systems and cosmetic repairs. All major building
components have been adequately maintained and are functionally adequate.

Note: The estimated effective age may be close to or equal to its actual age. It reflects a property in which some of the short-lived building
components have been replaced, and some short-lived building components are at or near the end of their physical life expectancy; however,
they still function adequately. Most minor repairs have been addressed on an ongoing basis resulting in an adequately maintained property.

C5
The improvements feature obvious deferred maintenance and are in need of some significant repairs. Some building components need repairs,
rehabilitation, or updating. The functional utility and overall livability is somewhat diminished due to condition, but the dwelling remains
useable and functional as a residence.

Note: Some significant repairs are needed to the improvements due to the lack of adequate maintenance. It reflects a property in which many
of its short-lived building components are at the end of or have exceeded their physical life expectancy but remain functional.

C6
The improvements have substantial damage or deferred maintenance with deficiencies or defects that are severe enough to affect the safety,
soundness, or structural integrity of the improvements. The improvements are in need of substantial repairs and rehabilitation, including many
or most major components.

Note: Substantial repairs are needed to the improvements due to the lack of adequate maintenance or property damage. It reflects a property
with conditions severe enough to affect the safety, soundness, or structural integrity of the improvements.

Quality Ratings and Definitions

Q1

Dwellings with this quality rating are usually unique structures that are individually designed by an architect for a specified user. Such
residences typically are constructed from detailed architectural plans and specifications and feature an exceptionally high level of workmanship
and exceptionally high-grade materials throughout the interior and exterior of the structure. The design features exceptionally high-quality
exterior refinements and ornamentation, and exceptionally high-quality interior refinements. The workmanship, materials, and finishes
throughout the dwelling are of exceptionally high quality.

Q2
Dwellings with this quality rating are often custom designed for construction on an individual property owner’s site. However, dwellings in
this quality grade are also found in high-quality tract developments featuring residence constructed from individual plans or from highly
modified or upgraded plans. The design features detailed, high quality exterior ornamentation, high-quality interior refinements, and detail. The
workmanship, materials, and finishes throughout the dwelling are generally of high or very high quality.
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UNIFORM APPRAISAL DATASET (UAD) DEFINITIONS ADDENDUM
(Source: Fannie Mae UAD Appendix D: UAD Field-Specific Standardization Requirements)

Quality Ratings and Definitions (continued)

Q3
Dwellings with this quality rating are residences of higher quality built from individual or readily available designer plans in above-standard
residential tract developments or on an individual property owner’s site. The design includes significant exterior ornamentation and interiors
that are well finished. The workmanship exceeds acceptable standards and many materials and finishes throughout the dwelling have been
upgraded from “stock” standards.

Q4
Dwellings with this quality rating meet or exceed the requirements of applicable building codes. Standard or modified standard building plans
are utilized and the design includes adequate fenestration and some exterior ornamentation and interior refinements. Materials, workmanship,
finish, and equipment are of stock or builder grade and may feature some upgrades.

Q5
Dwellings with this quality rating feature economy of construction and basic functionality as main considerations. Such dwellings feature a
plain design using readily available or basic floor plans featuring minimal fenestration and basic finishes with minimal exterior ornamentation
and limited interior detail. These dwellings meet minimum building codes and are constructed with inexpensive, stock materials
with limited refinements and upgrades.

Q6
Dwellings with this quality rating are of basic quality and lower cost; some may not be suitable for year-round occupancy. Such dwellings
are often built with simple plans or without plans, often utilizing the lowest quality building materials. Such dwellings are often built or
expanded by persons who are professionally unskilled or possess only minimal construction skills. Electrical, plumbing, and other mechanical
systems and equipment may be minimal or non-existent. Older dwellings may feature one or more substandard or non-conforming additions
to the original structure

Definitions of Not Updated, Updated, and Remodeled

Not Updated

Little or no updating or modernization. This description includes, but is not limited to, new homes.
Residential properties of fifteen years of age or less often reflect an original condition with no updating, if no major
components have been replaced or updated. Those over fifteen years of age are also considered not updated if the
appliances, fixtures, and finishes are predominantly dated. An area that is ‘Not Updated’ may still be well maintained
and fully functional, and this rating does not necessarily imply deferred maintenance or physical/functional deterioration.

Updated
The area of the home has been modified to meet current market expectations. These modifications
are limited in terms of both scope and cost.

An updated area of the home should have an improved look and feel, or functional utility. Changes that constitute
updates include refurbishment and/or replacing components to meet existing market expectations. Updates do not
include significant alterations to the existing structure.

Remodeled
Significant finish and/or structural changes have been made that increase utility and appeal through
complete replacement and/or expansion.
A remodeled area reflects fundamental changes that include multiple alterations. These alterations may include
some or all of the following: replacement of a major component (cabinet(s), bathtub, or bathroom tile), relocation
of plumbing/gas fixtures/appliances, significant structural alterations (relocating walls, and/or the addition of)
square footage). This would include a complete gutting and rebuild.

Explanation of Bathroom Count

Three-quarter baths are counted as a full bath in all cases.  Quarter baths (baths that feature only a toilet) are not
included in the bathroom count.  The number of full and half baths is reported by separating the two values using a
period, where the full bath count is represented to the left of the period and the half bath count is represented to the
right of the period.

Example:
3.2 indicates three full baths and two half baths.
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Quality Ratings and Definitions (continued)
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UNIFORM APPRAISAL DATASET (UAD) DEFINITIONS ADDENDUM
(Source: Fannie Mae UAD Appendix D: UAD Field-Specific Standardization Requirements)

Abbreviations Used in Data Standardization Text

Abbreviation Full Name Fields Where This Abbreviation May Appear
A Adverse Location & View
ac Acres Area, Site
AdjPrk Adjacent to Park Location
AdjPwr Adjacent to Power Lines Location
ArmLth Arms Length Sale Sale or Financing Concessions
AT Attached Structure Design (Style)
B Beneficial Location & View
ba Bathroom(s) Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade
br Bedroom Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade
BsyRd Busy Road Location
c Contracted Date Date of Sale/Time
Cash Cash Sale or Financing Concessions
Comm Commercial Influence Location
Conv Conventional Sale or Financing Concessions
cp Carport Garage/Carport
CrtOrd Court Ordered Sale Sale or Financing Concessions
CtySky City View Skyline View View
CtyStr City Street View View
cv Covered Garage/Carport
DOM Days On Market Data Sources
DT Detached Structure Design (Style)
dw Driveway Garage/Carport
e Expiration Date Date of Sale/Time
Estate Estate Sale Sale or Financing Concessions
FHA Federal Housing Authority Sale or Financing Concessions
g Garage Garage/Carport
ga Attached Garage Garage/Carport
gbi Built-in Garage Garage/Carport
gd Detached Garage Garage/Carport
GlfCse Golf Course Location
Glfvw Golf Course View View
GR Garden Design (Style)
HR High Rise Design (Style)
in Interior Only Stairs Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade
Ind Industrial Location & View
Listing Listing Sale or Financing Concessions
Lndfl Landfill Location
LtdSght Limited Sight View
MR Mid-rise Design (Style)
Mtn Mountain View View
N Neutral Location & View
NonArm Non-Arms Length Sale Sale or Financing Concessions
o Other Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade
O Other Design (Style)
op Open Garage/Carport
Prk Park View View
Pstrl Pastoral View View
PwrLn Power Lines View
PubTrn Public Transportation Location
Relo Relocation Sale Sale or Financing Concessions
REO REO Sale Sale or Financing Concessions
Res Residential Location & View
RH USDA - Rural Housing Sale or Financing Concessions
rr Recreational (Rec) Room Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade
RT Row or Townhouse Design (Style)
s Settlement Date Date of Sale/Time
SD Semi-detached Structure Design (Style)
Short Short Sale Sale or Financing Concessions
sf Square Feet Area, Site, Basement
sqm Square Meters Area, Site
Unk Unknown Date of Sale/Time
VA Veterans Administration Sale or Financing Concessions
w Withdrawn Date Date of Sale/Time
wo Walk Out Basement Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade
Woods Woods View View
Wtr Water View View
WtrFr Water Frontage Location
wu Walk Up Basement Basement & Finished Rooms Below Grade
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This Report is one of the following types:

Appraisal Report (A written report prepared under Standards Rule , pursuant to the Scope of Work, as disclosed elsewhere in this report.)

Restricted
Appraisal Report

(A written report prepared under Standards Rule , pursuant to the Scope of Work, as disclosed elsewhere in this report,
restricted to the stated intended use by the specified client or intended user.)

APPRAISER:

Signature:
Name:

State Certification #:
or State License #:
State: Expiration Date of Certification or License:
Date of Signature and Report:
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Inspection of Subject: None Interior and Exterior Exterior-Only
Date of Inspection (if applicable):
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Signature:
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State Certification #:
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State: Expiration Date of Certification or License:
Date of Signature:
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Client:Hays Financial Consulting, LLC GM041403
101 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

APPRAISAL AND REPORT IDENTIFICATION

2-2(a)

2-2(b)

Comments on Standards Rule 2-3
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
— The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
— The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased professional
analyses, opinions, and conclusions.
— Unless otherwise indicated, I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report and no  personal interest with respect to the parties involved.
— Unless otherwise indicated, I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the property that is the subject of this report within the three-year
period immediately preceding acceptance of this assignment.
— I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or the parties involved with this assignment.
— My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting predetermined results.
— My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the
client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.
— My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were
in effect at the time this report was prepared.
— Unless otherwise indicated, I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
— Unless otherwise indicated, no one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person(s) signing this certification (if there are exceptions, the name of each
individual providing significant real property appraisal assistance is stated elsewhere in this report).
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client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.
— My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were
in effect at the time this report was prepared.
— Unless otherwise indicated, I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
— Unless otherwise indicated, no one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person(s) signing this certification (if there are exceptions, the name of each
individual providing significant real property appraisal assistance is stated elsewhere in this report).

Comments on Appraisal and Report Identification
Note any USPAP related issues requiring disclosure and any State mandated requirements:

Richard Gregg Marshall

1373
SC 06/30/2014

04/16/2014
04/16/2014

04/16/2014

Emerson  Treffer

3044

SC 06/30/2014
04/16/2014

04/10/2014
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Lender

File No.
Property Address
City County State Zip Code

This Report is one of the following types:

Appraisal Report (A written report prepared under Standards Rule , pursuant to the Scope of Work, as disclosed elsewhere in this report.)

Restricted
Appraisal Report

(A written report prepared under Standards Rule , pursuant to the Scope of Work, as disclosed elsewhere in this report,
restricted to the stated intended use by the specified client or intended user.)

APPRAISER:

Signature:
Name:

State Certification #:
or State License #:
State: Expiration Date of Certification or License:
Date of Signature and Report:
Effective Date of Appraisal:
Inspection of Subject: None Interior and Exterior Exterior-Only
Date of Inspection (if applicable):

SUPERVISORY or CO-APPRAISER (if applicable):

Signature:
Name:

State Certification #:
or State License #:
State: Expiration Date of Certification or License:
Date of Signature:

Inspection of Subject: None Interior and Exterior Exterior-Only
Date of Inspection (if applicable):
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The purpose of this summary appraisal report is to provide the lender/client with an accurate, and adequately supported, opinion of the market value of the subject property.
Property Address City State Zip Code
Borrower Owner of Public Record County
Legal Description
Assessor's Parcel # Tax Year R.E. Taxes $
Neighborhood Name Map Reference Census Tract
Occupant Owner Tenant Vacant Special Assessments $ PUD HOA $ per year per month
Property Rights Appraised Fee Simple Leasehold Other (describe)
Assignment Type Purchase Transaction Refinance Transaction Other (describe)
Lender/Client Address
Is the subject property currently offered for sale or has it been offered for sale in the twelve months prior to the effective date of this appraisal? Yes No
Report data source(s) used, offering price(s), and date(s).

I did did not analyze the contract for sale for the subject purchase transaction. Explain the results of the analysis of the contract for sale or why the analysis was not
performed.

Contract Price $ Date of Contract Is the property seller the owner of public record? Yes No Data Source(s)
Is there any financial assistance (loan charges, sale concessions, gift or downpayment assistance, etc.) to be paid by any party on behalf of the borrower? Yes No
If Yes, report the total dollar amount and describe the items to be paid.

Note: Race and the racial composition of the neighborhood are not appraisal factors.
Neighborhood Characteristics

Location Urban Suburban Rural
Built-Up Over 75% 25-75% Under 25%
Growth Rapid Stable Slow

One-Unit Housing Trends
Property Values Increasing Stable Declining
Demand/Supply Shortage In Balance Over Supply
Marketing Time Under 3 mths 3-6 mths Over 6 mths

One-Unit Housing
PRICE
$ (000)

AGE
(yrs)

Low
High
Pred.

Present Land Use %
One-Unit %
2-4 Unit %
Multi-Family %
Commercial %
Other %

Neighborhood Boundaries

Neighborhood Description

Market Conditions (including support for the above conclusions)

Dimensions Area Shape View
Specific Zoning Classification Zoning Description
Zoning Compliance Legal Legal Nonconforming (Grandfathered Use) No Zoning Illegal (describe)
Is the highest and best use of subject property as improved (or as proposed per plans and specifications) the present use? Yes No If No, describe

Utilities Public Other (describe) Public Other (describe)
Electricity
Gas

Water
Sanitary Sewer

Off-site Improvements - Type Public Private
Street
Alley

FEMA Special Flood Hazard Area Yes No FEMA Flood Zone FEMA Map # FEMA Map Date
Are the utilities and off-site improvements typical for the market area? Yes No If No, describe
Are there any adverse site conditions or external factors (easements, encroachments, environmental conditions, land uses, etc.)? Yes No If Yes, describe

General Description
Units One One with Accessory Unit
# of Stories
Type Det. Att. S-Det./End Unit

Existing Proposed Under Const.
Design (Style)
Year Built
Effective Age (Yrs)

Foundation
Concrete Slab Crawl Space
Full Basement Partial Basement

Basement Area sq.ft.
Basement Finish %

Outside Entry/Exit Sump Pump
Evidence of Infestation

Dampness Settlement

Exterior Description materials/condition
Foundation Walls
Exterior Walls
Roof Surface
Gutters & Downspouts
Window Type
Storm Sash/Insulated
Screens

Interior materials/condition
Floors
Walls
Trim/Finish
Bath Floor
Bath Wainscot

Attic None
Drop Stair Stairs
Floor Scuttle
Finished Heated

Heating FWA HWBB Radiant
Other Fuel

Cooling Central Air Conditioning
Individual Other

Amenities
Fireplace(s) #
Patio/Deck
Pool

Woodstove(s) #
Fence
Porch
Other

Car Storage None
Driveway # of Cars

Driveway Surface
Garage # of Cars
Carport # of Cars
Att. Det. Built-in

Appliances Refrigerator Range/Oven Dishwasher Disposal Microwave Washer/Dryer Other (describe)
Finished area above grade contains: Rooms Bedrooms Bath(s) Square Feet of Gross Living Area Above Grade
Additional features (special energy efficient items, etc.).

Describe the condition of the property (including needed repairs, deterioration, renovations, remodeling, etc.).

Are there any physical deficiencies or adverse conditions that affect the livability, soundness, or structural integrity of the property? Yes No If Yes, describe

Does the property generally conform to the neighborhood (functional utility, style, condition, use, construction, etc.)? Yes No If No, describe

Freddie Mac Form 70 March 2005 UAD Version 9/2011 Page 1 of 6 Fannie Mae Form 1004 March 2005

Marshall Appraisal Firm (843) 251-9766

GM041403
GM041403

101 Atlantic Ave Pawleys Island SC 29585
Client:Hays Financial Consulting, LLC Client:Hays Financial Consulting, LLC Georgetown

Lot 2(Imp) Lot 1A(Unimpr.), Assey Subdivision, Plat 1-371
42-0159-002-02 & 03 2014 6,242
Pawleys Island 23860 9205.05

0 0

Estimate current market Value
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC 3343 Peachtree Road NE, Ste 200, Atlanta, GA 30326

DOM 1105;Coastal Carolina Association of Realtors (CCAR) MLS #1106041 indicates the
subject is offered for sale for $2,900,000 since 01/2014 reduced from $3,500,000.

The contract of sale, if any, was not made available to the appraiser.

$0;;The contract of sale, if any, was not made available to the appraiser.

2,100
3,200
2,500

0
125
10

100
0
0
0
0

The subject is bounded to the north by Huntington Beach State Park, to the
west by the Waccamaw River, to the South by Prince George-Ocean, to the east the Atlantic Ocean.

The neighborhood is primarily a residential area, composed of average homes with adequate maintenance and average
appeal in the market. The neighborhood appears to have reasonable access to schools, places of worship, employment, shopping, public
transportation, highway access and local amenity access. This neighborhood appears to have stable market value.

The market value in the area is stable, with supply remaining relatively the same, and values
remaining stable. Days on the market have remained relatively low. This neighborhood is composed of similar housing with respect to design and
quality of workmanship and materials.

1.8 ac See Plat 1.8 ac Near Rectangular B;Wtr;
Residential Residental

Natural

VE 4502550002D 03/16/1989

3.0

Raised
2006
1

0
0

Concrete/Good
BVStccoSdng/Good
Metal/Good
Metal/Good
VcldLow E/Good
Insulated/Good
Yes/Good

Wd/Crpt/Tile/Good
DW/Good
Wood/Paint/Good
Tile/Good
Fiber/Good

Electric 2
Rear

None

0
None
Various
Elevator

2
Concrete

4
0

12 6 5.1 5,658
Heatpump, ceiling fans.

C2;Kitchen-updated-one to five years
ago;Bathrooms-updated-one to five years ago;The property is is good condition and has been well maintained with condition rating C2. No
functional or external obsolescence(s) were noted at the time of inspection.
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The purpose of this summary appraisal report is to provide the lender/client with an accurate, and adequately supported, opinion of the market value of the subject property.
Property Address City State Zip Code
Borrower Owner of Public Record County
Legal Description
Assessor's Parcel # Tax Year R.E. Taxes $
Neighborhood Name Map Reference Census Tract
Occupant Owner Tenant Vacant Special Assessments $ PUD HOA $ per year per month
Property Rights Appraised Fee Simple Leasehold Other (describe)
Assignment Type Purchase Transaction Refinance Transaction Other (describe)
Lender/Client Address
Is the subject property currently offered for sale or has it been offered for sale in the twelve months prior to the effective date of this appraisal? Yes No
Report data source(s) used, offering price(s), and date(s).

I did did not analyze the contract for sale for the subject purchase transaction. Explain the results of the analysis of the contract for sale or why the analysis was not
performed.

Contract Price $ Date of Contract Is the property seller the owner of public record? Yes No Data Source(s)
Is there any financial assistance (loan charges, sale concessions, gift or downpayment assistance, etc.) to be paid by any party on behalf of the borrower? Yes No
If Yes, report the total dollar amount and describe the items to be paid.

Note: Race and the racial composition of the neighborhood are not appraisal factors.
Neighborhood Characteristics

Location Urban Suburban Rural
Built-Up Over 75% 25-75% Under 25%
Growth Rapid Stable Slow

One-Unit Housing Trends
Property Values Increasing Stable Declining
Demand/Supply Shortage In Balance Over Supply
Marketing Time Under 3 mths 3-6 mths Over 6 mths

One-Unit Housing
PRICE
$ (000)

AGE
(yrs)

Low
High
Pred.

Present Land Use %
One-Unit %
2-4 Unit %
Multi-Family %
Commercial %
Other %

Neighborhood Boundaries

Neighborhood Description

Market Conditions (including support for the above conclusions)

Dimensions Area Shape View
Specific Zoning Classification Zoning Description
Zoning Compliance Legal Legal Nonconforming (Grandfathered Use) No Zoning Illegal (describe)
Is the highest and best use of subject property as improved (or as proposed per plans and specifications) the present use? Yes No If No, describe

Utilities Public Other (describe) Public Other (describe)
Electricity
Gas

Water
Sanitary Sewer

Off-site Improvements - Type Public Private
Street
Alley

FEMA Special Flood Hazard Area Yes No FEMA Flood Zone FEMA Map # FEMA Map Date
Are the utilities and off-site improvements typical for the market area? Yes No If No, describe
Are there any adverse site conditions or external factors (easements, encroachments, environmental conditions, land uses, etc.)? Yes No If Yes, describe

General Description
Units One One with Accessory Unit
# of Stories
Type Det. Att. S-Det./End Unit

Existing Proposed Under Const.
Design (Style)
Year Built
Effective Age (Yrs)

Foundation
Concrete Slab Crawl Space
Full Basement Partial Basement

Basement Area sq.ft.
Basement Finish %

Outside Entry/Exit Sump Pump
Evidence of Infestation

Dampness Settlement

Exterior Description materials/condition
Foundation Walls
Exterior Walls
Roof Surface
Gutters & Downspouts
Window Type
Storm Sash/Insulated
Screens

Interior materials/condition
Floors
Walls
Trim/Finish
Bath Floor
Bath Wainscot

Attic None
Drop Stair Stairs
Floor Scuttle
Finished Heated

Heating FWA HWBB Radiant
Other Fuel

Cooling Central Air Conditioning
Individual Other

Amenities
Fireplace(s) #
Patio/Deck
Pool

Woodstove(s) #
Fence
Porch
Other

Car Storage None
Driveway # of Cars

Driveway Surface
Garage # of Cars
Carport # of Cars
Att. Det. Built-in

Appliances Refrigerator Range/Oven Dishwasher Disposal Microwave Washer/Dryer Other (describe)
Finished area above grade contains: Rooms Bedrooms Bath(s) Square Feet of Gross Living Area Above Grade
Additional features (special energy efficient items, etc.).

Describe the condition of the property (including needed repairs, deterioration, renovations, remodeling, etc.).

Are there any physical deficiencies or adverse conditions that affect the livability, soundness, or structural integrity of the property? Yes No If Yes, describe

Does the property generally conform to the neighborhood (functional utility, style, condition, use, construction, etc.)? Yes No If No, describe
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There are comparable properties currently offered for sale in the subject neighborhood ranging in price from $ to $ .
There are comparable sales in the subject neighborhood within the past twelve months ranging in sale price from $ to $ .

FEATURE SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE # 1 COMPARABLE SALE # 2 COMPARABLE SALE # 3
Address

Proximity to Subject
Sale Price $ $ $ $
Sale Price/Gross Liv. Area $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft.
Data Source(s)
Verification Source(s)
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment
Sales or Financing
Concessions
Date of Sale/Time
Location
Leasehold/Fee Simple
Site
View
Design (Style)
Quality of Construction
Actual Age
Condition
Above Grade Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths
Room Count
Gross Living Area sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft.
Basement & Finished
Rooms Below Grade
Functional Utility
Heating/Cooling
Energy Efficient Items
Garage/Carport
Porch/Patio/Deck

Net Adjustment (Total) + - + - + -$ $ $
Adjusted Sale Price
of Comparables $ $ $

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

I did did not research the sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales. If not, explain

My research did did not reveal any prior sales or transfers of the subject property for the three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal.
Data Source(s)
My research did did not reveal any prior sales or transfers of the comparable sales for the year prior to the date of sale of the comparable sale.
Data Source(s)
Report the results of the research and analysis of the prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales (report additional prior sales on page 3).

ITEM SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE #1 COMPARABLE SALE #2 COMPARABLE SALE #3
Date of Prior Sale/Transfer
Price of Prior Sale/Transfer
Data Source(s)
Effective Date of Data Source(s)
Analysis of prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales

Summary of Sales Comparison Approach

Indicated Value by Sales Comparison Approach $
Indicated Value by: Sales Comparison Approach $ Cost Approach (if developed) $ Income Approach (if developed) $

This appraisal is made "as is", subject to completion per plans and specifications on the basis of a hypothetical condition that the improvements have been
completed, subject to the following repairs or alterations on the basis of a hypothetical condition that the repairs or alterations have been completed, or subject to the
following required inspection based on the extraordinary assumption that the condition or deficiency does not require alteration or repair:

Based on a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, defined scope of work, statement of assumptions and limiting
conditions, and appraiser's certification, my (our) opinion of the market value, as defined, of the real property that is the subject of this report is
$ , as of , which is the date of inspection and the effective date of this appraisal.

Freddie Mac Form 70 March 2005 UAD Version 9/2011 Page 2 of 6 Fannie Mae Form 1004 March 2005

GM041403
GM041403

7 2,200,000 3,200,000
5 2,100,000 3,200,000

101 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island, SC 29585

B;PawleysIsland;
Fee Simple
1.8 ac
B;Wtr;
DT3.0;Raised
Q2
8
C2

12 6 5.1
5,658

0sf

Average
Central HVAC
InsltdDrsWndws
4gbi2dw
Front/Rear

Elevator Elevator
Furniture No Furniture
Dock Dock

$0
Deed/Tax Records
04/10/2014

550 Myrtle Ave
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
2.20 miles SW

2,400,000
774.19

CCAR MLS#1313372;DOM 56
Sales/Escrow Agent

ArmLth
Conv;0
s09/13;c08/13
B;PawleysIsland;
Fee Simple
13518 sf +50,000
B;Wtr;
DT3.0;Raised
Q2
21
C2

12 5 5.0 +1,500
3,100 +47,900

0sf

Average
Central HVAC
InsltdDrsWndws
4gbi2dw
Front/Rear
Elevator
Furniture -25,000
Dock

74,400
3.1
5.2 2,474,400

$0
Deed/Tax Records
04/10/2014

442 Myrtle Ave
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
1.59 miles SW

2,450,000
699.80

CCAR MLS#1310037;DOM 119
Sales/Escrow Agent

ArmLth
Conv;0
s10/13;c08/13
B;PawleysIsland;
Fee Simple
2.44 ac 0
B;Wtr;
DT3.0;Raised
Q2
150
C2

12 6 6.1 -2,500
3,501 +40,400

0sf

Average
Central HVAC
InsltdDrsWndws
4gbi2dw
Front/Rear
Elevator
No Furniture
Ltd Dock +20,000

57,900
2.4
2.6 2,507,900

$0
Deed/Tax Records
04/10/2014

1057 Norris Dr
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
0.99 miles NE

2,700,000
580.65

CCAR MLS#1021469;DOM 1121
Sales/Escrow Agent

ArmLth
Conv;0
s12/13;c11/13
B;InletPoint; -250,000
Fee Simple
25966 sf +50,000
B;Wtr;
DT3.0;Raised
Q2
12
C2

12 5 5.1
4,650 +18,900

0sf

Average
Central HVAC
InsltdDrsWndws
4gbi2dw
Front/Rear
Elevator
Furniture -25,000
Dock

-206,100
7.6

12.7 2,493,900

$0
Deed/Tax Records
04/10/2014

Public Record-Real Estate Information Systems (REIS)

None Noted/Public Record-Real Estate Information Systems (REIS)

The subject and comparable properties do not appear to have sold or
transferred within the past thirty six months unless otherwise noted.

Due to high appeal  there is a lack of more similar closed sales. They are the most recent and most
comparable closed sales found. All value affecting dissimilarities were adjusted according to market reaction. Secondary market standards for net
and gross adjustment percentages were met. The indicated range of values brackets the value of the subject.
- As market trends have been stable within the past twelve (24) months, comparables selected represent current market values.

2,497,100
2,497,100 2,505,863

Comparables weighted 1:2:1:1:1:1 due to comparable three having the lowest net adjustment and listings being unreliable determinants of value.

Comparables weighted  1:2:1:1:1:1
due to comparable two having the lowest net adjustment.

2,497,100 04/16/2014
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There are comparable properties currently offered for sale in the subject neighborhood ranging in price from $ to $ .
There are comparable sales in the subject neighborhood within the past twelve months ranging in sale price from $ to $ .

FEATURE SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE # 1 COMPARABLE SALE # 2 COMPARABLE SALE # 3
Address

Proximity to Subject
Sale Price $ $ $ $
Sale Price/Gross Liv. Area $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft.
Data Source(s)
Verification Source(s)
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment
Sales or Financing
Concessions
Date of Sale/Time
Location
Leasehold/Fee Simple
Site
View
Design (Style)
Quality of Construction
Actual Age
Condition
Above Grade Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths
Room Count
Gross Living Area sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft.
Basement & Finished
Rooms Below Grade
Functional Utility
Heating/Cooling
Energy Efficient Items
Garage/Carport
Porch/Patio/Deck

Net Adjustment (Total) + - + - + -$ $ $
Adjusted Sale Price
of Comparables $ $ $

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

I did did not research the sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales. If not, explain

My research did did not reveal any prior sales or transfers of the subject property for the three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal.
Data Source(s)
My research did did not reveal any prior sales or transfers of the comparable sales for the year prior to the date of sale of the comparable sale.
Data Source(s)
Report the results of the research and analysis of the prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales (report additional prior sales on page 3).

ITEM SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE #1 COMPARABLE SALE #2 COMPARABLE SALE #3
Date of Prior Sale/Transfer
Price of Prior Sale/Transfer
Data Source(s)
Effective Date of Data Source(s)
Analysis of prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales

Summary of Sales Comparison Approach

Indicated Value by Sales Comparison Approach $
Indicated Value by: Sales Comparison Approach $ Cost Approach (if developed) $ Income Approach (if developed) $

This appraisal is made "as is", subject to completion per plans and specifications on the basis of a hypothetical condition that the improvements have been
completed, subject to the following repairs or alterations on the basis of a hypothetical condition that the repairs or alterations have been completed, or subject to the
following required inspection based on the extraordinary assumption that the condition or deficiency does not require alteration or repair:

Based on a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, defined scope of work, statement of assumptions and limiting
conditions, and appraiser's certification, my (our) opinion of the market value, as defined, of the real property that is the subject of this report is
$ , as of , which is the date of inspection and the effective date of this appraisal.
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COST APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Fannie Mae)
Provide adequate information for the lender/client to replicate the below cost figures and calculations.
Support for the opinion of site value (summary of comparable land sales or other methods for estimating site value)

ESTIMATED REPRODUCTION OR REPLACEMENT COST NEW
Source of cost data
Quality rating from cost service Effective date of cost data
Comments on Cost Approach (gross living area calculations, depreciation, etc.)

OPINION OF SITE VALUE =$
DWELLING Sq.Ft. @ $ =$

Sq.Ft. @ $ =$
=$

Garage/Carport Sq.Ft. @ $ =$
Total Estimate of Cost-New =$
Less Physical Functional External
Depreciation =$( )
Depreciated Cost of Improvements =$
"As-is" Value of Site Improvements =$

INDICATED VALUE BY COST APPROACH =$Estimated Remaining Economic Life (HUD and VA only) Years
INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Fannie Mae)

Estimated Monthly Market Rent $ X  Gross Rent Multiplier = $ Indicated Value by Income Approach
Summary of Income Approach (including support for market rent and GRM)

PROJECT INFORMATION FOR PUDs (if applicable)
Is the developer/builder in control of the Homeowners' Association (HOA)? Yes No Unit type(s) Detached Attached
Provide the following information for PUDs ONLY if the developer/builder is in control of the HOA and the subject property is an attached dwelling unit.
Legal Name of Project
Total number of phases Total number of units Total number of units sold
Total number of units rented Total number of units for sale Data source(s)
Was the project created by the conversion of existing building(s) into a PUD? Yes No If Yes, date of conversion.
Does the project contain any multi-dwelling units? Yes No Data Source
Are the units, common elements, and recreation facilities complete? Yes No If No, describe the status of completion.

Are the common elements leased to or by the Homeowners' Association? Yes No If Yes, describe the rental terms and options.

Describe common elements and recreational facilities.
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There are no more closed sales of similar properties within the subject subdivision within the past thirty six months. This is due to scarcity resulting
from the high desirability of similar properties. The Appraiser has selected closed sales from neighborhoods offering homes similar in terms of style,
gross living area and market appeal. Due to factors of scarcity and the geographical makeup of Pawleys Island, the appraiser has chosen homes
from similar neighborhoods which may be more than one mile from the subject as in the case of comparables one, two, three, five, six and seven.
The subject and surrounding homes exhibit very high appeal.

The intended user of this appraisal report and this opinion of value is the lender and its assign(s).The Intended Use of this report is to evaluate the
property that is the subject of this appraisal for Mortgage Financing purposes, subject to the stated Scope of Work, purpose of the Appraisal,
reporting requirements of this appraisal report form, and definition of Market Value. No additional intended users are identified by the appraiser.

Prior Service:
I have performed no service, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the property that is the subject of this report within the three-year
period immediately preceding acceptance of this assignment.

Reasonable Exposure Time
Exposure time for similar homes in this area appears to be 5 to 6 months at current price levels. Marketing time appears to be approximately 277
days. marketing time being over six months appears to be the direct result of sellers price expectations. Average days on the market and
marketing time appear to declining as sellers price each new listing/offering more in line with the current market.

Site value is determined base on current sales
and current offerings of sites exhibiting similarities in size, view and market appeal. There is a lack of sales data on closed sales due to scarcity and
high demand of vacant sites in the subject market.

Data Bank & Local cost data and local builders
Good 04/2014

1,200,000
5,658 187.27 1,059,574

0
Porches,deck,dock,elevator 188,900

3,363 27.50 92,483
1,340,957

22,394 108,500 130,894
1,210,063

95,800

2,505,863

See attached property sketch. It appears the subject's gross living area
(GLA) is superadequate for the subject market. As a result of diminishing
returns on any  in excess GLA of 4500sf, the appraiser has applied a
functional adjustment of 50% to any GLA over 4500 or 5658 minus
4500sf equals 1158sf of excess gla times $187.27 equals $216,858
times 50% equals $108,429 or $108,500(r). In addition comparables are
adjusted $18.72/sf when compared to the subject.

59

The subject property is located in an area of predominantly owner occupied
properties and an income approach to value is not applicable.
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There are no more closed sales of similar properties within the subject subdivision within the past thirty six months. This is due to scarcity resulting
from the high desirability of similar properties. The Appraiser has selected closed sales from neighborhoods offering homes similar in terms of style,
gross living area and market appeal. Due to factors of scarcity and the geographical makeup of Pawleys Island, the appraiser has chosen homes
from similar neighborhoods which may be more than one mile from the subject as in the case of comparables one, two, three, five, six and seven.
The subject and surrounding homes exhibit very high appeal.

The intended user of this appraisal report and this opinion of value is the lender and its assign(s).The Intended Use of this report is to evaluate the
property that is the subject of this appraisal for Mortgage Financing purposes, subject to the stated Scope of Work, purpose of the Appraisal,
reporting requirements of this appraisal report form, and definition of Market Value. No additional intended users are identified by the appraiser.

Prior Service:
I have performed no service, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the property that is the subject of this report within the three-year
period immediately preceding acceptance of this assignment.

Reasonable Exposure Time
Exposure time for similar homes in this area appears to be 5 to 6 months at current price levels. Marketing time appears to be approximately 277
days. marketing time being over six months appears to be the direct result of sellers price expectations. Average days on the market and
marketing time appear to declining as sellers price each new listing/offering more in line with the current market.

Site value is determined base on current sales
and current offerings of sites exhibiting similarities in size, view and market appeal. There is a lack of sales data on closed sales due to scarcity and
high demand of vacant sites in the subject market.

Data Bank & Local cost data and local builders
Good 04/2014

1,200,000
5,658 187.27 1,059,574

0
Porches,deck,dock,elevator 188,900

3,363 27.50 92,483
1,340,957

22,394 108,500 130,894
1,210,063

95,800

2,505,863

See attached property sketch. It appears the subject's gross living area
(GLA) is superadequate for the subject market. As a result of diminishing
returns on any  in excess GLA of 4500sf, the appraiser has applied a
functional adjustment of 50% to any GLA over 4500 or 5658 minus
4500sf equals 1158sf of excess gla times $187.27 equals $216,858
times 50% equals $108,429 or $108,500(r). In addition comparables are
adjusted $18.72/sf when compared to the subject.

59

The subject property is located in an area of predominantly owner occupied
properties and an income approach to value is not applicable.
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COST APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Fannie Mae)
Provide adequate information for the lender/client to replicate the below cost figures and calculations.
Support for the opinion of site value (summary of comparable land sales or other methods for estimating site value)

ESTIMATED REPRODUCTION OR REPLACEMENT COST NEW
Source of cost data
Quality rating from cost service Effective date of cost data
Comments on Cost Approach (gross living area calculations, depreciation, etc.)

OPINION OF SITE VALUE =$
DWELLING Sq.Ft. @ $ =$

Sq.Ft. @ $ =$
=$

Garage/Carport Sq.Ft. @ $ =$
Total Estimate of Cost-New =$
Less Physical Functional External
Depreciation =$( )
Depreciated Cost of Improvements =$
"As-is" Value of Site Improvements =$

INDICATED VALUE BY COST APPROACH =$Estimated Remaining Economic Life (HUD and VA only) Years
INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Fannie Mae)

Estimated Monthly Market Rent $ X  Gross Rent Multiplier = $ Indicated Value by Income Approach
Summary of Income Approach (including support for market rent and GRM)

PROJECT INFORMATION FOR PUDs (if applicable)
Is the developer/builder in control of the Homeowners' Association (HOA)? Yes No Unit type(s) Detached Attached
Provide the following information for PUDs ONLY if the developer/builder is in control of the HOA and the subject property is an attached dwelling unit.
Legal Name of Project
Total number of phases Total number of units Total number of units sold
Total number of units rented Total number of units for sale Data source(s)
Was the project created by the conversion of existing building(s) into a PUD? Yes No If Yes, date of conversion.
Does the project contain any multi-dwelling units? Yes No Data Source
Are the units, common elements, and recreation facilities complete? Yes No If No, describe the status of completion.

Are the common elements leased to or by the Homeowners' Association? Yes No If Yes, describe the rental terms and options.

Describe common elements and recreational facilities.
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Uniform Residential Appraisal Report File #

This report form is designed to report an appraisal of a one-unit property or a one-unit property with an accessory unit;
including a unit in a planned unit development (PUD). This report form is not designed to report an appraisal of a
manufactured home or a unit in a condominium or cooperative project.

This appraisal report is subject to the following scope of work, intended use, intended user, definition of market value,
statement of assumptions and limiting conditions, and certifications. Modifications, additions, or deletions to the intended
use, intended user, definition of market value, or assumptions and limiting conditions are not permitted. The appraiser may
expand the scope of work to include any additional research or analysis necessary based on the complexity of this appraisal
assignment. Modifications or deletions to the certifications are also not permitted. However, additional certifications that do
not constitute material alterations to this appraisal report, such as those required by law or those related to the appraiser's
continuing education or membership in an appraisal organization, are permitted.

SCOPE OF WORK: The scope of work for this appraisal is defined by the complexity of this appraisal assignment and the
reporting requirements of this appraisal report form, including the following definition of market value, statement of
assumptions and limiting conditions, and certifications. The appraiser must, at a minimum: (1) perform a complete visual
inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, (2) inspect the neighborhood, (3) inspect each of the
comparable sales from at least the street, (4) research, verify, and analyze data from reliable public and/or private sources,
and (5) report his or her analysis, opinions, and conclusions in this appraisal report.

INTENDED USE: The intended use of this appraisal report is for the lender/client to evaluate the property that is the
subject of this appraisal for a mortgage finance transaction.

INTENDED USER: The intended user of this appraisal report is the lender/client.

DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE: The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open
market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming
the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and
the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer and seller are typically motivated; (2) both
parties are well informed or well advised, and each acting in what he or she considers his or her own best interest; (3) a
reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; (4) payment is made in terms of cash in U. S. dollars or in terms
of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and (5) the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold
unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions* granted by anyone associated with the sale.

*Adjustments to the comparables must be made for special or creative financing or sales concessions. No adjustments are
necessary for those costs which are normally paid by sellers as a result of tradition or law in a market area; these costs are
readily identifiable since the seller pays these costs in virtually all sales transactions. Special or creative financing
adjustments can be made to the comparable property by comparisons to financing terms offered by a third party institutional
lender that is not already involved in the property or transaction. Any adjustment should not be calculated on a mechanical
dollar for dollar cost of the financing or concession but the dollar amount of any adjustment should approximate the market's
reaction to the financing or concessions based on the appraiser's judgment.

STATEMENT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS: The appraiser's certification in this report is
subject to the following assumptions and limiting conditions:

1. The appraiser will not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or the title
to it, except for information that he or she became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal. The
appraiser assumes that the title is good and marketable and will not render any opinions about the title.

2. The appraiser has provided a sketch in this appraisal report to show the approximate dimensions of the improvements.
The sketch is included only to assist the reader in visualizing the property and understanding the appraiser's determination
of its size.

3. The appraiser has examined the available flood maps that are provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(or other data sources) and has noted in this appraisal report whether any portion of the subject site is located in an
identified Special Flood Hazard Area. Because the appraiser is not a surveyor, he or she makes no guarantees, express or
implied, regarding this determination.

4. The appraiser will not give testimony or appear in court because he or she made an appraisal of the property in question,
unless specific arrangements to do so have been made beforehand, or as otherwise required by law.

5. The appraiser has noted in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as needed repairs, deterioration, the
presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etc.) observed during the inspection of the subject property or that he or
she became aware of during the research involved in performing the appraisal. Unless otherwise stated in this appraisal
report, the appraiser has no knowledge of any hidden or unapparent physical deficiencies or adverse conditions of the
property (such as, but not limited to, needed repairs, deterioration, the presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances,
adverse environmental conditions, etc.) that would make the property less valuable, and has assumed that there are no such
conditions and makes no guarantees or warranties, express or implied. The appraiser will not be responsible for any such
conditions that do exist or for any engineering or testing that might be required to discover whether such conditions exist.
Because the appraiser is not an expert in the field of environmental hazards, this appraisal report must not be considered as
an environmental assessment of the property.

6. The appraiser has based his or her appraisal report and valuation conclusion for an appraisal that is subject to satisfactory
completion, repairs, or alterations on the assumption that the completion, repairs, or alterations of the subject property will
be performed in a professional manner.
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Uniform Residential Appraisal Report File #

This report form is designed to report an appraisal of a one-unit property or a one-unit property with an accessory unit;
including a unit in a planned unit development (PUD). This report form is not designed to report an appraisal of a
manufactured home or a unit in a condominium or cooperative project.

This appraisal report is subject to the following scope of work, intended use, intended user, definition of market value,
statement of assumptions and limiting conditions, and certifications. Modifications, additions, or deletions to the intended
use, intended user, definition of market value, or assumptions and limiting conditions are not permitted. The appraiser may
expand the scope of work to include any additional research or analysis necessary based on the complexity of this appraisal
assignment. Modifications or deletions to the certifications are also not permitted. However, additional certifications that do
not constitute material alterations to this appraisal report, such as those required by law or those related to the appraiser's
continuing education or membership in an appraisal organization, are permitted.

SCOPE OF WORK: The scope of work for this appraisal is defined by the complexity of this appraisal assignment and the
reporting requirements of this appraisal report form, including the following definition of market value, statement of
assumptions and limiting conditions, and certifications. The appraiser must, at a minimum: (1) perform a complete visual
inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, (2) inspect the neighborhood, (3) inspect each of the
comparable sales from at least the street, (4) research, verify, and analyze data from reliable public and/or private sources,
and (5) report his or her analysis, opinions, and conclusions in this appraisal report.

INTENDED USE: The intended use of this appraisal report is for the lender/client to evaluate the property that is the
subject of this appraisal for a mortgage finance transaction.

INTENDED USER: The intended user of this appraisal report is the lender/client.

DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE: The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open
market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming
the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and
the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer and seller are typically motivated; (2) both
parties are well informed or well advised, and each acting in what he or she considers his or her own best interest; (3) a
reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; (4) payment is made in terms of cash in U. S. dollars or in terms
of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and (5) the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold
unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions* granted by anyone associated with the sale.

*Adjustments to the comparables must be made for special or creative financing or sales concessions. No adjustments are
necessary for those costs which are normally paid by sellers as a result of tradition or law in a market area; these costs are
readily identifiable since the seller pays these costs in virtually all sales transactions. Special or creative financing
adjustments can be made to the comparable property by comparisons to financing terms offered by a third party institutional
lender that is not already involved in the property or transaction. Any adjustment should not be calculated on a mechanical
dollar for dollar cost of the financing or concession but the dollar amount of any adjustment should approximate the market's
reaction to the financing or concessions based on the appraiser's judgment.

STATEMENT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS: The appraiser's certification in this report is
subject to the following assumptions and limiting conditions:

1. The appraiser will not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or the title
to it, except for information that he or she became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal. The
appraiser assumes that the title is good and marketable and will not render any opinions about the title.

2. The appraiser has provided a sketch in this appraisal report to show the approximate dimensions of the improvements.
The sketch is included only to assist the reader in visualizing the property and understanding the appraiser's determination
of its size.

3. The appraiser has examined the available flood maps that are provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(or other data sources) and has noted in this appraisal report whether any portion of the subject site is located in an
identified Special Flood Hazard Area. Because the appraiser is not a surveyor, he or she makes no guarantees, express or
implied, regarding this determination.

4. The appraiser will not give testimony or appear in court because he or she made an appraisal of the property in question,
unless specific arrangements to do so have been made beforehand, or as otherwise required by law.

5. The appraiser has noted in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as needed repairs, deterioration, the
presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etc.) observed during the inspection of the subject property or that he or
she became aware of during the research involved in performing the appraisal. Unless otherwise stated in this appraisal
report, the appraiser has no knowledge of any hidden or unapparent physical deficiencies or adverse conditions of the
property (such as, but not limited to, needed repairs, deterioration, the presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances,
adverse environmental conditions, etc.) that would make the property less valuable, and has assumed that there are no such
conditions and makes no guarantees or warranties, express or implied. The appraiser will not be responsible for any such
conditions that do exist or for any engineering or testing that might be required to discover whether such conditions exist.
Because the appraiser is not an expert in the field of environmental hazards, this appraisal report must not be considered as
an environmental assessment of the property.

6. The appraiser has based his or her appraisal report and valuation conclusion for an appraisal that is subject to satisfactory
completion, repairs, or alterations on the assumption that the completion, repairs, or alterations of the subject property will
be performed in a professional manner.
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Uniform Residential Appraisal Report File #

APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: The Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I have, at a minimum, developed and reported this appraisal in accordance with the scope of work requirements stated in
this appraisal report.

2. I performed a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property. I reported the condition
of the improvements in factual, specific terms. I identified and reported the physical deficiencies that could affect the
livability, soundness, or structural integrity of the property.

3. I performed this appraisal in accordance with the requirements of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice that were adopted and promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in
place at the time this appraisal report was prepared.

4. I developed my opinion of the market value of the real property that is the subject of this report based on the sales
comparison approach to value. I have adequate comparable market data to develop a reliable sales comparison approach
for this appraisal assignment. I further certify that I considered the cost and income approaches to value but did not develop
them, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

5. I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on any current agreement for sale for the subject property, any offering for
sale of the subject property in the twelve months prior to the effective date of this appraisal, and the prior sales of the subject
property for a minimum of three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

6. I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on the prior sales of the comparable sales for a minimum of one year prior
to the date of sale of the comparable sale, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

7. I selected and used comparable sales that are locationally, physically, and functionally the most similar to the subject property.

8. I have not used comparable sales that were the result of combining a land sale with the contract purchase price of a home that
has been built or will be built on the land.

9. I have reported adjustments to the comparable sales that reflect the market's reaction to the differences between the subject
property and the comparable sales.

10. I verified, from a disinterested source, all information in this report that was provided by parties who have a financial interest in
the sale or financing of the subject property.

11. I have knowledge and experience in appraising this type of property in this market area.

12. I am aware of, and have access to, the necessary and appropriate public and private data sources, such as multiple listing
services, tax assessment records, public land records and other such data sources for the area in which the property is located.

13. I obtained the information, estimates, and opinions furnished by other parties and expressed in this appraisal report from
reliable sources that I believe to be true and correct.

14. I have taken into consideration the factors that have an impact on value with respect to the subject neighborhood, subject
property, and the proximity of the subject property to adverse influences in the development of my opinion of market value. I
have noted in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as, but not limited to, needed repairs, deterioration, the
presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, adverse environmental conditions, etc.) observed during the inspection of the
subject property or that I became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal. I have considered these
adverse conditions in my analysis of the property value, and have reported on the effect of the conditions on the value and
marketability of the subject property.

15. I have not knowingly withheld any significant information from this appraisal report and, to the best of my knowledge, all
statements and information in this appraisal report are true and correct.

16. I stated in this appraisal report my own personal, unbiased, and professional analysis, opinions, and conclusions, which
are subject only to the assumptions and limiting conditions in this appraisal report.

17. I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and I have no present or
prospective personal interest or bias with respect to the participants in the transaction. I did not base, either partially or
completely, my analysis and/or opinion of market value in this appraisal report on the race, color, religion, sex, age, marital
status, handicap, familial status, or national origin of either the prospective owners or occupants of the subject property or of the
present owners or occupants of the properties in the vicinity of the subject property or on any other basis prohibited by law.

18. My employment and/or compensation for performing this appraisal or any future or anticipated appraisals was not
conditioned on any agreement or understanding, written or otherwise, that I would report (or present analysis supporting) a
predetermined specific value, a predetermined minimum value, a range or direction in value, a value that favors the cause of
any party, or the attainment of a specific result or occurrence of a specific subsequent event (such as approval of a pending
mortgage loan application).

19. I personally prepared all conclusions and opinions about the real estate that were set forth in this appraisal report. If I
relied on significant real property appraisal assistance from any individual or individuals in the performance of this appraisal
or the preparation of this appraisal report, I have named such individual(s) and disclosed the specific tasks performed in this
appraisal report. I certify that any individual so named is qualified to perform the tasks. I have not authorized anyone to make
a change to any item in this appraisal report; therefore, any change made to this appraisal is unauthorized and I will take no
responsibility for it.

20. I identified the lender/client in this appraisal report who is the individual, organization, or agent for the organization that
ordered and will receive this appraisal report.
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APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: The Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I have, at a minimum, developed and reported this appraisal in accordance with the scope of work requirements stated in
this appraisal report.

2. I performed a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property. I reported the condition
of the improvements in factual, specific terms. I identified and reported the physical deficiencies that could affect the
livability, soundness, or structural integrity of the property.

3. I performed this appraisal in accordance with the requirements of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice that were adopted and promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in
place at the time this appraisal report was prepared.

4. I developed my opinion of the market value of the real property that is the subject of this report based on the sales
comparison approach to value. I have adequate comparable market data to develop a reliable sales comparison approach
for this appraisal assignment. I further certify that I considered the cost and income approaches to value but did not develop
them, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

5. I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on any current agreement for sale for the subject property, any offering for
sale of the subject property in the twelve months prior to the effective date of this appraisal, and the prior sales of the subject
property for a minimum of three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

6. I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on the prior sales of the comparable sales for a minimum of one year prior
to the date of sale of the comparable sale, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

7. I selected and used comparable sales that are locationally, physically, and functionally the most similar to the subject property.

8. I have not used comparable sales that were the result of combining a land sale with the contract purchase price of a home that
has been built or will be built on the land.

9. I have reported adjustments to the comparable sales that reflect the market's reaction to the differences between the subject
property and the comparable sales.

10. I verified, from a disinterested source, all information in this report that was provided by parties who have a financial interest in
the sale or financing of the subject property.

11. I have knowledge and experience in appraising this type of property in this market area.

12. I am aware of, and have access to, the necessary and appropriate public and private data sources, such as multiple listing
services, tax assessment records, public land records and other such data sources for the area in which the property is located.

13. I obtained the information, estimates, and opinions furnished by other parties and expressed in this appraisal report from
reliable sources that I believe to be true and correct.

14. I have taken into consideration the factors that have an impact on value with respect to the subject neighborhood, subject
property, and the proximity of the subject property to adverse influences in the development of my opinion of market value. I
have noted in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as, but not limited to, needed repairs, deterioration, the
presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, adverse environmental conditions, etc.) observed during the inspection of the
subject property or that I became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal. I have considered these
adverse conditions in my analysis of the property value, and have reported on the effect of the conditions on the value and
marketability of the subject property.

15. I have not knowingly withheld any significant information from this appraisal report and, to the best of my knowledge, all
statements and information in this appraisal report are true and correct.

16. I stated in this appraisal report my own personal, unbiased, and professional analysis, opinions, and conclusions, which
are subject only to the assumptions and limiting conditions in this appraisal report.

17. I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and I have no present or
prospective personal interest or bias with respect to the participants in the transaction. I did not base, either partially or
completely, my analysis and/or opinion of market value in this appraisal report on the race, color, religion, sex, age, marital
status, handicap, familial status, or national origin of either the prospective owners or occupants of the subject property or of the
present owners or occupants of the properties in the vicinity of the subject property or on any other basis prohibited by law.

18. My employment and/or compensation for performing this appraisal or any future or anticipated appraisals was not
conditioned on any agreement or understanding, written or otherwise, that I would report (or present analysis supporting) a
predetermined specific value, a predetermined minimum value, a range or direction in value, a value that favors the cause of
any party, or the attainment of a specific result or occurrence of a specific subsequent event (such as approval of a pending
mortgage loan application).

19. I personally prepared all conclusions and opinions about the real estate that were set forth in this appraisal report. If I
relied on significant real property appraisal assistance from any individual or individuals in the performance of this appraisal
or the preparation of this appraisal report, I have named such individual(s) and disclosed the specific tasks performed in this
appraisal report. I certify that any individual so named is qualified to perform the tasks. I have not authorized anyone to make
a change to any item in this appraisal report; therefore, any change made to this appraisal is unauthorized and I will take no
responsibility for it.

20. I identified the lender/client in this appraisal report who is the individual, organization, or agent for the organization that
ordered and will receive this appraisal report.

Freddie Mac Form 70 March 2005 UAD Version 9/2011 Page 5 of 6 Fannie Mae Form 1004 March 2005
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21. The lender/client may disclose or distribute this appraisal report to: the borrower; another lender at the request of the
borrower; the mortgagee or its successors and assigns; mortgage insurers; government sponsored enterprises; other
secondary market participants; data collection or reporting services; professional appraisal organizations; any department,
agency, or instrumentality of the United States; and any state, the District of Columbia, or other jurisdictions; without having to
obtain the appraiser's or supervisory appraiser's (if applicable) consent. Such consent must be obtained before this appraisal
report may be disclosed or distributed to any other party (including, but not limited to, the public through advertising, public
relations, news, sales, or other media).

22. I am aware that any disclosure or distribution of this appraisal report by me or the lender/client may be subject to certain
laws and regulations. Further, I am also subject to the provisions of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
that pertain to disclosure or distribution by me.

23. The borrower, another lender at the request of the borrower, the mortgagee or its successors and assigns, mortgage
insurers, government sponsored enterprises, and other secondary market participants may rely on this appraisal report as part
of any mortgage finance transaction that involves any one or more of these parties.

24. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an "electronic record" containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this
appraisal report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and
valid as if a paper version of this appraisal report were delivered containing my original hand written signature.

25. Any intentional or negligent misrepresentation(s) contained in this appraisal report may result in civil liability and/or
criminal penalties including, but not limited to, fine or imprisonment or both under the provisions of Title 18, United States
Code, Section 1001, et seq., or similar state laws.

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: The Supervisory Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I directly supervised the appraiser for this appraisal assignment, have read the appraisal report, and agree with the appraiser's
analysis, opinions, statements, conclusions, and the appraiser's certification.

2. I accept full responsibility for the contents of this appraisal report including, but not limited to, the appraiser's analysis, opinions,
statements, conclusions, and the appraiser's certification.

3. The appraiser identified in this appraisal report is either a sub-contractor or an employee of the supervisory appraiser (or the
appraisal firm), is qualified to perform this appraisal, and is acceptable to perform this appraisal under the applicable state law.

4. This appraisal report complies with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were adopted and
promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in place at the time this appraisal
report was prepared.

5. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an "electronic record" containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this
appraisal report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and
valid as if a paper version of this appraisal report were delivered containing my original hand written signature.

APPRAISER

Signature
Name
Company Name
Company Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Date of Signature and Report
Effective Date of Appraisal
State Certification #
or State License #
or Other (describe) State #
State
Expiration Date of Certification or License

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY APPRAISED

APPRAISED VALUE OF SUBJECT PROPERTY $
LENDER/CLIENT
Name
Company Name
Company Address

Email Address

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (ONLY IF REQUIRED)

Signature
Name
Company Name
Company Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Date of Signature
State Certification #
or State License #
State
Expiration Date of Certification or License

SUBJECT PROPERTY

Did not inspect subject property
Did inspect exterior of subject property from street
Date of Inspection
Did inspect interior and exterior of subject property
Date of Inspection

COMPARABLE SALES

Did not inspect exterior of comparable sales from street
Did inspect exterior of comparable sales from street
Date of Inspection

Freddie Mac Form 70 March 2005 UAD Version 9/2011 Page 6 of 6 Fannie Mae Form 1004 March 2005
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21. The lender/client may disclose or distribute this appraisal report to: the borrower; another lender at the request of the
borrower; the mortgagee or its successors and assigns; mortgage insurers; government sponsored enterprises; other
secondary market participants; data collection or reporting services; professional appraisal organizations; any department,
agency, or instrumentality of the United States; and any state, the District of Columbia, or other jurisdictions; without having to
obtain the appraiser's or supervisory appraiser's (if applicable) consent. Such consent must be obtained before this appraisal
report may be disclosed or distributed to any other party (including, but not limited to, the public through advertising, public
relations, news, sales, or other media).

22. I am aware that any disclosure or distribution of this appraisal report by me or the lender/client may be subject to certain
laws and regulations. Further, I am also subject to the provisions of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
that pertain to disclosure or distribution by me.

23. The borrower, another lender at the request of the borrower, the mortgagee or its successors and assigns, mortgage
insurers, government sponsored enterprises, and other secondary market participants may rely on this appraisal report as part
of any mortgage finance transaction that involves any one or more of these parties.

24. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an "electronic record" containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this
appraisal report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and
valid as if a paper version of this appraisal report were delivered containing my original hand written signature.

25. Any intentional or negligent misrepresentation(s) contained in this appraisal report may result in civil liability and/or
criminal penalties including, but not limited to, fine or imprisonment or both under the provisions of Title 18, United States
Code, Section 1001, et seq., or similar state laws.

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: The Supervisory Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I directly supervised the appraiser for this appraisal assignment, have read the appraisal report, and agree with the appraiser's
analysis, opinions, statements, conclusions, and the appraiser's certification.

2. I accept full responsibility for the contents of this appraisal report including, but not limited to, the appraiser's analysis, opinions,
statements, conclusions, and the appraiser's certification.

3. The appraiser identified in this appraisal report is either a sub-contractor or an employee of the supervisory appraiser (or the
appraisal firm), is qualified to perform this appraisal, and is acceptable to perform this appraisal under the applicable state law.

4. This appraisal report complies with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were adopted and
promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in place at the time this appraisal
report was prepared.

5. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an "electronic record" containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this
appraisal report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and
valid as if a paper version of this appraisal report were delivered containing my original hand written signature.

APPRAISER

Signature
Name
Company Name
Company Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Date of Signature and Report
Effective Date of Appraisal
State Certification #
or State License #
or Other (describe) State #
State
Expiration Date of Certification or License

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY APPRAISED

APPRAISED VALUE OF SUBJECT PROPERTY $
LENDER/CLIENT
Name
Company Name
Company Address

Email Address

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (ONLY IF REQUIRED)

Signature
Name
Company Name
Company Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Date of Signature
State Certification #
or State License #
State
Expiration Date of Certification or License

SUBJECT PROPERTY

Did not inspect subject property
Did inspect exterior of subject property from street
Date of Inspection
Did inspect interior and exterior of subject property
Date of Inspection

COMPARABLE SALES

Did not inspect exterior of comparable sales from street
Did inspect exterior of comparable sales from street
Date of Inspection
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FEATURE SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE #
Address

Proximity to Subject
Sale Price $ $ $ $
Sale Price/Gross Liv. Area $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft.
Data Source(s)
Verification Source(s)
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment
Sales or Financing
Concessions
Date of Sale/Time
Location
Leasehold/Fee Simple
Site
View
Design (Style)
Quality of Construction
Actual Age
Condition
Above Grade Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths
Room Count
Gross Living Area sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft.
Basement & Finished
Rooms Below Grade
Functional Utility
Heating/Cooling
Energy Efficient Items
Garage/Carport
Porch/Patio/Deck

Net Adjustment (Total) + - + - + -$ $ $
Adjusted Sale Price
of Comparables $ $ $

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Report the results of the research and analysis of the prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales (report additional prior sales on page 3).
ITEM SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE #

Date of Prior Sale/Transfer
Price of Prior Sale/Transfer
Data Source(s)
Effective Date of Data Source(s)
Analysis of prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales

Analysis/Comments

Freddie Mac Form 70 March 2005 Fannie Mae Form 1004 March 2005UAD Version 9/2011

GM041403
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101 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island, SC 29585

B;PawleysIsland;
Fee Simple
1.8 ac
B;Wtr;
DT3.0;Raised
Q2
8
C2

12 6 5.1
5,658

0sf

Average
Central HVAC
InsltdDrsWndws
4gbi2dw
Front/Rear

Elevator Elevator
Furniture No Furniture
Dock Dock

$0
Deed/Tax Records
04/10/2014

451 Beach Bridge Rd
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
4.10 miles SW

3,200,000
566.37

CCAR MLS#1302707;DOM 386
Sales/Escrow Agent

ArmLth
Conv;0
s03/14;c01/14
B;PrinceGeorgeOcean; -750,000
Fee Simple
1.2 ac 0
B;Wtr;
DT3.0;Raised
Q2
13
C2

12 6 6.1
5,650 +200

0sf

Average
Central HVAC
InsltdDrsWndws
4gbi2dw
Front/Rear
Elevator
Furniture -25,000
No Dock +25,000

-749,800
23.4
25.0 2,450,200

$0
Deed/Tax Records
04/10/2014

402 Myrtle Ave
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
1.37 miles SW

3,200,000
841.88

CCAR MLS#1406636;DOM 13
Sales/Listing Agent

Listing -736,000

Active
B;Res;
Fee Simple
20350 sf +50,000
B;Wtr;
DT3.0;Raised
Q2
13
C2

12 5 4.1 +2,500
3,801 +34,800

0sf

Average
Central HVAC
InsltdDrsWndws
4gbi2dw
Front/Rear
Elevator
Furniture -25,000
No Dock +25,000

-648,700
20.3
27.3 2,551,300

$0
Deed/Tax Records
04/10/2014

549 S Dunes Dr
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
2.15 miles NE

3,195,000
586.24

CCAR MLS#1112907;DOM 990
Sales/Listing Agent

Listing -734,900

Active
B;Res;
Fee Simple
11,663 sf +50,000
B;Wtr;
DT3.0;Raised
Q2
11
C2

14 7 7.1 +5,000
5,450 +3,900

0sf

Average
Central HVAC
InsltdDrsWndws
4gbi2dw
Front/Rear
Elevator
Furniture -25,000
Common Dock

-701,000
21.9
25.6 2,494,000

$0
Deed/Tax Records
04/10/2014

4 5 6

4 5 6

No prior sales unless noted.

Sales recited are from subject neighborhood and are in acceptable proximity to the subject. They are the most
recent and most comparable closed sales found. All value affecting dissimilarities were adjusted according to market reaction.
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No prior sales unless noted.

Sales recited are from subject neighborhood and are in acceptable proximity to the subject. They are the most
recent and most comparable closed sales found. All value affecting dissimilarities were adjusted according to market reaction.
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FEATURE SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE #
Address

Proximity to Subject
Sale Price $ $ $ $
Sale Price/Gross Liv. Area $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft.
Data Source(s)
Verification Source(s)
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment
Sales or Financing
Concessions
Date of Sale/Time
Location
Leasehold/Fee Simple
Site
View
Design (Style)
Quality of Construction
Actual Age
Condition
Above Grade Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths
Room Count
Gross Living Area sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft.
Basement & Finished
Rooms Below Grade
Functional Utility
Heating/Cooling
Energy Efficient Items
Garage/Carport
Porch/Patio/Deck

Net Adjustment (Total) + - + - + -$ $ $
Adjusted Sale Price
of Comparables $ $ $

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Report the results of the research and analysis of the prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales (report additional prior sales on page 3).
ITEM SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE #

Date of Prior Sale/Transfer
Price of Prior Sale/Transfer
Data Source(s)
Effective Date of Data Source(s)
Analysis of prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales

Analysis/Comments
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

File No.Supplemental Addendum

Form TADD — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

GM041403
Client:Hays Financial Consulting, LLC
101 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Borrower/Client

Lender

Page #12Main File No. GM041403

For the most part the comparables are adjusted at $18,72 per square foot of any differences in gross living area greater than or
less than the subject's gross living area. As a result of rounding to the nearest $1000, there may be no adjustment made where
the adjustment is less
than $1,000. Rounding is a typical practice and has no material affect on the opinion of value. In addition, due to rounding,
dollars per square foot adjustments may appear to be skewed or inconsistent. Square footage adjustments are rounded down to
zero or up to $1,000 where the
adjustment falls between $0 and $1,000. Adjustments in excess of $1,000 are rounded up or down to the nearest $100.

Comparables may be one mile or more form the subject. In addition, the exposure time for similar properties appears to be
approximately 12 months. The Appraiser's comparable search and results have found that the subject and surrounding homes
exhibit very high appeal. There is a lack of current closed sales and offerings within the subject's immediate neighborhood. This
is attributable to owners opting not to offer their properties for sale. Comparables selected are representative of current market
conditions.  All comparables submitted are suitable for comparison due to similarities in style, market appeal and value range.

The Appraiser's comparable search rendered four closed sales and several listed sales, subsequent to appointment, inspection,
field data gathering,determination of subject property/improvement features (factors of utility/depreciation and GLA) , was
comprised of searching for homes exhibiting the fewest overall dissimilarities (eg. market relevance, location, utility and market
appeal). Searching the appraiser's data bank (past appraisals,MLS records, public records, local Realtors and builders) the
appraiser sought data on closed and listed homes within five miles of the subject closing within 12 months of the effective
date/date of inspection. Several similar neighborhoods exist within five miles of the subject neighborhood.

No curable or incurable functional factors or obsolescence(s) were noted at the time of inspection unless discussed within the
body of this report.This appraisal report does not constitute a home inspection, property/land survey, sewer/septic system
viability report, private well water
quantity/quality determination, termite or wood destroying organism(s) or any warranty as to the operational functionality of the
mechanical, plumbing, electrical or structural systems (ie. roof, foundation) of the improvements. If the users of this report have
concerns regarding these
matters, it is recommended that they obtain the aid of the proper qualified professionals.

Prior Service
I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the property that is the subject of this report
within the three-year period immediately preceding acceptance of this assignment.

Reasonable Exposure Time
Exposure time for similar homes in this area appears to be 5-6 months at current price levels. Average days on the market and
marketing time appear to declining as sellers price each new listing/offering more in line with the current market.

Purpose and Function of the Appraisal

The purpose of the report is to develop and report an opinion of value for the subject property.
The function of the appraisal is defined below under intended use.

Scope of the Appraisal

The scope of the appraisal provides for a physical inspection of the property and its surroundings sufficient to gather data
necessary to form a supportable estimate of market value. Comparable properties are chosen after reviewing recent settled
sales, current listings, and properties currently under contract for sale. An exterior "drive-by" inspection is made of the
comparable sales selected. Specifics regarding physical features of the comparable properties and the terms of sale are
obtained from one of more of the following sources: Multiple Listing Services, public records, and other subscription services
such as REIS and Specprint. Comparable sales are then compared to the subject, and necessary adjustments (market
abstracted) are applied to arrive at and indicated value by direct sales comparison. The cost approach is developed using
sources such as Marshall Swift Cost Service and local builder's cost data. An income approach is also considered when
applicable. A reasoned reconciliation of the three approaches to value is then made to arrive at an estimate of market value as
defined in the appraisal report as of the effective date of the appraisal and subject to the Certification and Limiting Conditions
that are attached hereto. Unless otherwise stated in the appraisal report, the appraiser has no knowledge of any hidden of
unapparent conditions of the property that would make the property more or less valuable and makes no guarantees, or
warranties, expressed or implied,
regarding the condition of the property. Furthermore, this appraisal report is not a home inspection report. No warranty is
expressed or implied.

Appraisal and Report Identification

This appraisal conforms to the following definition:
This report is a Summary Appraisal Report in accordance with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

This report is of a type defined below:
Summary Report: A written report prepared under Standard 1 of USPAP.

Standard Comments

1) Client: The client is the lender, loan officer, or other employee that is a party to the ordering of the appraisal
2) Intended Use: The intended use of the appraisal report is to assist the client in evaluating the subject property as collateral
for lending purposes. Since this will be a federally related transaction, the definition of market value which was applied by the
appraiser was taken from the Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal-Fouth Addition, Page 177, and is used by agencies that
regulate federally insured financial institutions in the United States.
3) Intended User: The intended user of the report is the client who has ordered the appraisal report or the employee(s) of the
client that may be required to review or comment on the appraisal. The report is intended for use only by the client. Use of the
report by others is not intended by the appraiser.
4) Exposure Time: The exposure time of the subject is the same time as marketing time. Exposure time is defined as: The
estimated length of time the property interest appraised would have been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical
consummation of a sale at market value on the effective date of the appraisal.
5) The site improvements' value, estimated in the cost approach, is an overall value for such items as driveway, landscaping,
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walkways, etc. The value is a "lump sum" estimate.
6) The appraiser is qualified and competent to perform this appraisal under USPAP guidelines.
7) No personal property other than what is typical for the area is included in this report, (i.e. appliances).

Additional Certifications

-My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) and in accordance with the regulation developed by the Lender's Federal
Regulatory Agency as required by FIRREA.
The photographs presented in this report were produced using digital photography. None of the photographs have been altered
with possible exception of brightness and or contrast in order to enhance clarity. Photographs are true representation of the
subject and/or comparable sales as of the inspection date unless otherwise noted in report. Physical depreciation is based on
the estimated effective age of the subject property. Functional and/or external depreciation, if present, is specifically addressed
in the appraisal report or other addenda. In estimating the site value, the appraiser has relied on personal knowledge of the
local market. This knowledge is based on prior and/or current analysis of site sales and/or abstraction of site values from sales
of improved properties.
The reproduction Cost is based on Marshall and Swift Residential Cost Service data supplemented by the appraiser's
knowledge of the local market. The cost analysis should not be used for insurance purposes. The client should not contact the
insurance company and discuss the terms and conditions of the policy and coverage required based on the reccomendations of
the insurer.

Market Value

Market value: the most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market under all conditions
requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by
undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from the
seller to buyer under conditions whereby:
1. Buyer and seller are typically motivated;
2. Both parties are well informed of well advised, and acting in what they consider their best interests;
3. A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
4. Payment is made in terms of U.S. dollars or in terms of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and
5. The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or creative financing or sales
concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale.

Hazmat/ Environmental Statement

Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous material, wood boring insects, or concealed growths, which
may or may not be present on the property, was not observed by the appraiser. The appraiser has no knowledge of the
existence of such conditions on or in the property. The appraiser, however, is not qualified to detect such substances. The
presence of substances such as mold, asbestos, radon, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, lead paint, or other potentially
hazardous material may affect the value of the property. The value is predicated on the assumption that there is no such
conditions on or in the property that would cause the loss of value. No responsibility is assumed for any such conditions, or for
any expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover them. No tests or inspections have been completed for the
aforementioned conditions. The client is urged to retain an expert in this field, if desired.

Digital Signatures

The digital signatures attached to this report fully comply with minimum USPAP reporting requirements. Security features are
utilized to ensure the integrity of the signature and data.
According to USPAP Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 8 dated 9/16/1998, electronically affixing a signature to a report is
acceptable, and has the same level and responsibility as a hand written ink signature.

Detrimental Conditions Statement

There are a variety of detrimental conditions that can impact property values. These include, but are not limited to: non-market
motivations, future temporary disruptions, act of terrorism, stigmas, convicted criminals who reside in the neighborhood,
neighborhood nuisances, future unannounced surrounding developments, structural and engineering conditions, construction
conditions, soils and geotechnical issues, environmental conditions and natural conditions. The appraiser has inspected the
subject property on a level that is consistent with the typical responsibilities of the appraisal profession; however the appraiser
does not have the expertise of market analysts, soils, structural or engineers, scientist, specialists, urban planners and
specialist for the various fields. Unless otherwise stated within the report, the appraiser assumes no responsibilities for the
impact that the variety of detrimental conditions may cause.

Neighborhood Market Conditions

At the present time; conventional, VA and FHA mortgages are available at rates purchasers consider attractive. Local market
conditions reflect sales that are typically experiencing 3-6 months of market exposure. Sellers paying a portion of the
purchaser's closing costs is typical of the market. Market trend is increasing, as is the local economy, including the local
housing market. Marketing time is stable. Favorable interest rates should continue to add strength to the market. The subject
property has sold within the past thirty six months.
Conventional financing is readily available at rates purchasers consider attractive and sellers need not negotiate a sale on
financing related concessions. Local brokers are referring to the current situation as a "buyers market", with 90-120_day market
times for all but the most difficult to market properties.
This neighborhood provides a good environment for the house being appraised. There are no factors that will negatively affect
the marketability of the house. All of the items in the neighborhood rating grid are related good or average. The public schools,
parks, view and noise level is typical for this type of neighborhood. Nearby commercial land uses (i.e. stores, shops and offices)
are typical and acceptable for both urban and suburban environments and they have no negative impact on value of
marketability of the subject property. No external inadequacies were observed in the neighborhood which would negatively
affect the value of the property.

Site Comments
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Existing utility easements (telephone, electric, etc.) do not affect value. No known adverse easements of encroachments are
known by the appraiser. The improvements on the property appear to conform to current zoning regulations. In the event of a
major loss by fire it is most probable the improvements could be rebuilt without obtaining a zoning variance. The subject
property exhibits no apparent adverse effects from any apparent excessive physical, functional of external obsolescence.

Comment on Sales Comparison

The scope of the assignment is to estimate the fee simple market value of the subject property and to consider the three
conventional approaches to value. The Cost Approach and the Sales Comparison Approach are most reliable when appraising
a single family home in this neighborhood due to sufficient number of comparable sales and the availability of current cost
information. Single family homes in this neighborhood are typically purchased for owner occupancy. For this reason and the
lack of rental information, the Income Approach is not utilized. All the sales are located within the subject's market area of
properties. All the sales were considered to be similar to the subject
in appeal, view, location, design and Highest and Best Use.

Comments on Income Approach

Due to lack of valid and pertinent data available to the appraiser, the Income Approach was not utilized as part of this report.

Final Reconciliation

The adjusted sales prices via the sales comparison approach fall in close range and support the final estimate of value. The
values indicated via the sales comparison analysis are used as the final estimate because of the quality of the data. As of the
effective date of this report we have completed the requirements for continuing education for the South Carolina Board of
Appraisers.
The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared in conformity with the
requirements of the Code of Professional Ethics & Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute, which
include the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal practice.
The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to review by its duly authorized
representatives.
The photographs presented in this report were produced using digital photography. None of the photographs have been altered
with the exception of brightness and or contrast in order to enhance clarity. Photographs are true representation of the subject
and/or comparable sales as of the inspections date unless otherwise noted in report.

Cost Approach Comments

Physical depreciation is calculated using the effective age/economic life method. No warranty of the appraised property is given
or implied. No liability is assumed for the mechanical not structural elements of the subject property.

THIS IS NOT A HOME INSPECTION

Remaining economic life estimated 70+- years

INFORMATION FOR THE LENDER REGARDING FLOOD DESIGNATION:
B, C and X--Zones that correspond to areas outside the 100-year floodplains, areas of 100-year sheet flow flooding where
average depths are less than 1 foot, areas of 100-year stream flooding where the contributing drainage area is less than 1
square mile, or areas protected from the 100-year flood by levees. No base flood elevations or depths are shown within this
flood zone. Flood insurance purchase may not be required in these zones.
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The purpose of this summary appraisal report is to provide the lender/client with an accurate, and adequately supported, opinion of the market value of the subject property.
Property Address City State Zip Code
Borrower Owner of Public Record County
Legal Description
Assessor's Parcel # Tax Year R.E. Taxes $
Neighborhood Name Map Reference Census Tract
Occupant Owner Tenant Vacant Special Assessments $ PUD HOA $ per year per month
Property Rights Appraised Fee Simple Leasehold Other (describe)
Assignment Type Purchase Transaction Refinance Transaction Other (describe)
Lender/Client Address
Is the subject property currently offered for sale or has it been offered for sale in the twelve months prior to the effective date of this appraisal? Yes No
Report data source(s) used, offering price(s), and date(s).

I did did not analyze the contract for sale for the subject purchase transaction. Explain the results of the analysis of the contract for sale or why the analysis was not
performed.

Contract Price $ Date of Contract Is the property seller the owner of public record? Yes No Data Source(s)
Is there any financial assistance (loan charges, sale concessions, gift or downpayment assistance, etc.) to be paid by any party on behalf of the borrower? Yes No
If Yes, report the total dollar amount and describe the items to be paid.

Note: Race and the racial composition of the neighborhood are not appraisal factors.
Neighborhood Characteristics

Location Urban Suburban Rural
Built-Up Over 75% 25-75% Under 25%
Growth Rapid Stable Slow

One-Unit Housing Trends
Property Values Increasing Stable Declining
Demand/Supply Shortage In Balance Over Supply
Marketing Time Under 3 mths 3-6 mths Over 6 mths

One-Unit Housing
PRICE
$ (000)

AGE
(yrs)

Low
High
Pred.

Present Land Use %
One-Unit %
2-4 Unit %
Multi-Family %
Commercial %
Other %

Neighborhood Boundaries

Neighborhood Description

Market Conditions (including support for the above conclusions)

Dimensions Area Shape View
Specific Zoning Classification Zoning Description
Zoning Compliance Legal Legal Nonconforming (Grandfathered Use) No Zoning Illegal (describe)
Is the highest and best use of subject property as improved (or as proposed per plans and specifications) the present use? Yes No If No, describe

Utilities Public Other (describe) Public Other (describe)
Electricity
Gas

Water
Sanitary Sewer

Off-site Improvements - Type Public Private
Street
Alley

FEMA Special Flood Hazard Area Yes No FEMA Flood Zone FEMA Map # FEMA Map Date
Are the utilities and off-site improvements typical for the market area? Yes No If No, describe
Are there any adverse site conditions or external factors (easements, encroachments, environmental conditions, land uses, etc.)? Yes No If Yes, describe

General Description
Units One One with Accessory Unit
# of Stories
Type Det. Att. S-Det./End Unit

Existing Proposed Under Const.
Design (Style)
Year Built
Effective Age (Yrs)

Foundation
Concrete Slab Crawl Space
Full Basement Partial Basement

Basement Area sq.ft.
Basement Finish %

Outside Entry/Exit Sump Pump
Evidence of Infestation

Dampness Settlement

Exterior Description materials/condition
Foundation Walls
Exterior Walls
Roof Surface
Gutters & Downspouts
Window Type
Storm Sash/Insulated
Screens

Interior materials/condition
Floors
Walls
Trim/Finish
Bath Floor
Bath Wainscot

Attic None
Drop Stair Stairs
Floor Scuttle
Finished Heated

Heating FWA HWBB Radiant
Other Fuel

Cooling Central Air Conditioning
Individual Other

Amenities
Fireplace(s) #
Patio/Deck
Pool

Woodstove(s) #
Fence
Porch
Other

Car Storage None
Driveway # of Cars

Driveway Surface
Garage # of Cars
Carport # of Cars
Att. Det. Built-in

Appliances Refrigerator Range/Oven Dishwasher Disposal Microwave Washer/Dryer Other (describe)
Finished area above grade contains: Rooms Bedrooms Bath(s) Square Feet of Gross Living Area Above Grade
Additional features (special energy efficient items, etc.).

Describe the condition of the property (including needed repairs, deterioration, renovations, remodeling, etc.).

Are there any physical deficiencies or adverse conditions that affect the livability, soundness, or structural integrity of the property? Yes No If Yes, describe

Does the property generally conform to the neighborhood (functional utility, style, condition, use, construction, etc.)? Yes No If No, describe
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Pawleys Island is a small coastal island with the Atlantic Ocean to the East and
salt marshes to the West.

The subject neighborhood has good market appeal and competes favorably with other neighborhoods in the subject market
area.  Employment centers are easily accessible and commute times during peak traffic periods are considered reasonable.  Schools, parks and
shopping are all closeby.

The Island is over 85% developed which has allowed a slowdown in the growth rate due to
the low supply of vacant land. A high vacancy rate is noted due to high absentee ownership as most homes are second homes and are used for
vacation/rental purposes.

See Attached Plat 11,825 +/- sq. ft. Rectangular Gd/Ocean/Creek
R-1; Residential Single Family

Individual
Asphalt

VE 4502550002D 03/16/1989

Lot dimensions were obtained from the county tax maps and are assumed to be correct. Only typical utility easements were noted.
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P
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*** See Additional Comments ***

% Physical Depre. is charged the subject while
applying The Age/Life Formula and using an Estimated Effec Age of  years and a Total Life Expectancy of 70 years.
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The purpose of this summary appraisal report is to provide the lender/client with an accurate, and adequately supported, opinion of the market value of the subject property.
Property Address City State Zip Code
Borrower Owner of Public Record County
Legal Description
Assessor's Parcel # Tax Year R.E. Taxes $
Neighborhood Name Map Reference Census Tract
Occupant Owner Tenant Vacant Special Assessments $ PUD HOA $ per year per month
Property Rights Appraised Fee Simple Leasehold Other (describe)
Assignment Type Purchase Transaction Refinance Transaction Other (describe)
Lender/Client Address
Is the subject property currently offered for sale or has it been offered for sale in the twelve months prior to the effective date of this appraisal? Yes No
Report data source(s) used, offering price(s), and date(s).

I did did not analyze the contract for sale for the subject purchase transaction. Explain the results of the analysis of the contract for sale or why the analysis was not
performed.

Contract Price $ Date of Contract Is the property seller the owner of public record? Yes No Data Source(s)
Is there any financial assistance (loan charges, sale concessions, gift or downpayment assistance, etc.) to be paid by any party on behalf of the borrower? Yes No
If Yes, report the total dollar amount and describe the items to be paid.

Note: Race and the racial composition of the neighborhood are not appraisal factors.
Neighborhood Characteristics

Location Urban Suburban Rural
Built-Up Over 75% 25-75% Under 25%
Growth Rapid Stable Slow

One-Unit Housing Trends
Property Values Increasing Stable Declining
Demand/Supply Shortage In Balance Over Supply
Marketing Time Under 3 mths 3-6 mths Over 6 mths

One-Unit Housing
PRICE
$ (000)

AGE
(yrs)

Low
High
Pred.

Present Land Use %
One-Unit %
2-4 Unit %
Multi-Family %
Commercial %
Other %

Neighborhood Boundaries

Neighborhood Description

Market Conditions (including support for the above conclusions)

Dimensions Area Shape View
Specific Zoning Classification Zoning Description
Zoning Compliance Legal Legal Nonconforming (Grandfathered Use) No Zoning Illegal (describe)
Is the highest and best use of subject property as improved (or as proposed per plans and specifications) the present use? Yes No If No, describe

Utilities Public Other (describe) Public Other (describe)
Electricity
Gas

Water
Sanitary Sewer

Off-site Improvements - Type Public Private
Street
Alley

FEMA Special Flood Hazard Area Yes No FEMA Flood Zone FEMA Map # FEMA Map Date
Are the utilities and off-site improvements typical for the market area? Yes No If No, describe
Are there any adverse site conditions or external factors (easements, encroachments, environmental conditions, land uses, etc.)? Yes No If Yes, describe

General Description
Units One One with Accessory Unit
# of Stories
Type Det. Att. S-Det./End Unit

Existing Proposed Under Const.
Design (Style)
Year Built
Effective Age (Yrs)

Foundation
Concrete Slab Crawl Space
Full Basement Partial Basement

Basement Area sq.ft.
Basement Finish %

Outside Entry/Exit Sump Pump
Evidence of Infestation

Dampness Settlement

Exterior Description materials/condition
Foundation Walls
Exterior Walls
Roof Surface
Gutters & Downspouts
Window Type
Storm Sash/Insulated
Screens

Interior materials/condition
Floors
Walls
Trim/Finish
Bath Floor
Bath Wainscot

Attic None
Drop Stair Stairs
Floor Scuttle
Finished Heated

Heating FWA HWBB Radiant
Other Fuel

Cooling Central Air Conditioning
Individual Other

Amenities
Fireplace(s) #
Patio/Deck
Pool

Woodstove(s) #
Fence
Porch
Other

Car Storage None
Driveway # of Cars

Driveway Surface
Garage # of Cars
Carport # of Cars
Att. Det. Built-in

Appliances Refrigerator Range/Oven Dishwasher Disposal Microwave Washer/Dryer Other (describe)
Finished area above grade contains: Rooms Bedrooms Bath(s) Square Feet of Gross Living Area Above Grade
Additional features (special energy efficient items, etc.).

Describe the condition of the property (including needed repairs, deterioration, renovations, remodeling, etc.).

Are there any physical deficiencies or adverse conditions that affect the livability, soundness, or structural integrity of the property? Yes No If Yes, describe

Does the property generally conform to the neighborhood (functional utility, style, condition, use, construction, etc.)? Yes No If No, describe
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There are comparable properties currently offered for sale in the subject neighborhood ranging in price from $ to $ .
There are comparable sales in the subject neighborhood within the past twelve months ranging in sale price from $ to $ .

FEATURE SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE # 1 COMPARABLE SALE # 2 COMPARABLE SALE # 3
Address

Proximity to Subject
Sale Price $ $ $ $
Sale Price/Gross Liv. Area $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft.
Data Source(s)
Verification Source(s)
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment
Sales or Financing
Concessions
Date of Sale/Time
Location
Leasehold/Fee Simple
Site
View
Design (Style)
Quality of Construction
Actual Age
Condition
Above Grade Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths
Room Count
Gross Living Area sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft.
Basement & Finished
Rooms Below Grade
Functional Utility
Heating/Cooling
Energy Efficient Items
Garage/Carport
Porch/Patio/Deck

Net Adjustment (Total) + - + - + -$ $ $
Adjusted Sale Price
of Comparables $ $ $

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

I did did not research the sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales. If not, explain

My research did did not reveal any prior sales or transfers of the subject property for the three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal.
Data Source(s)
My research did did not reveal any prior sales or transfers of the comparable sales for the year prior to the date of sale of the comparable sale.
Data Source(s)
Report the results of the research and analysis of the prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales (report additional prior sales on page 3).

ITEM SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE #1 COMPARABLE SALE #2 COMPARABLE SALE #3
Date of Prior Sale/Transfer
Price of Prior Sale/Transfer
Data Source(s)
Effective Date of Data Source(s)
Analysis of prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales

Summary of Sales Comparison Approach

Indicated Value by Sales Comparison Approach $
Indicated Value by: Sales Comparison Approach $ Cost Approach (if developed) $ Income Approach (if developed) $

This appraisal is made "as is", subject to completion per plans and specifications on the basis of a hypothetical condition that the improvements have been
completed, subject to the following repairs or alterations on the basis of a hypothetical condition that the repairs or alterations have been completed, or subject to the
following required inspection based on the extraordinary assumption that the condition or deficiency does not require alteration or repair:

Based on a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, defined scope of work, statement of assumptions and limiting
conditions, and appraiser’s certification, my (our) opinion of the market value, as defined, of the real property that is the subject of this report is
$ , as of , which is the date of inspection and the effective date of this appraisal.
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6 2,200,000.00 3,500,000.00
5 2,200,000.00 3,500,000.00

105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island, SC 29585

N/A

Pawleys Island
Fee Simple
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Ocean/Crk
Gd/Rsd Bch
Gd/Frame
9
Good

12 5 5.1
5,093

N/A
Good
Central
Full Insul
2+ Under
Lrg Cvrd/Scrnd

Fireplaces Fireplaces
Applian/Upgrades Appli/Upgrades

Public Records
01/10/2014

1057 Norris Dr
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
1.00 miles NE

2,700,000
580.65

MLS/Ext Inspection
Public Records

Cash
None Known
12/17/2013
Inlet Point
Fee Simple
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Ocn/Crk
Gd/Rsd Bch
Gd/Frame
10+-
Good

12 5 5.1
4,650 +31,010

None

Good
Central
Full Insul
2+ Under
Eql Porches
Fireplace
Equal

31,010
1.1
1.1 2,731,010

No previous sales
during past year.
Public Records
01/10/2014

550 Myrtle Ave
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
2.21 miles SW

2,400,000
774.19

MLS/Ext Inspection
Public Records

Conventional
None Known
09/24/2013
Pawleys Island
Fee Simple
Avg/1 Lot
Inf/Ocn/Crk +250,000
Gd/Rsd Bch
Gd/Frame
Historic
Good

12 5 5.0 +5,000
3,100 +139,510

None

Good
Central
Full Insul
2+ Under
Eql Porches
Fireplace
Equal

394,510
16.4
16.4 2,794,510

No previous sales
during past year.
Public Records
01/10/2014

442 Myrtle Ave
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
1.59 miles SW

2,450,000
700.00

MLS/Ext Inspection
Public Records

Conventional
None Known
10/01/2013
Pawleys Island
Fee Simple
Avg/1 Lot
Inf/Ocn/Crk +250,000
Gd/Rsd Bch
Gd/Frame
Historic
Good

12 6 6.1 -10,000
3,500 +111,510

None

Good
Central
Full Insul
2+ Under
Eql Porches
Fireplace
Equal

351,510
14.3
15.2 2,801,510

No previous sales
during past year.
Public Records
01/10/2014

Public Records

Public Records

My research does not indicate any sales of the subject for three years or
for the comparable properties during the past year.

Comps used are the most recent sales most similar to the subject in size, style, and location. Sites are
adjusted based on actual beach frontage.  All adjustments are typical for the area and are made based on current market conditions.

2,750,000
2,750,000 2,649,079

Equal weight is placed on all Comps in the Market Approach to Value.  Support to the overall value is offered by the Cost Approach.  ** Appraised
Unfurnished **

2,750,000 01/14/2014
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No previous sales
during past year.
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01/10/2014

550 Myrtle Ave
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
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774.19
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None

Good
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Full Insul
2+ Under
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394,510
16.4
16.4 2,794,510

No previous sales
during past year.
Public Records
01/10/2014
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Pawleys Island, SC 29585
1.59 miles SW

2,450,000
700.00

MLS/Ext Inspection
Public Records

Conventional
None Known
10/01/2013
Pawleys Island
Fee Simple
Avg/1 Lot
Inf/Ocn/Crk +250,000
Gd/Rsd Bch
Gd/Frame
Historic
Good

12 6 6.1 -10,000
3,500 +111,510

None

Good
Central
Full Insul
2+ Under
Eql Porches
Fireplace
Equal

351,510
14.3
15.2 2,801,510

No previous sales
during past year.
Public Records
01/10/2014

Public Records

Public Records

My research does not indicate any sales of the subject for three years or
for the comparable properties during the past year.

Comps used are the most recent sales most similar to the subject in size, style, and location. Sites are
adjusted based on actual beach frontage.  All adjustments are typical for the area and are made based on current market conditions.

2,750,000
2,750,000 2,649,079

Equal weight is placed on all Comps in the Market Approach to Value.  Support to the overall value is offered by the Cost Approach.  ** Appraised
Unfurnished **

2,750,000 01/14/2014
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There are comparable properties currently offered for sale in the subject neighborhood ranging in price from $ to $ .
There are comparable sales in the subject neighborhood within the past twelve months ranging in sale price from $ to $ .

FEATURE SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE # 1 COMPARABLE SALE # 2 COMPARABLE SALE # 3
Address

Proximity to Subject
Sale Price $ $ $ $
Sale Price/Gross Liv. Area $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft.
Data Source(s)
Verification Source(s)
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment
Sales or Financing
Concessions
Date of Sale/Time
Location
Leasehold/Fee Simple
Site
View
Design (Style)
Quality of Construction
Actual Age
Condition
Above Grade Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths
Room Count
Gross Living Area sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft.
Basement & Finished
Rooms Below Grade
Functional Utility
Heating/Cooling
Energy Efficient Items
Garage/Carport
Porch/Patio/Deck

Net Adjustment (Total) + - + - + -$ $ $
Adjusted Sale Price
of Comparables $ $ $

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

I did did not research the sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales. If not, explain

My research did did not reveal any prior sales or transfers of the subject property for the three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal.
Data Source(s)
My research did did not reveal any prior sales or transfers of the comparable sales for the year prior to the date of sale of the comparable sale.
Data Source(s)
Report the results of the research and analysis of the prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales (report additional prior sales on page 3).

ITEM SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE #1 COMPARABLE SALE #2 COMPARABLE SALE #3
Date of Prior Sale/Transfer
Price of Prior Sale/Transfer
Data Source(s)
Effective Date of Data Source(s)
Analysis of prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales

Summary of Sales Comparison Approach

Indicated Value by Sales Comparison Approach $
Indicated Value by: Sales Comparison Approach $ Cost Approach (if developed) $ Income Approach (if developed) $

This appraisal is made "as is", subject to completion per plans and specifications on the basis of a hypothetical condition that the improvements have been
completed, subject to the following repairs or alterations on the basis of a hypothetical condition that the repairs or alterations have been completed, or subject to the
following required inspection based on the extraordinary assumption that the condition or deficiency does not require alteration or repair:

Based on a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, defined scope of work, statement of assumptions and limiting
conditions, and appraiser’s certification, my (our) opinion of the market value, as defined, of the real property that is the subject of this report is
$ , as of , which is the date of inspection and the effective date of this appraisal.
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COST APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Fannie Mae)
Provide adequate information for the lender/client to replicate the below cost figures and calculations.
Support for the opinion of site value (summary of comparable land sales or other methods for estimating site value)

ESTIMATED REPRODUCTION OR REPLACEMENT COST NEW
Source of cost data
Quality rating from cost service Effective date of cost data
Comments on Cost Approach (gross living area calculations, depreciation, etc.)

OPINION OF SITE VALUE =$
DWELLING Sq.Ft. @ $ =$

Sq.Ft. @ $ =$
=$

Garage/Carport Sq.Ft. @ $ =$
Total Estimate of Cost-New =$
Less Physical Functional External
Depreciation =$( )
Depreciated Cost of Improvements =$
"As-is" Value of Site Improvements =$

INDICATED VALUE BY COST APPROACH =$Estimated Remaining Economic Life (HUD and VA only) Years
INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Fannie Mae)

Estimated Monthly Market Rent $ X  Gross Rent Multiplier = $ Indicated Value by Income Approach
Summary of Income Approach (including support for market rent and GRM)

PROJECT INFORMATION FOR PUDs (if applicable)
Is the developer/builder in control of the Homeowners’ Association (HOA)? Yes No Unit type(s) Detached Attached
Provide the following information for PUDs ONLY if the developer/builder is in control of the HOA and the subject property is an attached dwelling unit.
Legal Name of Project
Total number of phases Total number of units Total number of units sold
Total number of units rented Total number of units for sale Data source(s)
Was the project created by the conversion of existing building(s) into a PUD? Yes No If Yes, date of conversion.
Does the project contain any multi-dwelling units? Yes No Data Source
Are the units, common elements, and recreation facilities complete? Yes No If No, describe the status of completion.

Are the common elements leased to or by the Homeowners’ Association? Yes No If Yes, describe the rental terms and options.

Describe common elements and recreational facilities.

Page 3 of 6Freddie Mac Form 70 March 2005 Fannie Mae Form 1004 March 2005

14C0209
ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Elevator, Alarm, Wood interior, Pine walls, Cherry floors, Built-Ins, Wetbars, Fireplaces, Media room, Walk-in Showers, Whirlpool tubs, Moldings,
Ceiling fans, Large porches, Granite tops, Full appliances, Dock, 2+ Parking under/baths/storage area.

Appraisal, MLS, Public Records. Appraiser
reviews on a daily basis sales reports from local MLS, REIS, local newspapers and office files.

Marshall & Swift
Good 12/09

1,650,000
5,093 152.00 774,136

Aplnc/Frplc/Elvtr/WetBar/Xtrs/Prchs/Dock 162,000
2,500 30.00 75,000

1,011,136

50,557 50,557
960,579
38,500

2,649,079

Site value is based on a review of recent land sales in the area.  Cost is
obtained from Marshall & Swift, a nationally recognized cost publication to
which this company subscribes.  See the attached exterior sketch for
building dimensions.  **Please note that size dimensions of subject
improvements and site are approximate.

57

Subject is not located in a P.U.D.
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14C0209
ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Elevator, Alarm, Wood interior, Pine walls, Cherry floors, Built-Ins, Wetbars, Fireplaces, Media room, Walk-in Showers, Whirlpool tubs, Moldings,
Ceiling fans, Large porches, Granite tops, Full appliances, Dock, 2+ Parking under/baths/storage area.

Appraisal, MLS, Public Records. Appraiser
reviews on a daily basis sales reports from local MLS, REIS, local newspapers and office files.

Marshall & Swift
Good 12/09

1,650,000
5,093 152.00 774,136

Aplnc/Frplc/Elvtr/WetBar/Xtrs/Prchs/Dock 162,000
2,500 30.00 75,000

1,011,136

50,557 50,557
960,579
38,500

2,649,079

Site value is based on a review of recent land sales in the area.  Cost is
obtained from Marshall & Swift, a nationally recognized cost publication to
which this company subscribes.  See the attached exterior sketch for
building dimensions.  **Please note that size dimensions of subject
improvements and site are approximate.

57

Subject is not located in a P.U.D.
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COST APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Fannie Mae)
Provide adequate information for the lender/client to replicate the below cost figures and calculations.
Support for the opinion of site value (summary of comparable land sales or other methods for estimating site value)

ESTIMATED REPRODUCTION OR REPLACEMENT COST NEW
Source of cost data
Quality rating from cost service Effective date of cost data
Comments on Cost Approach (gross living area calculations, depreciation, etc.)

OPINION OF SITE VALUE =$
DWELLING Sq.Ft. @ $ =$

Sq.Ft. @ $ =$
=$

Garage/Carport Sq.Ft. @ $ =$
Total Estimate of Cost-New =$
Less Physical Functional External
Depreciation =$( )
Depreciated Cost of Improvements =$
"As-is" Value of Site Improvements =$

INDICATED VALUE BY COST APPROACH =$Estimated Remaining Economic Life (HUD and VA only) Years
INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Fannie Mae)

Estimated Monthly Market Rent $ X  Gross Rent Multiplier = $ Indicated Value by Income Approach
Summary of Income Approach (including support for market rent and GRM)

PROJECT INFORMATION FOR PUDs (if applicable)
Is the developer/builder in control of the Homeowners’ Association (HOA)? Yes No Unit type(s) Detached Attached
Provide the following information for PUDs ONLY if the developer/builder is in control of the HOA and the subject property is an attached dwelling unit.
Legal Name of Project
Total number of phases Total number of units Total number of units sold
Total number of units rented Total number of units for sale Data source(s)
Was the project created by the conversion of existing building(s) into a PUD? Yes No If Yes, date of conversion.
Does the project contain any multi-dwelling units? Yes No Data Source
Are the units, common elements, and recreation facilities complete? Yes No If No, describe the status of completion.

Are the common elements leased to or by the Homeowners’ Association? Yes No If Yes, describe the rental terms and options.

Describe common elements and recreational facilities.
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Uniform Residential Appraisal Report File #

This report form is designed to report an appraisal of a one-unit property or a one-unit property with an accessory unit;
including a unit in a planned unit development (PUD). This report form is not designed to report an appraisal of a
manufactured home or a unit in a condominium or cooperative project.

This appraisal report is subject to the following scope of work, intended use, intended user, definition of market value,
statement of assumptions and limiting conditions, and certifications. Modifications, additions, or deletions to the intended
use, intended user, definition of market value, or assumptions and limiting conditions are not permitted. The appraiser may
expand the scope of work to include any additional research or analysis necessary based on the complexity of this appraisal
assignment. Modifications or deletions to the certifications are also not permitted. However, additional certifications that do
not constitute material alterations to this appraisal report, such as those required by law or those related to the appraiser’s
continuing education or membership in an appraisal organization, are permitted.

SCOPE OF WORK: The scope of work for this appraisal is defined by the complexity of this appraisal assignment and the
reporting requirements of this appraisal report form, including the following definition of market value, statement of
assumptions and limiting conditions, and certifications. The appraiser must, at a minimum: (1) perform a complete visual
inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, (2) inspect the neighborhood, (3) inspect each of the
comparable sales from at least the street, (4) research, verify, and analyze data from reliable public and/or private sources,
and (5) report his or her analysis, opinions, and conclusions in this appraisal report.

INTENDED USE: The intended use of this appraisal report is for the lender/client to evaluate the property that is the
subject of this appraisal for a mortgage finance transaction.

INTENDED USER: The intended user of this appraisal report is the lender/client.

DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE: The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open
market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming
the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and
the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer and seller are typically motivated; (2) both
parties are well informed or well advised, and each acting in what he or she considers his or her own best interest; (3) a
reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; (4) payment is made in terms of cash in U. S. dollars or in terms
of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and (5) the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold
unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions* granted by anyone associated with the sale.

*Adjustments to the comparables must be made for special or creative financing or sales concessions. No adjustments are
necessary for those costs which are normally paid by sellers as a result of tradition or law in a market area; these costs are
readily identifiable since the seller pays these costs in virtually all sales transactions. Special or creative financing
adjustments can be made to the comparable property by comparisons to financing terms offered by a third party institutional
lender that is not already involved in the property or transaction. Any adjustment should not be calculated on a mechanical
dollar for dollar cost of the financing or concession but the dollar amount of any adjustment should approximate the market’s
reaction to the financing or concessions based on the appraiser’s judgment.

STATEMENT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS: The appraiser’s certification in this report is
subject to the following assumptions and limiting conditions:

1. The appraiser will not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or the title
to it, except for information that he or she became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal. The
appraiser assumes that the title is good and marketable and will not render any opinions about the title.

2. The appraiser has provided a sketch in this appraisal report to show the approximate dimensions of the improvements.
The sketch is included only to assist the reader in visualizing the property and understanding the appraiser’s determination
of its size.

3. The appraiser has examined the available flood maps that are provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(or other data sources) and has noted in this appraisal report whether any portion of the subject site is located in an
identified Special Flood Hazard Area. Because the appraiser is not a surveyor, he or she makes no guarantees, express or
implied, regarding this determination.

4. The appraiser will not give testimony or appear in court because he or she made an appraisal of the property in question,
unless specific arrangements to do so have been made beforehand, or as otherwise required by law.

5. The appraiser has noted in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as needed repairs, deterioration, the
presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etc.) observed during the inspection of the subject property or that he or
she became aware of during the research involved in performing the appraisal. Unless otherwise stated in this appraisal
report, the appraiser has no knowledge of any hidden or unapparent physical deficiencies or adverse conditions of the
property (such as, but not limited to, needed repairs, deterioration, the presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances,
adverse environmental conditions, etc.) that would make the property less valuable, and has assumed that there are no such
conditions and makes no guarantees or warranties, express or implied. The appraiser will not be responsible for any such
conditions that do exist or for any engineering or testing that might be required to discover whether such conditions exist.
Because the appraiser is not an expert in the field of environmental hazards, this appraisal report must not be considered as
an environmental assessment of the property.

6. The appraiser has based his or her appraisal report and valuation conclusion for an appraisal that is subject to satisfactory
completion, repairs, or alterations on the assumption that the completion, repairs, or alterations of the subject property will
be performed in a professional manner.
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Uniform Residential Appraisal Report File #

This report form is designed to report an appraisal of a one-unit property or a one-unit property with an accessory unit;
including a unit in a planned unit development (PUD). This report form is not designed to report an appraisal of a
manufactured home or a unit in a condominium or cooperative project.

This appraisal report is subject to the following scope of work, intended use, intended user, definition of market value,
statement of assumptions and limiting conditions, and certifications. Modifications, additions, or deletions to the intended
use, intended user, definition of market value, or assumptions and limiting conditions are not permitted. The appraiser may
expand the scope of work to include any additional research or analysis necessary based on the complexity of this appraisal
assignment. Modifications or deletions to the certifications are also not permitted. However, additional certifications that do
not constitute material alterations to this appraisal report, such as those required by law or those related to the appraiser’s
continuing education or membership in an appraisal organization, are permitted.

SCOPE OF WORK: The scope of work for this appraisal is defined by the complexity of this appraisal assignment and the
reporting requirements of this appraisal report form, including the following definition of market value, statement of
assumptions and limiting conditions, and certifications. The appraiser must, at a minimum: (1) perform a complete visual
inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, (2) inspect the neighborhood, (3) inspect each of the
comparable sales from at least the street, (4) research, verify, and analyze data from reliable public and/or private sources,
and (5) report his or her analysis, opinions, and conclusions in this appraisal report.

INTENDED USE: The intended use of this appraisal report is for the lender/client to evaluate the property that is the
subject of this appraisal for a mortgage finance transaction.

INTENDED USER: The intended user of this appraisal report is the lender/client.

DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE: The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open
market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming
the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and
the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer and seller are typically motivated; (2) both
parties are well informed or well advised, and each acting in what he or she considers his or her own best interest; (3) a
reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; (4) payment is made in terms of cash in U. S. dollars or in terms
of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and (5) the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold
unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions* granted by anyone associated with the sale.

*Adjustments to the comparables must be made for special or creative financing or sales concessions. No adjustments are
necessary for those costs which are normally paid by sellers as a result of tradition or law in a market area; these costs are
readily identifiable since the seller pays these costs in virtually all sales transactions. Special or creative financing
adjustments can be made to the comparable property by comparisons to financing terms offered by a third party institutional
lender that is not already involved in the property or transaction. Any adjustment should not be calculated on a mechanical
dollar for dollar cost of the financing or concession but the dollar amount of any adjustment should approximate the market’s
reaction to the financing or concessions based on the appraiser’s judgment.

STATEMENT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS: The appraiser’s certification in this report is
subject to the following assumptions and limiting conditions:

1. The appraiser will not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or the title
to it, except for information that he or she became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal. The
appraiser assumes that the title is good and marketable and will not render any opinions about the title.

2. The appraiser has provided a sketch in this appraisal report to show the approximate dimensions of the improvements.
The sketch is included only to assist the reader in visualizing the property and understanding the appraiser’s determination
of its size.

3. The appraiser has examined the available flood maps that are provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(or other data sources) and has noted in this appraisal report whether any portion of the subject site is located in an
identified Special Flood Hazard Area. Because the appraiser is not a surveyor, he or she makes no guarantees, express or
implied, regarding this determination.

4. The appraiser will not give testimony or appear in court because he or she made an appraisal of the property in question,
unless specific arrangements to do so have been made beforehand, or as otherwise required by law.

5. The appraiser has noted in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as needed repairs, deterioration, the
presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etc.) observed during the inspection of the subject property or that he or
she became aware of during the research involved in performing the appraisal. Unless otherwise stated in this appraisal
report, the appraiser has no knowledge of any hidden or unapparent physical deficiencies or adverse conditions of the
property (such as, but not limited to, needed repairs, deterioration, the presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances,
adverse environmental conditions, etc.) that would make the property less valuable, and has assumed that there are no such
conditions and makes no guarantees or warranties, express or implied. The appraiser will not be responsible for any such
conditions that do exist or for any engineering or testing that might be required to discover whether such conditions exist.
Because the appraiser is not an expert in the field of environmental hazards, this appraisal report must not be considered as
an environmental assessment of the property.

6. The appraiser has based his or her appraisal report and valuation conclusion for an appraisal that is subject to satisfactory
completion, repairs, or alterations on the assumption that the completion, repairs, or alterations of the subject property will
be performed in a professional manner.
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Uniform Residential Appraisal Report File #

APPRAISER’S CERTIFICATION: The Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I have, at a minimum, developed and reported this appraisal in accordance with the scope of work requirements stated in
this appraisal report.

2. I performed a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property. I reported the condition
of the improvements in factual, specific terms. I identified and reported the physical deficiencies that could affect the
livability, soundness, or structural integrity of the property.

3. I performed this appraisal in accordance with the requirements of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice that were adopted and promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in
place at the time this appraisal report was prepared.

4. I developed my opinion of the market value of the real property that is the subject of this report based on the sales
comparison approach to value. I have adequate comparable market data to develop a reliable sales comparison approach
for this appraisal assignment. I further certify that I considered the cost and income approaches to value but did not develop
them, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

5. I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on any current agreement for sale for the subject property, any offering for
sale of the subject property in the twelve months prior to the effective date of this appraisal, and the prior sales of the subject
property for a minimum of three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

6. I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on the prior sales of the comparable sales for a minimum of one year prior
to the date of sale of the comparable sale, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

7. I selected and used comparable sales that are locationally, physically, and functionally the most similar to the subject property.

8. I have not used comparable sales that were the result of combining a land sale with the contract purchase price of a home that
has been built or will be built on the land.

9. I have reported adjustments to the comparable sales that reflect the market's reaction to the differences between the subject
property and the comparable sales.

10. I verified, from a disinterested source, all information in this report that was provided by parties who have a financial interest in
the sale or financing of the subject property.

11. I have knowledge and experience in appraising this type of property in this market area.

12. I am aware of, and have access to, the necessary and appropriate public and private data sources, such as multiple listing
services, tax assessment records, public land records and other such data sources for the area in which the property is located.

13. I obtained the information, estimates, and opinions furnished by other parties and expressed in this appraisal report from
reliable sources that I believe to be true and correct.

14. I have taken into consideration the factors that have an impact on value with respect to the subject neighborhood, subject
property, and the proximity of the subject property to adverse influences in the development of my opinion of market value. I
have noted in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as, but not limited to, needed repairs, deterioration, the
presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, adverse environmental conditions, etc.) observed during the inspection of the
subject property or that I became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal. I have considered these
adverse conditions in my analysis of the property value, and have reported on the effect of the conditions on the value and
marketability of the subject property.

15. I have not knowingly withheld any significant information from this appraisal report and, to the best of my knowledge, all
statements and information in this appraisal report are true and correct.

16. I stated in this appraisal report my own personal, unbiased, and professional analysis, opinions, and conclusions, which
are subject only to the assumptions and limiting conditions in this appraisal report.

17. I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and I have no present or
prospective personal interest or bias with respect to the participants in the transaction. I did not base, either partially or
completely, my analysis and/or opinion of market value in this appraisal report on the race, color, religion, sex, age, marital
status, handicap, familial status, or national origin of either the prospective owners or occupants of the subject property or of the
present owners or occupants of the properties in the vicinity of the subject property or on any other basis prohibited by law.

18. My employment and/or compensation for performing this appraisal or any future or anticipated appraisals was not
conditioned on any agreement or understanding, written or otherwise, that I would report (or present analysis supporting) a
predetermined specific value, a predetermined minimum value, a range or direction in value, a value that favors the cause of
any party, or the attainment of a specific result or occurrence of a specific subsequent event (such as approval of a pending
mortgage loan application).

19. I personally prepared all conclusions and opinions about the real estate that were set forth in this appraisal report. If I
relied on significant real property appraisal assistance from any individual or individuals in the performance of this appraisal
or the preparation of this appraisal report, I have named such individual(s) and disclosed the specific tasks performed in this
appraisal report. I certify that any individual so named is qualified to perform the tasks. I have not authorized anyone to make
a change to any item in this appraisal report; therefore, any change made to this appraisal is unauthorized and I will take no
responsibility for it.

20. I identified the lender/client in this appraisal report who is the individual, organization, or agent for the organization that
ordered and will receive this appraisal report.
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APPRAISER’S CERTIFICATION: The Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I have, at a minimum, developed and reported this appraisal in accordance with the scope of work requirements stated in
this appraisal report.

2. I performed a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property. I reported the condition
of the improvements in factual, specific terms. I identified and reported the physical deficiencies that could affect the
livability, soundness, or structural integrity of the property.

3. I performed this appraisal in accordance with the requirements of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice that were adopted and promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in
place at the time this appraisal report was prepared.

4. I developed my opinion of the market value of the real property that is the subject of this report based on the sales
comparison approach to value. I have adequate comparable market data to develop a reliable sales comparison approach
for this appraisal assignment. I further certify that I considered the cost and income approaches to value but did not develop
them, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

5. I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on any current agreement for sale for the subject property, any offering for
sale of the subject property in the twelve months prior to the effective date of this appraisal, and the prior sales of the subject
property for a minimum of three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

6. I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on the prior sales of the comparable sales for a minimum of one year prior
to the date of sale of the comparable sale, unless otherwise indicated in this report.

7. I selected and used comparable sales that are locationally, physically, and functionally the most similar to the subject property.

8. I have not used comparable sales that were the result of combining a land sale with the contract purchase price of a home that
has been built or will be built on the land.

9. I have reported adjustments to the comparable sales that reflect the market's reaction to the differences between the subject
property and the comparable sales.

10. I verified, from a disinterested source, all information in this report that was provided by parties who have a financial interest in
the sale or financing of the subject property.

11. I have knowledge and experience in appraising this type of property in this market area.

12. I am aware of, and have access to, the necessary and appropriate public and private data sources, such as multiple listing
services, tax assessment records, public land records and other such data sources for the area in which the property is located.

13. I obtained the information, estimates, and opinions furnished by other parties and expressed in this appraisal report from
reliable sources that I believe to be true and correct.

14. I have taken into consideration the factors that have an impact on value with respect to the subject neighborhood, subject
property, and the proximity of the subject property to adverse influences in the development of my opinion of market value. I
have noted in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as, but not limited to, needed repairs, deterioration, the
presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, adverse environmental conditions, etc.) observed during the inspection of the
subject property or that I became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal. I have considered these
adverse conditions in my analysis of the property value, and have reported on the effect of the conditions on the value and
marketability of the subject property.

15. I have not knowingly withheld any significant information from this appraisal report and, to the best of my knowledge, all
statements and information in this appraisal report are true and correct.

16. I stated in this appraisal report my own personal, unbiased, and professional analysis, opinions, and conclusions, which
are subject only to the assumptions and limiting conditions in this appraisal report.

17. I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and I have no present or
prospective personal interest or bias with respect to the participants in the transaction. I did not base, either partially or
completely, my analysis and/or opinion of market value in this appraisal report on the race, color, religion, sex, age, marital
status, handicap, familial status, or national origin of either the prospective owners or occupants of the subject property or of the
present owners or occupants of the properties in the vicinity of the subject property or on any other basis prohibited by law.

18. My employment and/or compensation for performing this appraisal or any future or anticipated appraisals was not
conditioned on any agreement or understanding, written or otherwise, that I would report (or present analysis supporting) a
predetermined specific value, a predetermined minimum value, a range or direction in value, a value that favors the cause of
any party, or the attainment of a specific result or occurrence of a specific subsequent event (such as approval of a pending
mortgage loan application).

19. I personally prepared all conclusions and opinions about the real estate that were set forth in this appraisal report. If I
relied on significant real property appraisal assistance from any individual or individuals in the performance of this appraisal
or the preparation of this appraisal report, I have named such individual(s) and disclosed the specific tasks performed in this
appraisal report. I certify that any individual so named is qualified to perform the tasks. I have not authorized anyone to make
a change to any item in this appraisal report; therefore, any change made to this appraisal is unauthorized and I will take no
responsibility for it.

20. I identified the lender/client in this appraisal report who is the individual, organization, or agent for the organization that
ordered and will receive this appraisal report.
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21. The lender/client may disclose or distribute this appraisal report to: the borrower; another lender at the request of the
borrower; the mortgagee or its successors and assigns; mortgage insurers; government sponsored enterprises; other
secondary market participants; data collection or reporting services; professional appraisal organizations; any department,
agency, or instrumentality of the United States; and any state, the District of Columbia, or other jurisdictions; without having to
obtain the appraiser’s or supervisory appraiser’s (if applicable) consent. Such consent must be obtained before this appraisal
report may be disclosed or distributed to any other party (including, but not limited to, the public through advertising, public
relations, news, sales, or other media).

22. I am aware that any disclosure or distribution of this appraisal report by me or the lender/client may be subject to certain
laws and regulations. Further, I am also subject to the provisions of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
that pertain to disclosure or distribution by me.

23. The borrower, another lender at the request of the borrower, the mortgagee or its successors and assigns, mortgage
insurers, government sponsored enterprises, and other secondary market participants may rely on this appraisal report as part
of any mortgage finance transaction that involves any one or more of these parties.

24. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an “electronic record” containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this
appraisal report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and
valid as if a paper version of this appraisal report were delivered containing my original hand written signature.

25. Any intentional or negligent misrepresentation(s) contained in this appraisal report may result in civil liability and/or
criminal penalties including, but not limited to, fine or imprisonment or both under the provisions of Title 18, United States
Code, Section 1001, et seq., or similar state laws.

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER’S CERTIFICATION: The Supervisory Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I directly supervised the appraiser for this appraisal assignment, have read the appraisal report, and agree with the appraiser’s
analysis, opinions, statements, conclusions, and the appraiser’s certification.

2. I accept full responsibility for the contents of this appraisal report including, but not limited to, the appraiser’s analysis, opinions,
statements, conclusions, and the appraiser’s certification.

3. The appraiser identified in this appraisal report is either a sub-contractor or an employee of the supervisory appraiser (or the
appraisal firm), is qualified to perform this appraisal, and is acceptable to perform this appraisal under the applicable state law.

4. This appraisal report complies with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were adopted and
promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in place at the time this appraisal
report was prepared.

5. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an "electronic record" containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this
appraisal report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and
valid as if a paper version of this appraisal report were delivered containing my original hand written signature.

APPRAISER

Signature
Name
Company Name
Company Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Date of Signature and Report
Effective Date of Appraisal
State Certification #
or State License #
or Other (describe) State #
State
Expiration Date of Certification or License

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY APPRAISED

APPRAISED VALUE OF SUBJECT PROPERTY $
LENDER/CLIENT
Name
Company Name
Company Address

Email Address

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (ONLY IF REQUIRED)

Signature
Name
Company Name
Company Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Date of Signature
State Certification #
or State License #
State
Expiration Date of Certification or License

SUBJECT PROPERTY

Did not inspect subject property
Did inspect exterior of subject property from street
Date of Inspection
Did inspect interior and exterior of subject property
Date of Inspection

COMPARABLE SALES

Did not inspect exterior of comparable sales from street
Did inspect exterior of comparable sales from street
Date of Inspection
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21. The lender/client may disclose or distribute this appraisal report to: the borrower; another lender at the request of the
borrower; the mortgagee or its successors and assigns; mortgage insurers; government sponsored enterprises; other
secondary market participants; data collection or reporting services; professional appraisal organizations; any department,
agency, or instrumentality of the United States; and any state, the District of Columbia, or other jurisdictions; without having to
obtain the appraiser’s or supervisory appraiser’s (if applicable) consent. Such consent must be obtained before this appraisal
report may be disclosed or distributed to any other party (including, but not limited to, the public through advertising, public
relations, news, sales, or other media).

22. I am aware that any disclosure or distribution of this appraisal report by me or the lender/client may be subject to certain
laws and regulations. Further, I am also subject to the provisions of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
that pertain to disclosure or distribution by me.

23. The borrower, another lender at the request of the borrower, the mortgagee or its successors and assigns, mortgage
insurers, government sponsored enterprises, and other secondary market participants may rely on this appraisal report as part
of any mortgage finance transaction that involves any one or more of these parties.

24. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an “electronic record” containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this
appraisal report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and
valid as if a paper version of this appraisal report were delivered containing my original hand written signature.

25. Any intentional or negligent misrepresentation(s) contained in this appraisal report may result in civil liability and/or
criminal penalties including, but not limited to, fine or imprisonment or both under the provisions of Title 18, United States
Code, Section 1001, et seq., or similar state laws.

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER’S CERTIFICATION: The Supervisory Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I directly supervised the appraiser for this appraisal assignment, have read the appraisal report, and agree with the appraiser’s
analysis, opinions, statements, conclusions, and the appraiser’s certification.

2. I accept full responsibility for the contents of this appraisal report including, but not limited to, the appraiser’s analysis, opinions,
statements, conclusions, and the appraiser’s certification.

3. The appraiser identified in this appraisal report is either a sub-contractor or an employee of the supervisory appraiser (or the
appraisal firm), is qualified to perform this appraisal, and is acceptable to perform this appraisal under the applicable state law.

4. This appraisal report complies with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were adopted and
promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in place at the time this appraisal
report was prepared.

5. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an "electronic record" containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this
appraisal report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and
valid as if a paper version of this appraisal report were delivered containing my original hand written signature.

APPRAISER

Signature
Name
Company Name
Company Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Date of Signature and Report
Effective Date of Appraisal
State Certification #
or State License #
or Other (describe) State #
State
Expiration Date of Certification or License

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY APPRAISED

APPRAISED VALUE OF SUBJECT PROPERTY $
LENDER/CLIENT
Name
Company Name
Company Address

Email Address

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (ONLY IF REQUIRED)

Signature
Name
Company Name
Company Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Date of Signature
State Certification #
or State License #
State
Expiration Date of Certification or License

SUBJECT PROPERTY

Did not inspect subject property
Did inspect exterior of subject property from street
Date of Inspection
Did inspect interior and exterior of subject property
Date of Inspection

COMPARABLE SALES

Did not inspect exterior of comparable sales from street
Did inspect exterior of comparable sales from street
Date of Inspection
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FEATURE SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE #
Address

Proximity to Subject
Sale Price $ $ $ $
Sale Price/Gross Liv. Area $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft.
Data Source(s)
Verification Source(s)
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment
Sales or Financing
Concessions
Date of Sale/Time
Location
Leasehold/Fee Simple
Site
View
Design (Style)
Quality of Construction
Actual Age
Condition
Above Grade Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths
Room Count
Gross Living Area sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft.
Basement & Finished
Rooms Below Grade
Functional Utility
Heating/Cooling
Energy Efficient Items
Garage/Carport
Porch/Patio/Deck

Net Adjustment (Total) + - + - + -$ $ $
Adjusted Sale Price
of Comparables $ $ $

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Report the results of the research and analysis of the prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales (report additional prior sales on page 3).
ITEM SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE #

Date of Prior Sale/Transfer
Price of Prior Sale/Transfer
Data Source(s)
Effective Date of Data Source(s)
Analysis of prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales

Analysis/Comments

Freddie Mac Form 70 March 2005 Fannie Mae Form 1004 March 2005
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105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island, SC 29585

N/A

Pawleys Island
Fee Simple
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Ocean/Crk
Gd/Rsd Bch
Gd/Frame
9
Good

12 5 5.1
5,093

N/A
Good
Central
Full Insul
2+ Under
Lrg Cvrd/Scrnd

Fireplaces Fireplaces
Applian/Upgrades Appli/Upgrades

Public Records
01/10/2014

903 Norris Dr
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
1.15 miles NE

2,295,000
706.15

MLS/Ext Inspection
Public Records

None Known

Listing -150,000
Inlet Point
Fee Simple
Avg/1 Lot
Inf/Ocean +250,000
Gd/Rsd Bch
Gd/Frame
10+-
Good

12 5 5.0 +5,000
3,250 +129,010

None

Good
Central
Full Insul
2+ Under
Porches
Fireplace
Equal

234,010
10.2
23.3 2,529,010

No previous sales
during past year.
Public Records
01/10/2014

1131 Norris Dr
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
0.92 miles NE

2,690,000
779.71

MLS/Ext Inspection
Public Records

None Known

Listing -150,000
Inlet Point
Fee Simple
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Ocean/Crk
Gd/Rsd Bch
Gd/Frame
10+-
Good

11 4 4.1 +10,000
3,450 +115,010

None

Good
Central
Full Insul
2+ Under
Porches
Fireplace
Equal

-24,990
0.9

10.2 2,665,010

No previous sales
during past year.
Public Records
01/10/2014

451 Beach Bridge Rd
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
4.10 miles SW

3,485,000
619.56

MLS/Ext Inspection
Public Records

None Known

Listing -200,000
Prince George
Fee Simple
Avg/1 Lot
Sup/Ocean -250,000
Gd/Rsd Bch
Gd/Frame
10+-
Good

12 6 6.1 -10,000
5,625 -37,240

None

Good
Central
Full Insul
2+ Under
Eql Porches
Fireplace
Equal

-497,240
14.3
14.3 2,987,760

No previous sales
during past year.
Public Records
01/10/2014

4 5 6

4 5 6

None Noted

Comps 4,5, and 6 are all current listings similar to the subject in market appeal and these add support to the final appraised
value.
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FEATURE SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE #
Address

Proximity to Subject
Sale Price $ $ $ $
Sale Price/Gross Liv. Area $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft. $ sq.ft.
Data Source(s)
Verification Source(s)
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment
Sales or Financing
Concessions
Date of Sale/Time
Location
Leasehold/Fee Simple
Site
View
Design (Style)
Quality of Construction
Actual Age
Condition
Above Grade Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths
Room Count
Gross Living Area sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft. sq.ft.
Basement & Finished
Rooms Below Grade
Functional Utility
Heating/Cooling
Energy Efficient Items
Garage/Carport
Porch/Patio/Deck

Net Adjustment (Total) + - + - + -$ $ $
Adjusted Sale Price
of Comparables $ $ $

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Net Adj. %
Gross Adj. %

Report the results of the research and analysis of the prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales (report additional prior sales on page 3).
ITEM SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE # COMPARABLE SALE #

Date of Prior Sale/Transfer
Price of Prior Sale/Transfer
Data Source(s)
Effective Date of Data Source(s)
Analysis of prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales

Analysis/Comments
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

This Appraisal Report is one of the following types:

Self Contained (A written report prepared under Standards Rule , pursuant to the Scope of Work, as disclosed elsewhere in this report.)

Summary (A written report prepared under Standards Rule , pursuant to the Scope of Work, as disclosed elsewhere in this report.)

Restricted Use (A written report prepared under Standards Rule , pursuant to the Scope of Work, as disclosed elsewhere in this report,
restricted to the stated intended use by the specified client or intended user.)

APPRAISER:

Signature:
Name:

Date Signed:
State Certification #:
or State License #:
State:
Expiration Date of Certification or License:

Effective Date of Appraisal:

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (only if required):

Signature:

Name:

Date Signed:
State Certification #:
or State License #:
State:
Expiration Date of Certification or License:
Supervisory Appraiser inspection of Subject Property:

Did Not Exterior-only from street Interior and Exterior

SJK Special  Opportunities Fund 14C0209
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

APPRAISAL AND REPORT IDENTIFICATION

2-2(a)

2-2(b)

2-2(c)

Comments on Standards Rule 2-3
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
— The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
— The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased
professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.
— I have no (or the specified) present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report and no (or the specified) personal interest with respect to the parties
involved.
— I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or the parties involved with this assignment.
— My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting predetermined results.
— My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the
client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.
— My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that
were in effect at the time this report was prepared.
— Unless otherwise indicated, I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
— Unless otherwise indicated, no one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person(s) signing this certification (if there are exceptions, the name of each
individual providing significant real property appraisal assistance is stated elsewhere in this report).
— Unless otherwise indicated, I have performed no services regarding the subject property within the prior three years, as an appraiser or in any other capacity.

Comments on Appraisal and Report Identification
Note any USPAP related issues requiring disclosure and any State mandated requirements:

Walter B. Krask
Designation: Certified Residential

January 14, 2014
952

SC
06/30/2014

01/14/2014

Designation:

Form ID10 — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Borrower/Client

Lender

SJK Special  Opportunities Fund 14C0209
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

APPRAISAL AND REPORT IDENTIFICATION

2-2(a)

2-2(b)

2-2(c)

Comments on Standards Rule 2-3
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
— The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
— The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased
professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.
— I have no (or the specified) present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report and no (or the specified) personal interest with respect to the parties
involved.
— I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or the parties involved with this assignment.
— My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting predetermined results.
— My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the
client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.
— My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that
were in effect at the time this report was prepared.
— Unless otherwise indicated, I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
— Unless otherwise indicated, no one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person(s) signing this certification (if there are exceptions, the name of each
individual providing significant real property appraisal assistance is stated elsewhere in this report).
— Unless otherwise indicated, I have performed no services regarding the subject property within the prior three years, as an appraiser or in any other capacity.

Comments on Appraisal and Report Identification
Note any USPAP related issues requiring disclosure and any State mandated requirements:

Walter B. Krask
Designation: Certified Residential

January 14, 2014
952

SC
06/30/2014

01/14/2014

Designation:

Form ID10 — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Borrower/Client

Lender

File No.
Property Address
City County State Zip Code

This Appraisal Report is one of the following types:

Self Contained (A written report prepared under Standards Rule , pursuant to the Scope of Work, as disclosed elsewhere in this report.)

Summary (A written report prepared under Standards Rule , pursuant to the Scope of Work, as disclosed elsewhere in this report.)

Restricted Use (A written report prepared under Standards Rule , pursuant to the Scope of Work, as disclosed elsewhere in this report,
restricted to the stated intended use by the specified client or intended user.)

APPRAISER:

Signature:
Name:

Date Signed:
State Certification #:
or State License #:
State:
Expiration Date of Certification or License:

Effective Date of Appraisal:

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (only if required):

Signature:

Name:

Date Signed:
State Certification #:
or State License #:
State:
Expiration Date of Certification or License:
Supervisory Appraiser inspection of Subject Property:

Did Not Exterior-only from street Interior and Exterior
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form PIC3X5.SR — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Photo Page
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Subject Front

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

105 Atlantic Ave
N/A
5,093
12
5
5.1
Pawleys Island
Gd/Ocean/Crk
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Frame
9

Subject Rear

Subject Street

Borrower/Client

Lender

Form PIC3X5.SR — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Subject Photo Page
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Subject Front

Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

105 Atlantic Ave
N/A
5,093
12
5
5.1
Pawleys Island
Gd/Ocean/Crk
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Frame
9

Subject Rear

Subject Street

Borrower/Client

Lender

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Photograph Addendum
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Borrower/Client

Lender
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Photograph Addendum
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Borrower/Client

Lender

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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City County State Zip Code
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Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
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Lender
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Photograph Addendum
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105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Borrower/Client

Lender

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form PIC3X5.CR — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Comparable Photo Page
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Comparable 1

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

1057 Norris Dr
1.00 miles NE
2,700,000
4,650
12
5
5.1
Inlet Point
Gd/Ocn/Crk
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Frame
10+-

Comparable 2

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

550 Myrtle Ave
2.21 miles SW
2,400,000
3,100
12
5
5.0
Pawleys Island
Inf/Ocn/Crk
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Frame
Historic

Comparable 3

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

442 Myrtle Ave
1.59 miles SW
2,450,000
3,500
12
6
6.1
Pawleys Island
Inf/Ocn/Crk
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Frame
Historic

Borrower/Client

Lender
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Comparable Photo Page
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Comparable 1

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

1057 Norris Dr
1.00 miles NE
2,700,000
4,650
12
5
5.1
Inlet Point
Gd/Ocn/Crk
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Frame
10+-

Comparable 2

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

550 Myrtle Ave
2.21 miles SW
2,400,000
3,100
12
5
5.0
Pawleys Island
Inf/Ocn/Crk
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Frame
Historic

Comparable 3

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

442 Myrtle Ave
1.59 miles SW
2,450,000
3,500
12
6
6.1
Pawleys Island
Inf/Ocn/Crk
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Frame
Historic

Borrower/Client

Lender

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Comparable Photo Page
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Comparable 4

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

903 Norris Dr
1.15 miles NE
2,295,000
3,250
12
5
5.0
Inlet Point
Inf/Ocean
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Frame
10+-

Comparable 5

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

1131 Norris Dr
0.92 miles NE
2,690,000
3,450
11
4
4.1
Inlet Point
Gd/Ocean/Crk
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Frame
10+-

Comparable 6

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

451 Beach Bridge Rd
4.10 miles SW
3,485,000
5,625
12
6
6.1
Prince George
Sup/Ocean
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Frame
10+-

Borrower/Client

Lender
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Comparable Photo Page
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Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
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Prox. to Subject
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Gross Living Area
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Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
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View
Site
Quality
Age

903 Norris Dr
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3,250
12
5
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Gd/Frame
10+-

Comparable 5

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

1131 Norris Dr
0.92 miles NE
2,690,000
3,450
11
4
4.1
Inlet Point
Gd/Ocean/Crk
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Frame
10+-

Comparable 6

Prox. to Subject
Sales Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

451 Beach Bridge Rd
4.10 miles SW
3,485,000
5,625
12
6
6.1
Prince George
Sup/Ocean
Avg/1 Lot
Gd/Frame
10+-

Borrower/Client

Lender

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form SKT.BldSki — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Building Sketch
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Borrower/Client

Lender

Form SKT.BldSki — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Building Sketch
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Borrower/Client

Lender

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form SKT.BldSkI — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Building Sketch
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Borrower/Client

Lender
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Building Sketch
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Borrower/Client

Lender

Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code

Form MAP.Site — "WinTOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. — 1-800-ALAMODE

Site Map
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC

Borrower/Client

Lender
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Site Map
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
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Borrower/Client
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Property Address
City County State Zip Code
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Location Map
SJK Special  Opportunities Fund
105 Atlantic Ave
Pawleys Island Georgetown SC 29585
Hays Financial Consulting, LLC
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Location Map
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105 Atlantic Ave
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the Post ant) eourier 

SALE OF 
101/105 ATLANTIC

AVENUE,
PAWLEYS ISLAND,

SOUTH CAROLINA AND
BID PROCEDURES

Pursuant to Federal Court
Orders entered in SEC v.
Stanley J. Kowalewski, et.
al., Civil Action No 1:11-
CV-0056, United States
District Court for the
Northern District of
Georgia, S. Gregory Hays,
acting as the court-
appointed receiver for the
SJK Special Opportunities
Fund, L.P, has contracted
to sell real property located
at 101/105 Atlantic Avenue,
Pawleys Island, South
Carolina.  CONTRACT
TERMS: Price: $2,825,000;
Deposit $141,500; property
sold “as-is”.  See
http://haysconsulting.net/
assets-for-sale/beach-
front-residential/ for
details.  Competing bids
may be made pursuant to
28 U.S.C. § 2001, which pro-
vides that the Receiver
may not sell the property
based on the CONTRACT
TERMS if a competing bid
is made that GUARAN-
TEES at least a 10%
increase over the CON-
TRACT TERMS.  Send
qualifying offers to: Hays
Financial Consulting, 3343
Peachtree Road, Suite 200,
Atlanta, GA 30326.  Offers
and deposits must be
received by 5:00 p.m.
6/6/14.                AD# 1159222

Order 1159222

Account 200204

Name

Phone (404) 885-3000

Class 970

Start Date 05/19/2014

Stop Date 05/31/2014

Insertions 26

Lines 47.0

Payments $1,233.91

Total Price $1,233.91

Ad Rep Ginger Harley

Classified Ad to publish in Post and Courier, Post & Courier Web

Customer Name TROUTMAN SANDERS LLP

134 Columbus St., Charleston, SC 29403

CCllaassssiiffiieedd  DDeepptt..  ((884433))  772222--66550000          FFaaxx::  ((884433))  993377--55440088  oorr  993377--55441100

wwwwww..ppoossttaannddccoouurriieerr..ccoomm
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the Post ant) eourier 

SALE OF 
101/105 ATLANTIC

AVENUE,
PAWLEYS ISLAND,

SOUTH CAROLINA AND
BID PROCEDURES

Pursuant to Federal Court
Orders entered in SEC v.
Stanley J. Kowalewski, et.
al., Civil Action No 1:11-
CV-0056, United States
District Court for the
Northern District of
Georgia, S. Gregory Hays,
acting as the court-
appointed receiver for the
SJK Special Opportunities
Fund, L.P, has contracted
to sell real property located
at 101/105 Atlantic Avenue,
Pawleys Island, South
Carolina.  CONTRACT
TERMS: Price: $2,825,000;
Deposit $141,500; property
sold “as-is”.  See
http://haysconsulting.net/
assets-for-sale/beach-
front-residential/ for
details.  Competing bids
may be made pursuant to
28 U.S.C. § 2001, which pro-
vides that the Receiver
may not sell the property
based on the CONTRACT
TERMS if a competing bid
is made that GUARAN-
TEES at least a 10%
increase over the CON-
TRACT TERMS.  Send
qualifying offers to: Hays
Financial Consulting, 3343
Peachtree Road, Suite 200,
Atlanta, GA 30326.  Offers
and deposits must be
received by 5:00 p.m.
6/6/14.                AD# 1159222

Order 1159228

Account 200204

Name

Phone (404) 885-3000

Class 970

Start Date 06/01/2014

Stop Date 06/06/2014

Insertions 12

Lines 47.0

Payments $582.49

Total Price $582.49

Ad Rep Ginger Harley

Classified Ad to publish in Post and Courier, Post & Courier Web

Customer Name TROUTMAN SANDERS LLP

134 Columbus St., Charleston, SC 29403

CCllaassssiiffiieedd  DDeepptt..  ((884433))  772222--66550000          FFaaxx::  ((884433))  993377--55440088  oorr  993377--55441100

wwwwww..ppoossttaannddccoouurriieerr..ccoomm
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